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About This Handbook
This handbook is intended to complement the instructor-led presentation of this
course, and serve as a source of reference. It is not suitable for self-study.

Typographic Conventions
American English is the standard used in this handbook. The following
typographic conventions are also used.

Type Style Description

Example text Words or characters that appear on the screen. These
include field names, screen titles, pushbuttons as well
as menu names, paths, and options.

Also used for cross-references to other documentation
both internal (in this documentation) and external (in
other locations, such as SAPNet).

Example text Emphasized words or phrases in body text, titles of
graphics, and tables

EXAMPLE TEXT Names of elements in the system. These include
report names, program names, transaction codes, table
names, and individual key words of a programming
language, when surrounded by body text, for example
SELECT and INCLUDE.

Example text Screen output. This includes file and directory names
and their paths, messages, names of variables and
parameters, and passages of the source text of a
program.

Example text Exact user entry. These are words and characters that
you enter in the system exactly as they appear in the
documentation.

<Example text> Variable user entry. Pointed brackets indicate that you
replace these words and characters with appropriate
entries.
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Icons in Body Text
The following icons are used in this handbook.

Icon Meaning

For more information, tips, or background

Note or further explanation of previous point

Exception or caution

Procedures

Indicates that the item is displayed in the instructor�s
presentation.
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Course Overview
This course describes repetitive manufacturing and its functions within the SCM
solution. The content ranges from master data to planning, and material staging
right through to backflushing and the various evaluation options.

Target Audience
This course is intended for the following audiences:

� Managers and employees in production (work schedulers, production
planners, supervisors, employees)

� Project team members (consultants, organizers)

Course Prerequisites
Required Knowledge

� PLM 110 (Basic Data, Part 1)
� PLM111 (Basic Data Part 2)

Recommended Knowledge

� SCM300 (Supply Chain Manufacturing Overview)
� SCM240 (Production Planning ERP)
� SAPPLM (mySAP SCM Overview)

Course Goals
This course will prepare you to:

� Position repetitive manufacturing correctly within the complete mySAP
SCM environment (demand management, material requirements planning,
sales order processing and so on)

� Work with or implement repetitive manufacturing with its most important
basic functions

� Understand and use the basic functions of repetitive manufacturing in detail
� Consider the integration dependencies of repetitive manufacturing
� Use self-study to learn further special functions

Course Objectives
After completing this course, you will be able to:
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� Maintain master data for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute line load planning for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute material staging for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute backflushing for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute evaluations for repetitive manufacturing

SAP Software Component Information
The information in this course pertains to the following SAP Software Components
and releases:
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Unit 1
Course Overview

Unit Overview
PC manufacturing in plant 1200 in Dresden should be used as the background
for presenting an overview of the most important scenarios in repetitive
manufacturing. This involves examining various roles (both at company and
employee level).

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Characterize the overall relationships within a typical repetitive
manufacturing scenario

� Characterize the different roles in repetitive manufacturing

Unit Contents
Lesson: Main Business Scenario ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Lesson: Roles Along the Logistics Chain: Repetitive Manufacturing ... . . . .7
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Lesson: Main Business Scenario

Lesson Overview
The key information for the business scenario that is to be used for carrying out
the demonstration and exercises is compiled.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Characterize the overall relationships within a typical repetitive
manufacturing scenario

Business Example
You are a manufacturing company. In your plant 1200 in Dresden, you
manufacture PCs and PC assemblies on several production lines. Production is
quantity-based and period-based. In your company, you belong to the team that
is implementing mySAP SCM Repetitive Manufacturing. Here you need to carry
out the complete process chain for in-house production, which allows your
company to organize, control, and execute production for a plant on the basis of
the ECC system and, if required, the APO system.

Important stations in quantity and period-based production include: dispatching
quantities to the production line taking capacity into account, printing the
production list, staging materials, backflushing manufactured quantities, and
settling the product cost collector.

In practice, these functions are integrated with other areas (such as controlling and
materials management) in your company. Therefore, you must consider the many
integration relationships that exist when implementing repetitive manufacturing.
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Figure 1: Contents

Figure 2: System Example of PC Production in Plant 1200

Demonstration example for repetitive manufacturing: PCs and PC assemblies
are produced in plant 1200. Make-to-order production is used for final assembly
and is customer-specific; Component assembly takes place on site. Two
production lines are available for component assembly and for final assembly.
The components for the assembly production are transferred from the material
warehouse via the material staging list or are staged via KANBAN. During
confirmation of the assembly, the stock receipt of the assembly is posted directly
to the storage location, which is assigned to the final assembly production
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line. Components for the final assembly that are not produced on the assembly
production lines are transferred via the material staging list from the material
warehouse.

The descriptions of the most important data in the training system and in the IDES
system are as follows (for detailed BOMs, see appendix):

� T-F10## (IDES: R-1000) Maxitec R-375 PC (final assembly in
make-to-order production)

� T-F13## (IDES: R-1003) Maxitec R-375 PC (final assembly in
make-to-stock production)

� T-B10## (IDES: R-1110) Mother board for T-F10## (assembly production
to stock)

� T-B11## (IDES: R-1112) Mother board for T-F13## (assembly production
to stock)

� T-B20## (IDES: R-1120) Cable
� T-B30## (IDES: R-1130) Keyboard
� T-B40## (IDES: R-1140) TFT monitor
� T-B50## (IDES: R-1150) Disk drive
� T-B60## (IDES: R-1160) Hard drive for T-F10##
� T-B61## (IDES: R-1161) Hard drive for T-F13##

Figure 3: System Example for PC Production: KANBAN Integration

KANBAN demonstration example: PCs and PC assemblies are produced in
plant 1200. Two production lines are available for component assembly and for
final assembly. Some components for the assembly production are procured
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externally, produced in-house, and transferred from the material storage location
using Kanban. Components for the final assembly that are not manufactured on
the assembly production lines are transferred from the material warehouse using
Kanban.

The descriptions of the most important data in the training system and in the
IDES system are as follows:

� Material numbers:

� T-F10## (IDES: R-1000) Maxitec R-375 PC (final assembly in
make-to-order production)

� T-B10## (IDES: R-1110) Mother board (assembly production to stock)
� T-T7## (IDES: R-1230) BIOS (KANBAN external procurement with

purchase order)
� T-B7## (IDES: R-1240) Processor cooling unit (KANBAN in-house

manufacturing with planned order)
� T-T8## (IDES: R-1310) Aluminum cooling element (KANBAN stock

transfer with reservation)
� T-T9## (IDES: R-1330) 5V ventilator (KANBAN stock transfer

without reservation)
� Production lines:

� T-L1## (IDES: LINE1) Production line 1 (for PC production)
� T-L3## (IDES: LINE3) Production line 3 (for production of mother

board)
� T-L5## (IDES: LINE5) Production line 5 (for production of processor

cooling unit)
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Characterize the overall relationships within a typical repetitive

manufacturing scenario
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Lesson: Roles Along the Logistics Chain: Repetitive
Manufacturing

Lesson Overview
The most important roles and characters in the production environment in
repetitive manufacturing will be examined along with their characteristics.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Characterize the different roles in repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
Assign the various responsibilities of the different employee groups in the main
business scenario.

Figure 4: Roles Along the Logistics Chain: Repetitive Manufacturing

The different units in this course will be examined using specific roles within a
company. Assignments can vary depending on the area of application.
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Figure 5: Role: Work scheduler

The following objects and tasks lie within Stephen's area of responsibility:

Work centers, capacities, hierarchies, routings, classification (objects relevant to
production), and rules for configuration (routings).

He processes the following objects together with design/engineering: Material
masters, documents, configuration (overall), material/routing assignments.

Figure 6: Role: Production Planner for Production Lines

The following objects/tasks lie in Tanja's area of responsibility: Dispatching,
sequencing, sales order/planned order management, capacity loading, deadline
monitoring, forecasting (extra single role), sales administrator (extra single role).
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She requires read authorizations for the following master data: Production
versions, line design (work centers, rate routings, line hierarchies, line balancing,
operational method sheets), material masters, material BOMs, production
resources and tools, serial number maintenance, documents, supply areas, product
cost collectors, preliminary costing for the product cost collector.

She requires change authorizations for the following planning transactions:
Planning table, sequencing, collective availability checks, stock/requirements lists,
pegged requirements, stock overviews, production lists

She requires authorizations for the following evaluations (production): Reporting
point overview, data entry document overview, total requirements, reporting point
statistics, goods receipt statistics, component consumption, Kanban information
system, Kanban error display, Kanban plant overview, control cycle/Kanban. She
requires authorizations for the following evaluations (inventory management):
Material documents, posting and reversal documents as well as archived
documents for materials, stock overviews, warehouse stock, provision stock,
consignment stock and so on, availability overviews, plant overviews, purchase
orders. She requires authorizations for the following evaluations (Controlling):
Variance analysis, WIP, planned costs, actual costs, planned/actual comparisons
(variance categories), production versions: Line item-actual/variance

Figure 7: Role: Supervisor (Production Controller)

The following objects/tasks lie in John's area of responsibility:Planned orders in
his area, material staging, KANBAN, backflushing, operational method sheets,
plant management (extra single role), cost center management (extra single role),
personnel management (extra single role), and quality management (extra single
role).

2006/Q2 © 2006 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 9
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He requires authorizations (read and possibly write) for the following master
data: Production versions, line design (work centers, rate routings, line hierarchy,
line balancing, operational method sheets), material masters, material BOMs,
production resources and tools, serial number maintenance, documents (drawings
and so on), control cycles (Kanban and WM), supply areas, delivery schedules,
vendors, customers.

He requires authorizations for the following planning transactions: Planning
table, sequencing, collective availability check, stock/requirements lists, pegged
requirements, stock overviews, production lists

He requires authorizations for the following material staging transactions:
Triggering material staging, displaying material staging, stock transfer of
components, picking, displaying logs

He requires authorizations for the following backflush transactions: Collective
entry, final backflush, reporting point backflush, KANBAN backflush, posting
with adjustments (activities/components), scrap posting, separate backflush,
reversals, postprocessing. He also requires authorizations for evaluations
(production, inventory management, controlling).

Figure 8: Role: Employee

The following objects/tasks lie in Peter's area of responsibility: Creating
backflushes (reporting point backflush, final backflush), Kanban signal (bar code,
manual), reversing backflushes (exception), and goods movements.

He requires read authorizations for the following master data: Documents,
operational method sheets, production resources and tools

He requires read authorizations for the following planning transactions:
Displaying production lists (order sequence)
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He requires read authorizations for the following material staging transactions:
Material staging (displaying situation)

2006/Q2 © 2006 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 11
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Characterize the different roles in repetitive manufacturing
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Characterize the overall relationships within a typical repetitive

manufacturing scenario
� Characterize the different roles in repetitive manufacturing

2006/Q2 © 2006 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 13
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Test Your Knowledge

1. Repetitive manufacturing is always planned on the basis of orders.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. Repetitive manufacturing is always planned on a plant-wide basis.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2006/Q2 © 2006 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 15
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Answers

1. Repetitive manufacturing is always planned on the basis of orders.

Answer: False

Repetitive manufacturing is generally planned on the basis of quantities and
periods. Reference is only made to a sales order in the case of make-to-order
repetitive manufacturing.

2. Repetitive manufacturing is always planned on a plant-wide basis.

Answer: False

Although the actual demand management of repetitive manufacturing can
precede plant-wide demand planning, the production- and detailed planning
itself is carried out with reference to the plant (use of plant requirements and
production lines in the production plant).
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Unit Overview
In repetitive manufacturing, various other production types can be considered as
alternatives or combination possibilities. An overview is provided of the main
characteristics of this procedure and of repetitive manufacturing itself in particular.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Explain the most important characteristics of the production types in the
repetitive manufacturing environment

� Outline the most important characteristics of repetitive manufacturing
� Compare repetitive manufacturing with the alternative production methods

Unit Contents
Lesson: Production Types in the Repetitive Manufacturing Environment 18
Lesson: Repetitive Manufacturing Overview ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
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Lesson: Production Types in the Repetitive
Manufacturing Environment

Lesson Overview
Other production types can be used as alternatives or in combination with
repetitive manufacturing. Apart from discrete manufacturing, this especially
concerns takt-based production and Kanban.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Explain the most important characteristics of the production types in the
repetitive manufacturing environment

Business Example
The most important characteristics of the production types that are occur as
alternatives to or as part of a repetitive manufacturing environment should be
described for optimum representation of the business process.

Figure 9: Production Types and Application Areas

Depending on the application, you can implement various production types
supported by mySAP SCM.
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Repetitive manufacturing (in the wider sense) is mainly used for production with
high product stability and high repetition rates as well as low production
complexity. Typical industries are, for example, mechanical engineering,
consumer goods, and the electronics industry.

From an SAP perspective, the accepted term �Repetitive manufacturing� can
be categorized into takt-based flow manufacturing, mass production, and
period-based production (the latter is also called �classic repetitive manufacturing�
or more simply as �repetitive manufacturing�).

Figure 10: Overview of Several Production Types in the SAP System

Discrete manufacturing (that is, manufacturing with production orders)
typically involves frequently changing products and therefore manufacturing
in restricted production lots. Another characteristic of discrete manufacturing
is the varying sequence of work centers through which different products flow
during production.

In repetitive manufacturing, the same product is usually produced over a longer
period of time on a single production line. It is not manufactured in individually
defined lots. Instead, a total quantity is produced over a certain period at a certain
rate per part-period. Products pass through production in a relatively steady flow.
It is more usual for semifinished products to pass directly through to the next stage
of processing, without interim storage.

With KANBAN, production is not planned by a planning department or planner
on an on-going basis. Instead, production of a material is initiated when it is
needed by the next higher manufacturing level.

2006/Q2 © 2006 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 19
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Figure 11: Discrete Manufacturing (Order-Based Production)

In discrete manufacturing, a production order defines which material is to
be produced, where it is to be produced, using which activities, and on which
date. It also defines which resources are to be used and how the order costs are
to be settled.

As soon as a planned order or other request is generated from material
requirements planning, the information is passed on to shop floor control; the
order-relevant data is also added to ensure complete order processing.

When a production order is opened, the following actions are carried out:

� A routing is selected, its operations and sequences are transferred to the order
� The BOM items are copied to the order.
� Reservations are generated for bill of material items held in stock.
� The planned costs for the order are calculated.
� The capacity requirements are generated for the work centers.
� Purchase requisitions are generated for non-stock items and

externally-processed operations
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Figure 12: Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing

Takt-based flow manufacturing is a separate production type that can normally
be used in cases where the production process is controlled using a cycle. The
majority of applications of takt-based flow manufacturing are in the automotive
industry. This means that ECC only contains a basic range of functions, and that
more extensive functions have been implemented in the industry solution mySAP
�Automotive�.

In takt-based flow manufacturing, planned orders generally undergo takt-based
scheduling and sequencing simultaneously: Takt-based scheduling: Each
material/planned order is planned on the production line using the same takt
time/rate during takt-based scheduling in sequencing. Sequencing: The individual
planned orders can have quite different runtimes due to different configurations,
for example. Therefore, the planned orders have to be dispatched to the production
line and produced in an optimal order sequence.

Using the optimal determination of the planned order sequence, you can avoid
a situation where several long planned orders are produced in sequence on the
production line. Such a sequence would certainly lead to a capacity overload
of the production line.

Hint: �Takt-based flow manufacturing� is an Automotive topic and will
therefore not be dealt with in training course SCM320. However, the
complete course documents for this topic are included with this course
material: The units on material staging, backflushing, and evaluations are
identical to those in classic repetitive manufacturing and the differences in
respect to master data and planning are shown in the appendix.
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Figure 13: KANBAN for Material Staging

In KANBAN, material flow is organized using containers that are kept directly at
the appropriate work centers in production. Each container contains the quantity
of material required by that work center's employees for a certain period
of time. As soon as a container is emptied at the demand source, KANBAN
replenishment is initiated. The supply source for the required material can be
another production unit, an external vendor, or a warehouse. The demand
source can use material from other containers until the actual container returns to
full.

The aim is that the production process is controlled by production itself,
and for the employee to perform as few manual postings as possible. This
self-management process and the fact that replenishment elements are created
close to the time they are actually consumed means that stock is reduced and lead
times are shortened (replenishment is only triggered when a material is actually
required and not before).

In short: With KANBAN, material is provided in production exactly where it
is required. It remains there, ready for use, in small material buffers. Thus,
material staging does not need to be planned. Instead, material that is consumed
is replenished immediately using KANBAN.

A further advantage of using KANBAN in conjunction with the ECC system is
that replenishment data can be transmitted automatically. That is, scanning the
barcode on a Kanban card suffices to transmit the data needed for procurement
and to post the goods receipt upon receipt of the material.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Explain the most important characteristics of the production types in the

repetitive manufacturing environment
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Lesson: Repetitive Manufacturing Overview

Lesson Overview
The overview presents the most important steps in repetitive manufacturing along
with their characteristics. As well as planning, the processes also cover material
staging and backflushing.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Outline the most important characteristics of repetitive manufacturing
� Compare repetitive manufacturing with the alternative production methods

Business Example
In order to compare repetitive manufacturing with other production methods,
you need to get an overview of the most important characteristics of repetitive
manufacturing.

Figure 14: Repetitive Manufacturing (Period-Based Production)

In repetitive manufacturing, you create and process production plans on the
basis of the periods and quantity (rather than individual lots and orders).

Planned orders of order type PE (run schedule quantities) specify the production
quantities and dates. These planned orders are not converted to production orders.
A printed list of these planned orders authorizes production.
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The aims of repetitive manufacturing are to:

� create and process production plans based on periods (rather than individual
lots and order-related processing).

� reduce the administration costs for production control, and simplify
completion confirmation via backflushing, while still being able to use the
full range of PPC functions

� reduce controlling costs

Figure 15: System Landscape in Repetitive Manufacturing

You can use the following mySAP components to perform planning in repetitive
manufacturing:

� SAP ECC (standard planning process)
� SAP SCM (using the advanced planning functions Advanced Planner and

Optimizer � SAP APO)
� SAP BW (using the Business Information warehouse as a data basis for

requirement forecasting and evaluations)

Up to Release 3.1, the APO functions are used as a separate system. As of Release
4.0, APO (along with other components) is fully integrated into the SCM system.

Demand planning, requirements planning, capacity requirements planning as well
as line loading planning and the availability check can either be carried out in the
ECC system or in the SCM system, whereas sales orders must always be created
in ECC and � if required for planning purposes � transferred to the SCM system.

A plug-in provides the interfaces used to integrate ECC with BW or SCM (APO).
The interface between ECC and SCM (APO) is called the Core Interface (CIF).
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Figure 16: Planning in Repetitive Manufacturing

The mySAP SCM solution offers two general solutions for integrating planning
and production: Planning with the functions of the APO component (included with
the SCM system), and planning with the functions of the ECC component.

Final preparation, production execution, and production control are always carried
out using the functions of the ECC component. The master data and movement
data (planned orders, purchase requisitions, purchase orders, stock, and so on)
are exchanged between the two SAP ECC and SCM(APO) components through
the Core Interface (CIF). Sales orders are generally entered in ECC and then
transferred to APO.

Planned orders can be generated using material requirements planning in ECC
using MRP, or in SCM (APO) using a) Supply Network Planning in APO Planning
(SNP). This component allows you to perform cross-plant planning in a long-term
planning horizon across the whole supply and procurement chain. Here, purchase
requisitions of stock transfers (distribution), planned orders (in-house production)
and purchase requisitions (external procurement) are created for the relevant
production plant. And b) Production Planning and Detailed Scheduling as part of
APO planning (PP/DS). This creates planned orders and purchase requisitions in a
defined, short-term period (production horizon) in the production plant.

A distinguishing feature of repetitive manufacturing is that planned orders with
order type �PE� (run schedule quantity) are used for production, which means
that planned orders are not converted. Only their status changes when they are
assigned to the production line.
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Figure 17: Repetitive Manufacturing as MTS and MTO Production

Make-to-stock production:You can use repetitive/flow manufacturing for pure
make-to-stock production. This means you produce products with no direct
reference to sales orders. The planned independent requirements from demand
management are used as the basis for planning. Depending on your planning
strategy, the planned independent requirements from demand management may be
consumed by sales orders. The same product is often produced repeatedly over
a substantial period of time. It is not manufactured in individually defined lots.
Instead, a total quantity is produced over a certain period at a certain rate per
part-period. Products pass through production in a relatively steady flow. Sales
orders are filled from warehouse stock.

Make-to-order production (sales order-based production): You can use
repetitive/flow manufacturing for make-to-order production. This means you
produce products with direct reference to the sales orders. The products are stored
in the sales order stock. Sales orders can be processed separately. A planned
order is created with direct reference to the sales order. Production is therefore
controlled via sales orders. The quantities produced cannot be swapped between
the individual sales orders. The produced quantities are stored specifically for the
individual sales order (sales order stock) and not in the make-to-stock inventory.
If you use variant configuration, you can plan and manufacture configurable
materials using make-to-order repetitive manufacturing.

Sales orders are filled from sales order stock.

Prerequisite: You use the strategy group in the ECC material master record
to control whether you want to use make-to-stock or make-to-order repetitive
manufacturing.
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Figure 18: Material Provision and Backflushing in Repetitive Manufacturing

In repetitive manufacturing, products are generally produced repeatedly over a
substantial period of time. The production quantities are not necessarily high.

Products generally pass through production in a steady flow and several products
can be manufactured on one production line.

The necessary components are staged anonymously at the production line.

At the end of the shift or at the end of a day, you can backflush all the quantities
produced in one go (daily quantities).

In one of the repetitive manufacturing exercises for example, a �mother board�
assembly is produced. To produce this assembly on the production line, we require
the components �BIOS�, �processor�, and �RAM�.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Outline the most important characteristics of repetitive manufacturing
� Compare repetitive manufacturing with the alternative production methods
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Explain the most important characteristics of the production types in the

repetitive manufacturing environment
� Outline the most important characteristics of repetitive manufacturing
� Compare repetitive manufacturing with the alternative production methods
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Test Your Knowledge

1. Discrete manufacturing cannot be combined with repetitive manufacturing
in the case of multi-level production (finished product, assemblies,
components).
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. In repetitive manufacturing, a planned order is not converted to a production
order.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False
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Answers

1. Discrete manufacturing cannot be combined with repetitive manufacturing
in the case of multi-level production (finished product, assemblies,
components).

Answer: False

The production type can be selected according to material. This means,
for example, that assembly production in repetitive manufacturing can be
combined with final assembly in production order processing.

2. In repetitive manufacturing, a planned order is not converted to a production
order.

Answer: True

Production orders are not used in repetitive manufacturing. There is no
conversion.
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Unit 3
Master Data

Unit Overview
The master data for repetitive manufacturing can be roughly divided into
Logistics master data (material master, bills of material, work centers, routings)
and Controlling master data (product cost collector, material costing). Specific
variations are possible depending on the scenario.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Maintain the necessary Logistics master data for repetitive manufacturing
� Maintain the necessary Controlling master data for repetitive manufacturing

Unit Contents
Lesson: Logistics Master Data ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

Exercise 1: Logistics Master Data... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Lesson: Controlling Master Data.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

Exercise 2: Controlling Integration .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
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Lesson: Logistics Master Data

Lesson Overview
Master data must be prepared accordingly in Logistics as the basis for the
repetitive manufacturing process. This affects material masters, bills of material,
work centers, and routings.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Maintain the necessary Logistics master data for repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
In your plant 1200, you use repetitive manufacturing to produce PCs and PC
assemblies. Four production lines are already available.

The necessary master data has already been maintained in the ECC system, but
it needs to be checked again.

The plant manager is planning to set up a second production line for final assembly
of the PCs. To do this, the work scheduler along with engineering/design needs to
create new master data in the ECC system.

Figure 19: Role: Work scheduler

The following objects and tasks lie within Stephen's area of responsibility:

Work centers, capacities, hierarchies, routings, classification (objects relevant to
production), and rules for configuration (routings).
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He processes the following objects together with design/engineering: Material
masters, documents, configuration (overall), material/routing assignments.

Figure 20: Overview of Logistics Master Data: Repetitive Manufacturing

The following Logistics master data must be maintained for repetitive
manufacturing: Material masters, bills of material, production lines, and routings.
If you do not need to use capacity planning and you wish to take advantage of
simplified cost accounting features (for example, not posting production activities
for materials with a high material cost share), then you do not necessarily need
to maintain a routing for repetitive manufacturing.

If you are using the SCM system to plan in APO, the ECC system is still the
system you use for managing master data. Settings that only affect the SCM
system are referenced in the unit on planning at the appropriate places.

As of SAP R/3 4.6, it is no longer possible to create a run schedule header in the
master data used for repetitive manufacturing.

When planning in the SCM system using APO, there is a master data transfer
function available for transferring data from the ECC system to the SCM system
via the CIF interface. Material master data is mapped in the APO product master;
bills of material and routings are selected using the production version and
are transferred to the APO production process model or APO runtime object.
Production lines are mapped to APO resources.
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Figure 21: Master Data Overview: Material

To authorize material for use in repetitive manufacturing, set the Repetitive Mfg
indicator in the material master (MRP view). This means that you can use all
the various production versions of this material for repetitive manufacturing (that
is, you can set the Repetitive Mfg allowed for version indicator in the production
version).

In the Costing and Financial Accounting views, you can also define the price of
the material and the price control (standard price, moving average price) to be
used to valuate the material during backflushing.

Figure 22: Material Master: Repetitive Manufacturing Profile
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You define the repetitive manufacturing profile in Customizing for Repetitive
Manufacturing and assign it to a material in the material master record. Various
standard profiles for typical procedures are provided with the standard system.
The following are examples of what the repetitive manufacturing profile controls:

Whether, during backflushing, the system posts goods issues (that is, backflushing)
for the components at the same time as the goods receipt of the assembly, or
whether you only want it to post the goods receipt (Backflushing at GR posting
indicator).

Whether, during backflushing, the system posts production activities at the same
time as the goods receipt of the assembly, or whether you only want it to post a
goods receipt (Post activities indicator).

When the backflushing processes are separated at final backflush, whether
the system should post the goods issues for the components and/or production
activities in a separate transaction, or whether it should do this automatically as a
background job at a later point in time (Process control field).

Which movement types are to be used for the goods movements.

Whether reporting points will be used (reporting point backflush fields).
Reporting points are similar to the milestone logic of discrete manufacturing.

You can use the repetitive manufacturing assistant to help you create the
repetitive manufacturing profile.

Figure 23: Material Master: Production Versions
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Use:A material may have several bills of material (BOMs) that determine the
components used in its production. Its production can also be described in various
routings and the material can be produced on various production lines (work
centers). The data for each of the material's production methods is summarized in
a production version, which is assigned to the material.

The following are examples of what the production version defines:

� Alternative BOM and BOM usage for the BOM explosion, task list type,
task list group, and group counter of the routing. Enter routing to be used for
repetitive manufacturing in the Rate-based plng row or theDetailed plng row.

� The production line that can be used to produce the material.
� Receiving storage location into which the material is placed during

backflushing.
� Proposed issue storage location for the components, from which the

components are removed when the assembly is backflushed.

REM allowed for version indicator: Use this indicator in the production version
to specify that this production version is to be used in repetitive manufacturing
(you cannot reset the indicator until the system checks whether inspection lots
or planned orders still exist for the production version and whether the product
cost collector has already been settled).

Figure 24: Mass Maintenance for Production Versions

Using the mass maintenance of production versions, you can select your
production versions according to material, plant, MRP controller, key date,
production line, task list type, and task list group. You can also create new
production versions from the mass maintenance transaction.

If you use repetitive manufacturing, you must create at least one production
version for a material.
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If a material can be manufactured in different production versions (on different
production lines, for example), you can use quota arrangements or the
alternative BOM indicator in planning, or a manual assignment in the
ECC planning table or in the APO product planning table to decide which
production version is to be used to manufacture the production quantities.

Figure 25: Master Data Overview: Bills of Material

The BOM defines the planned material consumption for the components.

When you backflush in repetitive manufacturing, you can define the issue storage
location from which components are to be backflushed in the Status/long text of
the BOM item (Production storage location field).

Figure 26: Master Data Overview: Production Line
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You can represent production lines in the ECC system as follows:

Production lines are usually created as simple work centers in SAP ECC. In the
work center, you define from when and to when the production line is available.
The production line created as the work center is entered in the Production line
field in the production version. This same work center is specified in the single
operation of the routing.

Production lines that have more than one work center can be represented in a line
hierarchy. A line hierarchy consists of individual line segments (work centers).

The production line created as the line hierarchy is entered in the Production
line field in the production version. The work centers of the line hierarchy are
specified in the routing.

Figure 27: Production Line as Work Center

To create a production line as a simple work center, you can use, for example,
work center category 0007 (line work center) or 0011 (line) to separate the
repetitive manufacturing work centers from other work centers at an organizational
level. However, other work center categories can also be used in repetitive
manufacturing.

The work center defines the available capacity (standard or shift sequence).
Various capacity categories can be stored. The formulas used by the system to
calculate capacity requirements are defined in the work center.

You assign the work center to a cost center in order to valuate internal activities.
You do this in the work center itself.
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The most appropriate standard value key recommended for a repetitive work
center is SAP3 (Rate planning). For this standard value key, you can set the
production time to Must be entered and the setup and teardown times to Should
not be entered (for the times in the routing).

Figure 28: Exception: Production Line as a Line Hierarchy

Use: Production lines are usually created as simple work centers in repetitive
manufacturing. Representing production lines by means of line hierarchies is
only required and makes sense in the following two instances:

If, when dispatching planned orders to the production lines, you want to use lead
time scheduling based on the routing and carry out capacity planning on several
line segments.

If, when dispatching planned orders to the production lines, you want to use
takt-based scheduling in sequencing (instead of lead time scheduling based on
the routing). See �Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing� in the appendix of these
course materials.

Prerequisites: The individual line segments are created as work centers in the
ECC system. You can organize and differentiate the work centers using various
work center categories. It makes sense to do this, for example, on the various
levels of the line hierarchy. The individual work centers are grouped in a line
hierarchy by means of a graphic in the Line Design menu. The production line
represented by the line hierarchy takes its name from the uppermost work center.

Line hierarchies in repetitive manufacturing are not the same as work center
hierarchies in discrete manufacturing. In discrete manufacturing, work center
hierarchies group together different work centers in order to execute capacity
planning for a work center group. In repetitive manufacturing, you can use work
center hierarchies in order to group together different production lines.
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Figure 29: Master Data Overview: Routing

Use: In repetitive manufacturing, the routing defines the production rate
(quantity per time unit) used to manufacture materials on production lines. The
production quantities are scheduled according to the production rate and capacity
requirements are calculated for this production quantity. The routing therefore
represents the basis for lead time scheduling.

In repetitive manufacturing, work centers are not normally used to describe the
actual operations to be performed. Therefore, routings in repetitive manufacturing
often have only one operation. The total production rate of the production line is
specified in this operation. It defines how many materials per time unit can be
produced on this production line. In the single operation, you enter the production
line as the work center.

Two different routings are provided in SAP ECC: Standard routings and
rate routings. Rate routings are specially designed for the needs of repetitive
manufacturers and can be used instead of standard routings for organizational
purposes. You can, however, also use standard routings for repetitive
manufacturing.
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Figure 30: Routing

Routings in repetitive manufacturing: As you can enhance performance
by scheduling routings with only one operation, the following procedure is
recommended: Maintain a routing with only one operation for scheduling where
you specify the production rate on the production line. You use the control key of
the operation to define that this operation is valid for scheduling.

Note: The production rate does not provide any information on the actual lead
time of the product in relation to the production line.

Figure 31: Routing: Control Key
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For repetitive manufacturing, only the following indicators are relevant in the
control key:Scheduling, Determine CapaReqmts, Cost, Insp. Char. required (for
quality management) and the Confirmations field (if the Confirmations indicator is
set to 3 = Confirmation not possible, then the system will not backflush activities
for this operation).

The other indicators in the control key are not relevant for repetitive
manufacturing.

If you are working with reporting points (see unit on �Backflushing�), you use
the control key to define an operation as a reporting point operation. To do this,
you select a control key, for which the Confirmations indicator in the control key
is set to 1 (=Milestone confirmation).

If you are working with Quality Management, you use the control key to define
an operation as one for which you want to save inspection characteristics. To
do this, you select a control key for which the Insp. char. required indicator is
set in the control key.

Figure 32: Routing with Several Operations (Example: For Costing)
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It makes sense to maintain a detailed routing with several operations in the
following cases:

� If Controlling requires a detailed version of the routing for costing:

� You maintain further operations for costing or the detailed work
description for the employee. These operations are executed on the
individual work centers of the production line. You use the control key
of the operation to specify that these operations are not scheduled but
possibly only need to be costed (a line hierarchy is not necessary).

� Alternatively, you can create a routing for scheduling and a routing for
the description of the operations to be carried out by the employee. You
then have to enter the routing used for scheduling in the production
version because scheduling in the planning table is always carried out
using the routing entered in the production version.

� If you want to describe in detail the steps in the routing to be carried out by
the employee: You define that these operations are not valid for scheduling
using the control key for the operation. You can then print these additional
operations using the operational method sheet.

� If, in the planning table, you want to carry out capacity planning for several
work centers on a production line (if production is more order-related). In
this case you require several operations that are relevant for scheduling,
which run on the various work centers of the production line. In this case
the production line is created as a line hierarchy.

� If you want to backflush more than just the finished product, you should
have already entered temporary backflushes (reporting point backflushes)
in the production process. In this case you require several operations that
are relevant to scheduling.

Figure 33: Operational Method Sheet
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Use: You can use this function to print out precise work instructions for each work
center on a production line. An operational method sheet contains all operations
executed on each work center according to the routing. The operational method
sheet can be printed out directly at the work center of the production line. The
operational method sheet supports the flexible planning of personnel capacity (job
rotation) as your employees can quickly learn the new position on another work
center using the operational method sheet.

The system uses Microsoft Word to print operational method sheets. The data is
transferred from the ECC system (transaction: Print Operational Method Sheet) to
a Word document, which is then printed out.

Prerequisites:

You have created a routing in SAP ECC with all the operations and work centers
that you want to print out via the operational method sheet. You can use the control
key in the routing to maintain a scheduling-relevant operation for scheduling, as
well as maintain operations for printing that are not relevant to scheduling. You
must select these operations in the transaction for printing operational method
sheets. You have created the graphics you want to print out in the ECC document
management system and assigned the operations of the routing as production
resources and tools. In Customizing for the basic data, you have defined a layout
(print form) for the operational method sheet in the Line Design work step. You
have set the relevant options in Microsoft Word to ensure smooth integration
between SAP ECC and the word processing program (see online Help for line
design).

Figure 34: Material-Routing Assignment
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The routings of a task list or routing group vary in their group counters, so that a
routing can be clearly identified by specifying the task list group and the group
counter.

If you can produce several materials with the same production rate on a production
line, you can maintain routings in the following (efficient) way: Instead of
maintaining several routings, assign the different materials to one routing
(material-routing assignment).

Exercise Data
Not all menu paths are listed in the exercises. This is deliberate so that the
course participants can themselves attempt to learn the menu paths from the
trainer�s demos.

Therefore, you can find the menu paths in the solutions to the exercises �
especially the menu paths specific to repetitive manufacturing. Menu paths that
are not specific to repetitive manufacturing (for example, creating a material cost
estimate, creating planned independent requirements or sales orders), are listed in
the exercises, as these are not the ones you would need to learn in this course.

Data in the Exercises
PC final assembly and PC assembly production are carried out in plant 1200.
Different data is sometimes used in order to demonstrate in particular the different
planning functions in the SAP ECC and SCM systems (using SAP APO).

This data is noted in the following table:

Type of Data Data in Training
System

Data in IDES System

Group no.: ## (00....30)
Company code 1000 1000
Valuation area 1200 1200
Plants 1200 (Dresden) 1200 (Dresden)
Purchasing organization 1000 1000
Sales organization 1000 1000
Distribution channel 10 Final customer sale 10 Final customer sale
Division 00 Multiple division 00 Multiple division
Customers 1171 (Hightech AG)

1500 (Royal British Rail)
1171 (Hightech AG)
1500 (Royal British Rail)

Industry sector M Mechanical
engineering

M Mechanical
engineering
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Chart of accounts INT INT
Controlling area 1000 1000
Cost centers 4275 (Controlling area

1000, PC production I)
4276 (Controlling area
1000, PC production II)
4277 (Controlling area
1000, PC assembly I)
4278 (Controlling area
1000, PC assembly II)

4275 (Controlling area
1000, PC production I)
4276 (Controlling area
1000, PC production II)
4277 (Controlling area
1000, PC assembly I)
4278 (Controlling area
1000, PC assembly II)

Activity types 1420 Machine time 1420 Machine time
Factory calendar 01 01
MRP controller 101 General PP 101 General PP
Production lines (already
created as work centers)

T-L1## (Final assembly)
T-L2## (Final assembly)
T-L3## (Assembly
production)
T-L4## (Assembly
production)

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3

Line 4

Work center hierarchies L1-5 (only for
demonstration)

L1-2
L3-4
L1-5

Materials (ECC)
Finished product
production version

T-F10## (PC)
0001 (Line T-L1##)
0002 (Line T-L2##)

R-1000
0001 (Line 1)
0002 (Line 2)

Assembly production
version

T-B10## (mother
board 375)
0001 (Line T-L3##)
0002 (Line T-L4##)

R-1110

0001 (Line 3)
0002 (Line 4)
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Other T-F10##
components

T-B20## (220/235
V cable)
T-B30##
(keyboard, English)
T-B40## (TFT
monitor, 17")
T-B50## (disk drive)
T-B60## (hard
drive) T-B70##
(slimline PC shell)
T-B80## (CD
ROM drive)
T-B90## (modem)

R-1120

R-1130

R-1140

R-1150

R-1160
R-1170

R-1180C

R-1190C
T-B10## components T-TE## (M-375

processor) for
stock transfer from
WM via pull list
T-T6## (RAM) for stock
transfer via pull list
T-T7## (BIOS)
for KANBAN
external procurement
T-B7## (processor
cooling unit) for
KANBAN in-house
production.

R-1210

R-1220

R-1230

R-1240

T-B7## components T-T8## (aluminum
cooling unit)
T-T9## (5V ventilator)

R-1310

R-1330
T-B80## components T-TC## (CD ROM with

label)
R-1250C

T-B90## components T-TB## (shell)
T-TD## (board)

R-1260C
R-1270C

Other assemblies -
production versions

T-B6## (3100
mother board
0001 (Line T-L3##)

R-1111

0001 (Line 3)
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Assemblies/
components

T-TA## (M-3100
processor)
T-T6## (RAM)
T-T7## (BIOS)
T-B7## (Processor
cooling unit)

R-1211
R-1220
R-1230
R-1240

Bills of material T-F10##
T-B10##
T-B6##
T-B7##

R-1000
R-1110
R-1111
R-1240

Routings T-F10##
T-B10##
T-B6##
T-B7##

R-1000
R-1110
R-1111
R-1240

WM storage location PROD-L3WM PROD-L3WM
Supply area PVB_L3WM PVB_L3WM
Products (SCM/APO)
Finished product T-F13## (PC) R-1003
Assembly T-B11## (375

mother board)
T-B20## (220/235
V cable)
T-B30##
(keyboard, English)
T-B40## (TFT
monitor, 17")
T-B50## (disk drive)
T-B61## (hard disk)
T-B70## (slimline
PC shell)
T-B80## (CD
ROM drive)
T-B90## (modem)

R-1112

R-1120

R-1130

R-1140

R-1150

R-1161
R-1170

R-1180C

R-1190C
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T-B11## components T-TA## (M-375
processor) for
stock transfer from
WM via pull list
T-T6## (RAM) for stock
transfer via pull list
T-T7## (BIOS)
for KANBAN
external procurement
T-B7## (processor
cooling unit) for
KANBAN in-house
production.

R-1212

R-1220

R-1230

R-1240

T-B7## components T-T8## (aluminum
cooling unit)
T-T9## (5V ventilator)

R-1310

R-1330
T-B80## components T-TC## (CD ROM with

label)
R-1250C

T-B90## components T-TB## (shell)
T-TD## (board)

R-1260C
R-1270C

Production process
model

T-F13##
T-B90##

R-1003
R-1190C

Resources (already
transferred from ECC)

WT-L1##_1200_001
(final assembly,
machine)
WT-L1##_1200_002
(final assembly,
employee)
WT-L2##_1200_001
(final assembly,
machine)
WT-L2##_1200_002
(final assembly,
employee)
WT-L3##_1200_001
(assembly production)
WT-L4##_1200_001
(assembly production)

Wline1_1200_001

Wline1_1200_002

Wline2_1200_001

Wline2_1200_002

Wline3_1200_001

Wline4_1200_001
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Exercise 1: Logistics Master Data

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Maintain the necessary Logistics master data for repetitive manufacturing.

Business Example
In your plant 1200 in Dresden, final assembly is carried out on two production
lines for the Personal Computer Maxitec-R 375.

A further two production lines are available for manufacturing the assemblies
of the mother boards.

The plant manager has decided to set up another production line for final assembly
of the PC.

You are a work scheduler and your main job is to create and process master data
relevant to production, such as work centers, routings, and production resources
and tools. As work scheduler, you have to create the necessary master data for the
future final assembly production line in the ECC system (work centers, routings).

Moreover, you have to initiate changes to data that does not lie directly in your
area of responsibility (production versions, master data).

Task 1:
Create a second production line for the PC final assembly:

1. The new production line should be created as a work center in plant 1200
(Dresden) with the name T-LZ##:

Use work center category 0007 (line work center) and under Copy from,
copy the new production line using the reference work center T-L1## and
plant 1200.

Copy the following views only from the reference production line: Basic
data, Texts, Default values, Capacities, Scheduling, Costing.

Change the long text for the production line (work center) to: Final
assembly � Alternative work center

Save your data.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Update the existing routing (rate routing) for final assembly so that the PC can
also be produced on the additional production line.

1. Using the Create transaction, go to rate routing maintenance for the material
T-F10## (Maxitec-R 375 Personal Computer) in plan 1200 and confirm
with Enter.

The following screen appears:

Create Rate Routing: Overview

In the Routing Overview table, you can see the existing routings for material
T-F10##.

Before you update the routing for final assembly on the additional production
line, check the routing that already exists.

How many group counters currently exist for this material (that is, how
many entries does the table have)?

______________________________________________________

2. Now have a look at the Operation overview of the first group counter. To do
this, select the row of the first routing and choose the Operations button to
access the operation overview.

On which production line is the material produced, based on this group
counter?

______________________________________________________

3. What is the production rate, that is, how much of this material is produced
per hour on this production line?

______________________________________________________

4. Return to the Overview by choosing Goto→ Header overview.

After you have checked the existing routing, create a third routing for the
material from the Routing Overview.

Which group counter number does the system assign to the routing header
when creating the third one? Take a note of the new group counter and the
task list group of the rate routing:

______________________________________________________

5. As a description for the new group counter, choose: Maxitec R 375
assembly line 3.

The new plan should be assigned usage 1 (production) and status 4 (general
release).

Continued on next page
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Maintain these parameters as general specifications in the routing header. To
maintain the operations, go from the routing header of the new routing to the
operation overview by choosing the Operations button:

The PC is also to be produced on the third production line T-LZ## (which
you have already created above). The production rate of the PC is 30 pieces
per hour. Maintain the rate routing accordingly.

Once you have maintained the operation details of the third group counter,
return from the operation overview to the routing overview by choosing the
following menu path:

Goto→ Header overview

How many routings now exist for your material?

______________________________________________________

Save your data.

Task 3:
Create another production version for your PC so that it can be produced
immediately on the new production line T-LZ## according to the updated rate
routing.

1. To do this, use the change transaction to maintain the material master
record for your PC (material number T-F10##). Before you create the
new production version, first check whether all entries for repetitive
manufacturing have been maintained correctly.

Is the material permitted for repetitive manufacturing?

______________________________________________________

2. Which repetitive manufacturing profile was selected for the PC? According
to the repetitive manufacturing profile, are production activities automatically
posted to the product cost collector when backflushing this material?

______________________________________________________

3. Start by maintaining the production version in the material master: Create
the new production version 0003 including text (for example, Version 0003
- Alternative work center). The production version should be valid from
today up to 31/12/2009.

In the Details for production version 0003, maintain all the necessary data
so that the PC can also be produced on production line T-LZ## according to
the new rate routing.

The production version should be valid for a lot-size range of 1 to 9999999
pieces.

Continued on next page
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Enter the data for the rate routing in particular (saved at rate-based planning
level) and the bill of material (Alternative 1, Usage: Production).

The components should be withdrawn from storage location PL01. The
goods receipt should be posted to the receiving storage location 0002
(finished goods warehouse).

In the production version, choose Check to check the coherence of the
production version (whether the material in the routing and the BOM are
valid with reference to the lot-size range and the validity period of the
production version). Confirm the check with Cancel. The routing and the
BOM are given a positive test status in the production version (green traffic
light).

After maintaining the production versions, choose Continue to go back to the
material master, via the previous screens, and Save your changes.
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Solution 1: Logistics Master Data
Task 1:
Create a second production line for the PC final assembly:

1. The new production line should be created as a work center in plant 1200
(Dresden) with the name T-LZ##:

Use work center category 0007 (line work center) and under Copy from,
copy the new production line using the reference work center T-L1## and
plant 1200.

Copy the following views only from the reference production line: Basic
data, Texts, Default values, Capacities, Scheduling, Costing.

Change the long text for the production line (work center) to: Final
assembly � Alternative work center

Continued on next page
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Save your data.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Master Data→ Routings→ Routings→
Rate Routings→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Work center T-LZ##
Work center category 0007 (line work center)
Reference plant 1200
Reference work center T-L1##

Choose Enter to confirm.

The Copy from... dialog box appears. In this dialog box, choose the
following selections only:

Basic data, Texts, Default values, Capacities, Scheduling, Costing.

Choose Copy (Enter).

The system displays the work center maintenance screen: Change the
long text for the work center to: Final assembly-Alternative work
center

In work center maintenance, choose the Default values tab page in
order to copy the default data.

Now, choose the Capacities tab page to check the capacities.

Choose the Scheduling tab page to check the relevant scheduling data.

Choose the Costing tab page to check the relevant costing data.

Save your data.

Task 2:
Update the existing routing (rate routing) for final assembly so that the PC can
also be produced on the additional production line.

1. Using the Create transaction, go to rate routing maintenance for the material
T-F10## (Maxitec-R 375 Personal Computer) in plan 1200 and confirm
with Enter.

The following screen appears:

Create Rate Routing: Overview

Continued on next page
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In the Routing Overview table, you can see the existing routings for material
T-F10##.

Before you update the routing for final assembly on the additional production
line, check the routing that already exists.

How many group counters currently exist for this material (that is, how
many entries does the table have)?

______________________________________________________

a) Menu path:

Return to the SAP Easy Access Menu. From here, choose:

Logistics→ Production→ Master Data→ Work Centers→ Work
Center→ Rate Routings→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200

Choose Enter to confirm.

You can see that a routing with two group counters already exists for
this material. At this time, the material can be manufactured with the
aid of two group counters.

2. Now have a look at the Operation overview of the first group counter. To do
this, select the row of the first routing and choose the Operations button to
access the operation overview.

On which production line is the material produced, based on this group
counter?

______________________________________________________

a) Material T-F10## is produced in the first group counter on production
line T-L1##.

3. What is the production rate, that is, how much of this material is produced
per hour on this production line?

______________________________________________________

a) Here you need to look at the Base quantity, Production time , and Unit:
columns. The production rate for material T-F10## on production
line T-L1## is 30 pieces per hour.

4. Return to the Overview by choosing Goto→ Header overview.

Continued on next page
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After you have checked the existing routing, create a third routing for the
material from the Routing Overview.

Which group counter number does the system assign to the routing header
when creating the third one? Take a note of the new group counter and the
task list group of the rate routing:

______________________________________________________

a) From the overview, choose New entries to create a new routing.

The system assigns the group counter 3 to the new routing. Note this
group counter number and the group (number of the line routing).

5. As a description for the new group counter, choose: Maxitec R 375
assembly line 3.

The new plan should be assigned usage 1 (production) and status 4 (general
release).

Maintain these parameters as general specifications in the routing header. To
maintain the operations, go from the routing header of the new routing to the
operation overview by choosing the Operations button:

The PC is also to be produced on the third production line T-LZ## (which
you have already created above). The production rate of the PC is 30 pieces
per hour. Maintain the rate routing accordingly.

Once you have maintained the operation details of the third group counter,
return from the operation overview to the routing overview by choosing the
following menu path:

Goto→ Header overview

How many routings now exist for your material?

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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Save your data.

a) To maintain the production line in the new routing, enter the production
line T-LZ## in the Work center field in the operation overview screen
for operation 10.

To maintain a production rate, confirm while in the operation overview
by choosing Enter. To enter a production rate of 30 pieces an hour,
enter the following values in the Default values screen area:

Base quantity: 30 pieces

Production time default value: 1

Unit: h (hour)

Choose Enter to confirm your entries.

The control key PP01 was automatically determined as the default
value from the work center.

In the routing overview, you can see that you now have three routings
available for material T-F10##.

Task 3:
Create another production version for your PC so that it can be produced
immediately on the new production line T-LZ## according to the updated rate
routing.

1. To do this, use the change transaction to maintain the material master
record for your PC (material number T-F10##). Before you create the
new production version, first check whether all entries for repetitive
manufacturing have been maintained correctly.

Is the material permitted for repetitive manufacturing?

Continued on next page
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______________________________________________________

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→Master data→Material master→Material
→ Change→ Immediately

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##

Choose Enter.

In the following dialog box, choose the MRP 4 view.

Choose Enter again, and make the following entry:

Plant: 1200

Choose Enter to confirm.

The material is allowed for repetitive manufacturing as the appropriate
indicator is set in the material master record (Repetitive Mfg).

2. Which repetitive manufacturing profile was selected for the PC? According
to the repetitive manufacturing profile, are production activities automatically
posted to the product cost collector when backflushing this material?

______________________________________________________

a) The repetitive manufacturing profile 0002 has been selected for the PC.
As stated in the long text, in the case of a backflush for this repetitive
manufacturing profile, the production activities are automatically
posted to the product cost collector. You can find more detailed
information on repetitive manufacturing profile 0002 in Customizing
for Repetitive Manufacturing.

3. Start by maintaining the production version in the material master: Create
the new production version 0003 including text (for example, Version 0003
- Alternative work center). The production version should be valid from
today up to 31/12/2009.

In the Details for production version 0003, maintain all the necessary data
so that the PC can also be produced on production line T-LZ## according to
the new rate routing.

The production version should be valid for a lot-size range of 1 to 9999999
pieces.

Enter the data for the rate routing in particular (saved at rate-based planning
level) and the bill of material (Alternative 1, Usage: Production).

Continued on next page
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The components should be withdrawn from storage location PL01. The
goods receipt should be posted to the receiving storage location 0002
(finished goods warehouse).

In the production version, choose Check to check the coherence of the
production version (whether the material in the routing and the BOM are
valid with reference to the lot-size range and the validity period of the
production version). Confirm the check with Cancel. The routing and the
BOM are given a positive test status in the production version (green traffic
light).

Continued on next page
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After maintaining the production versions, choose Continue to go back to the
material master, via the previous screens, and Save your changes.

a) To create a new production version, choose ProdVersions from the
material master for T-F10##, MRP 4 view. In the following dialog box,
Production Version Overview, enter the following data in an empty row:

Field name or data type Value
Version 0003
Text Version 0003 - Alternative work

center
Valid from: Enter today�s date
Valid to 31.12.2009

To access the detailed maintenance screen for the production version,
select version 0003 and choose Details.

Enter the following data:

From lot size: 1

To lot size: 9 999 999

In the Planning data area of the screen, maintain the following entries
in the rate-based planning row:

Task list type: Rate routing

Task list group: Enter the number of your line routing (enter using
the search funcion)

Group counter: (enter using the search function)

In the BOM area of the screen, maintain the following data:

Alternative BOM: 1

BOM usage: 1 (production)

In the production line field, maintain T-LZ##. You also need to select
the indicator REM Allowed.

In the Other data screen area, enter:

Issue storage location: PL01 (production warehouse PL01)

Receiving storage location: 0002 (finished goods warehouse).

After the check, choose Continue to confirm, then Save your changes.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Maintain the necessary Logistics master data for repetitive manufacturing
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Lesson: Controlling Master Data

Lesson Overview
Product cost collectors are needed to represent repetitive manufacturing in
controlling. Material cost estimates must to be stored if production activities
need to be posted.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Maintain the necessary Controlling master data for repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
To track the production process in Controlling, you need to check, and if required,
create the necessary master data.

Figure 35: Controlling Integration

Planning in repetitive manufacturing takes place within the planning periods in
the planning table (for example, period = day).

In the repetitive manufacturing backflush, material costs and production activities
are collected on the product cost collector. Overhead can be posted to the product
cost collector using a separate CO transaction. The costs accrued in the production
cost collector may be viewed in a cost report.

The product cost collector is settled periodically according to the posting period
(for example, monthly). The posting periods do not need to match the planning
periods in the planning table.
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In discrete manufacturing, however, costs are tracked per production order.
Therefore, each individual production order is settled.

Figure 36: Controlling Master Data: Product Cost Collector

Use:In repetitive manufacturing, all costs attributed to the production of a material
are collected on a product cost collector and settled periodically (period-based
Controlling). If material A, for example, is manufactured on two production lines,
you must create two production versions. The following options are available to
you for collecting costs:

� 1:1 relationship between product cost collector and production version:
Costs are collected for each individual production version.

� N:1 relationship between product cost collector and production version:
Costs are collected for all production versions for each material.

Prerequisites:

You must create a product cost collector with order type RM01 (repetitive
manufacturing product cost collector), you can maintain it manually or make a
collective entry. If you want to collect the costs per production version, manually
create a different product cost collector per material, select the Production
version button on the screen entitled Controlling Level for Material and enter the
appropriate production version in the Production version field. Alternatively,
you can use collective entry (always version-specific). If you want to collect the
costs for all production versions for one specific material, create one product
cost collector per material, leave the Production version field blank (as this
is a multi-production version product cost collector) and select Production
plant/Planning plant in the section of the screen entitled Controlling Level for
Material.
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Figure 37: Material Cost Estimate

Use: A material cost estimate calculates planned material costs, production
activities, and overhead. To produce a particular assembly, you require
components. Material costs can be calculated for the components you use.

When a material is produced internally, activities are used. Production costs can
be calculated for these internal activities. Whether or not production activities are
calculated depends on the control key (Costing indicator) of each operation in the
routing. If you want to post production activities for a material, a material cost
estimate must be calculated for this material. The repetitive manufacturing profile
must also allow the posting of production activities. The material cost estimate
must be created, marked, and released before backflushing can be carried out in
repetitive manufacturing.

Overhead costs are costs that can only be assigned indirectly to a run schedule
header, such as electricity costs or general storage costs.

Repetitive manufacturing integration: Production activities can only be posted
during backflushing in repetitive manufacturing if the repetitive manufacturing
profile allows the posting of production activities, if a material cost estimate has
been created for the material, and if the calculated manufacturing costs have been
marked and released (in a price update)

When backflushing, production activities are posted on the basis of the routing
calculated in the last material cost estimate (when you post production activities
on the basis of the material cost estimate according to the repetitive manufacturing
profile).
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Figure 38: Additional Preliminary Costing for Product Cost Collector
(Version-Specific Costing)

The repetitive manufacturing profile (Costing Accounting field) controls:

Whether activities are backflushed according to the material cost estimate. A
material cost estimate in the form of a standard cost estimate can be released
only once a month. With this setting, backflushing always uses the routing on
which the released material cost estimate was based (Product cost work step in
Customizing for Controlling; Quantity structure determination field in the costing
variant). However, since only one released material cost estimate is possible per
period, in some cases this can lead to substantial variances in planned/actual costs.
This type of activity backflushing is appropriate if there is only one production
version for a material, or if despite the presence of various production versions,
the routings do not vary much.

Whether the activities are backflushed according to the cost estimate for
the corresponding production version. Here, you can create an additional
cost estimate for each production version included as the basis for the activity
backflush (Prerequisite: version-specific cost collector). If this type of activity
backflush is set when you create a product cost collector, the system asks if it
should automatically create a preliminary costing for the product cost collector
(cost estimate for the production version). The cost estimate however, can also be
created later in the product cost collector by choosing Edit -> Cost. If the routing
has been changed after the preliminary costing of the product cost collector,
the system issues a warning when backflushing. If you confirm this warning
by choosing �Enter�, a new preliminary costing for the product cost collector is
created from the backflush transaction.
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Exercise 2: Controlling Integration

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Maintain the necessary Controlling master data for repetitive manufacturing.
� Create a material cost estimate to determine the costs of goods manufactured

for a material.

Business Example
The plant manager has decided to set up another production line for final assembly
of the PCs. The work scheduler has maintained the necessary Logistics master
data. As the costs are to be collected per material and production version, you
have to create a new product cost collector for the new production version of the
PC. You also have to create a material cost estimate to calculate the cost of goods
manufactured. You then use the cost of goods calculated as the valuation price
in the material master record for the PC. When you have late warehouse receipt
postings, the stock is then valuated with this valuation price.

Hint: The PC in this example is not a configurable product. The procedure
for valuating configurable materials is covered in the unit on backflushing.

Task 1:
Create a version-specific product cost collector for the new production version
of the PC (material T-F10##). Use collective entry to do this.

1. Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Master
Data→ Product Cost Collector→ Collective Entry

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Material T-F10##
Order type RM01

Execute the report.

Hint: With the collective entry of product cost collectors, the system
generally creates version-specific product cost collectors.

Choose the Information message button: What happens?

Continued on next page
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____________________________________________________________

Hint: A (version-specific) product cost collector exists for both
production versions 0001 and 0002, which describe production on
lines that are already productive.

Exit the information messages by choosing the Back button several times.

Task 2:
Here, you use a material cost estimate to calculate the cost of goods manufactured
for the PC with material number T-F10## (this usually occurs periodically, for
example, once a month). The cost of goods manufactured should be transferred
as the valuation price to the material master record for the PC. The cost of goods
manufactured is the total of the component material costs, production activities,
and overhead.

1. Create a material cost estimate for end product T-F10##:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Product Cost Planning→ Material
Costing→ Cost Estimate with Quantity Structure→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200
Costing variant PPC1
Costing version 1
Costing lot size 1

Confirm once by choosing Enter.

On the Dates tab page, choose:

Field name or data type Value
Costing date from Enter today�s date
Costing date to 31 December of this year

Choose Enter to confirm.

What is the cost of goods manufactured for material T-F10## according to
the material cost estimate?

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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Save the material cost estimate.

Confirm the following dialog box and exit the transaction.

2. Access the material master to see at what price material T-F10## is currently
valuated:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Master Data→ Material Master→
Material→ Display→ Display Current

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##

Choose Enter to confirm.

In the following dialog box, choose the Costing 2 view.

Choose Enter and make the following entry:

Plant: 1200

Choose Enter to confirm.

What is the standard price (Standard Price field)?

______________________________________________________

Exit the material master again.

3. Make a note of the cost estimate for the current period:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Product Cost Planning→ Material
Costing→ Price Update

Field name or data type Value
Posting period/fiscal year Enter current month, current year
Company code 1000
Plant 1200
Material T-F10##

Reset the selection for the Test Run indicator (deselect)!

Hint: Before you can carry out a marking, the trainer must first
allow marking for company code 1000 and the costing variant PPC1
using the Marking allowance key.

Execute the report.

Continued on next page
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This updates the cost of goods manufactured for the material, as determined
in the above material cost estimate, and sets it as the future price in the
material master (Costing view, Future planned price field).

Choose Back.

4. Now release the material cost estimate:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Product Cost Planning→ Material
Costing→ Price Update

Choose Release.

Field name or data type Value
Posting period/fiscal year Enter current month, current

year
Company code 1000
Plant 1200
Material T-F10##

Reset the selection for the Test Run indicator (deselect)!

Execute the report.

This updates the cost of goods manufactured for the material, as determined
in the above material cost estimate, and sets it as the current standard price
in the material master (Costing view, Standard Price field). An inventory
revaluation takes place.

5. Now that you have released the material cost estimate, check in the material
master to see at which price material T-F10## is valuated. To do this, access
the Costing 2 view in the material master as before. What is the standard
price now (Standard Price field)?

______________________________________________________

6. Repeat the price update (marking and releasing) for material T-B10## (so
that you can backflush successfully in the course unit on backflushing).
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Solution 2: Controlling Integration
Task 1:
Create a version-specific product cost collector for the new production version
of the PC (material T-F10##). Use collective entry to do this.

1. Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Master
Data→ Product Cost Collector→ Collective Entry

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Material T-F10##
Order type RM01

Execute the report.

Hint: With the collective entry of product cost collectors, the system
generally creates version-specific product cost collectors.

Choose the Information message button: What happens?

____________________________________________________________

Hint: A (version-specific) product cost collector exists for both
production versions 0001 and 0002, which describe production on
lines that are already productive.

Exit the information messages by choosing the Back button several times.

a) Collective entry has created a version-specific product cost collector
for the new production version of the material.

Task 2:
Here, you use a material cost estimate to calculate the cost of goods manufactured
for the PC with material number T-F10## (this usually occurs periodically, for
example, once a month). The cost of goods manufactured should be transferred
as the valuation price to the material master record for the PC. The cost of goods
manufactured is the total of the component material costs, production activities,
and overhead.

1. Create a material cost estimate for end product T-F10##:

Continued on next page
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Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Product Cost Planning→ Material
Costing→ Cost Estimate with Quantity Structure→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200
Costing variant PPC1
Costing version 1
Costing lot size 1

Confirm once by choosing Enter.

On the Dates tab page, choose:

Field name or data type Value
Costing date from Enter today�s date
Costing date to 31 December of this year

Choose Enter to confirm.

What is the cost of goods manufactured for material T-F10## according to
the material cost estimate?

______________________________________________________

Save the material cost estimate.

Confirm the following dialog box and exit the transaction.

a) You find the cost of goods manufactured in the row �Cost of goods
manufactured�.

2. Access the material master to see at what price material T-F10## is currently
valuated:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Master Data→ Material Master→
Material→ Display→ Display Current

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##

Choose Enter to confirm.

In the following dialog box, choose the Costing 2 view.

Choose Enter and make the following entry:
Continued on next page
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Plant: 1200

Choose Enter to confirm.

What is the standard price (Standard Price field)?

______________________________________________________

Exit the material master again.

a) For the costs of goods manufactured, refer to the Standard Price field in
the material master (on the Costing 2 view for example).

3. Make a note of the cost estimate for the current period:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Product Cost Planning→ Material
Costing→ Price Update

Field name or data type Value
Posting period/fiscal year Enter current month, current year
Company code 1000
Plant 1200
Material T-F10##

Reset the selection for the Test Run indicator (deselect)!

Hint: Before you can carry out a marking, the trainer must first
allow marking for company code 1000 and the costing variant PPC1
using the Marking allowance key.

Execute the report.

This updates the cost of goods manufactured for the material, as determined
in the above material cost estimate, and sets it as the future price in the
material master (Costing view, Future planned price field).

Choose Back.

a) No solution necessary

4. Now release the material cost estimate:

Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Product Cost Planning→ Material
Costing→ Price Update

Choose Release.

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Value
Posting period/fiscal year Enter current month, current

year
Company code 1000
Plant 1200
Material T-F10##

Reset the selection for the Test Run indicator (deselect)!

Execute the report.

This updates the cost of goods manufactured for the material, as determined
in the above material cost estimate, and sets it as the current standard price
in the material master (Costing view, Standard Price field). An inventory
revaluation takes place.

a) No solution necessary

5. Now that you have released the material cost estimate, check in the material
master to see at which price material T-F10## is valuated. To do this, access
the Costing 2 view in the material master as before. What is the standard
price now (Standard Price field)?

______________________________________________________

a) For the costs of goods manufactured, refer to the Standard Price field in
the material master (on the Costing 2 view for example).

6. Repeat the price update (marking and releasing) for material T-B10## (so
that you can backflush successfully in the course unit on backflushing).

a) Procedure as for Task 2, but use material T-B10##.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Maintain the necessary Controlling master data for repetitive manufacturing
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Maintain the necessary Logistics master data for repetitive manufacturing
� Maintain the necessary Controlling master data for repetitive manufacturing
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Test Your Knowledge

1. Repetitive manufacturers generally group the work centers of a production
line into the "production line" and only monitor this line during planning
and production.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. Preliminary costing is always required in repetitive manufacturing.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False
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Answers

1. Repetitive manufacturers generally group the work centers of a production
line into the "production line" and only monitor this line during planning
and production.

Answer: True

Exceptions occur only in the case of takt-based production or if individual
bottleneck work centers need to be replanned (evenly distributed) within
production lines.

2. Preliminary costing is always required in repetitive manufacturing.

Answer: False

Preliminary costing is only necessary if you are working with a
version-specific cost collector and the production costs that need to be
entered separately at backflush vary significantly.
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Unit 4
Planning

Unit Overview
Depending on requirements, planning in repetitive manufacturing can either be
mapped in full in SAP ECC, or in conjunction with SAP APO. The units will
run through both options in sequence.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Outline the steps involved in planning production for repetitive
manufacturing

� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP
ECC

� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking capacity into
account.

� Use the most important functions of the SAP ECC planning tools in
repetitive manufacturing

� Print out the production list
� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP

APO
� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking production capacity

into account
� Use the main functions of the SAP APO planning tools in repetitive

manufacturing
� Print the production list
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Lesson: Overview of the Planning Process

Lesson Overview
From requirements forecasts to goods issue, an outline of the planning process in
repetitive manufacturing is described in schematic form.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Outline the steps involved in planning production for repetitive
manufacturing

Business Example
You need to create a demand program for repetitive manufacturing based on
planned independent requirements and sales orders.

Figure 39: Cross-Application Functional Process

The complex process chain from the independent requirement to the goods issue
of the end product is represented in reduced form in repetitive manufacturing.

Examples of typical characteristics include the use of planned orders for
manufacturing (there is no conversion to production orders, the order type of
the planned order merely changes to �Run schedule quantity� (RSQ) when
you assign the production version), and backflush of the end products with
simultaneous backflush of the components used.
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Figure 40: Role: Production Planner for Production Lines

The following objects/tasks lie in Tanja's area of responsibility: Dispatching,
sequencing, sales order/planned order management, capacity loading, deadline
monitoring, forecasting (extra single role), sales administrator (extra single role).

She requires read authorizations for the following master data: Production
versions, line design (work centers, rate routings, line hierarchies, line balancing,
operational method sheets), material masters, material BOMs, production
resources and tools, serial number maintenance, documents, supply areas, product
cost collectors, preliminary costing for the product cost collector.

She requires change authorizations for the following planning transactions:
Planning table, sequencing, collective availability checks, stock/requirements lists,
pegged requirements, stock overviews, production lists

She requires authorizations for the following evaluations (production): Reporting
point overview, data entry document overview, total requirements, reporting point
statistics, goods receipt statistics, component consumption, Kanban information
system, Kanban error display, Kanban plant overview, control cycle/Kanban. She
requires authorizations for the following evaluations (inventory management):
Material documents, posting and reversal documents as well as archived
documents for materials, stock overviews, warehouse stock, provision stock,
consignment stock and so on, availability overviews, plant overviews, purchase
orders. She requires authorizations for the following evaluations (Controlling):
Variance analysis, WIP, planned costs, actual costs, planned/actual comparisons
(variance categories), production versions: Line item-actual/variance
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Outline the steps involved in planning production for repetitive

manufacturing
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Lesson: Planning in SAP ECC

Lesson Overview
If production is carried out subsequently in repetitive manufacturing, material
requirements planning and line loading planning are performed in SAP ECC.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP
ECC

� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking capacity into
account.

� Use the most important functions of the SAP ECC planning tools in
repetitive manufacturing

� Print out the production list

Business Example
Using SAP ECC, you need to create a demand program for repetitive
manufacturing based on planned independent requirements and sales orders. Here,
the processes in material requirements planning and line loading planning need
to be mapped.

Two production lines are available for assembly production and for final assembly.
The production plan needs to be printed out for shop floor control.

Demand management and material requirements planning in SAP ECC:
Learning objectives

� Once you have finished this unit, you will be able to:

� Create a production plan in SAP ECC on the basis of sales orders and
planned independent requirements (anonymous sales order planning).
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Figure 41: Creating a Production Plan in SAP ECC

Planned independent requirements from ECC Demand Management or sales
orders from Sales form the basis for planning in repetitive manufacturing.
Depending on your planning strategy, the planned independent requirements
from demand management may be consumed by sales orders. However, other
requirements can also be taken into account (for example, stock transfer
requirements such as purchase requisition releases, purchase order releases or
forecast delivery schedules, or dependent requirements at assembly level). If these
requirements are not covered by warehouse stock, the system creates planned
orders. These planned orders constitute the production plan.

A production plan can be created in a number of ways:

It can be generated automatically by ECC material requirements planning
(or in master production scheduling). Through use of quota arrangements or by
setting the alternative selection indicator in the material master, the system can
automatically determine in the MRP run which production version (and therefore
which production line) is to be used to manufacture the production quantities
(assignment of planned orders to production version). It is advisable in many
cases to check and/or postprocess the planning using the ECC planning table.

It is also possible to manually assign the planned orders to the production lines
from the ECC planning table for repetitive manufacturing.

You can also create planned orders manually in the ECC planning table and/or
assign them directly to production lines as appropriate.
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Figure 42: Repetitive Manufacturing as MTS and MTO Production

MTS production:You can use repetitive manufacturing for make-to-stock
production. This means you produce products with no direct reference to sales
orders. The planned independent requirements from demand management are
used as the basis for planning. Depending on your planning strategy, the planned
independent requirements from demand management may be consumed by sales
orders. The same product is often produced repeatedly over a substantial period of
time. It is not manufactured in individually defined lots. Instead, a total quantity is
produced over a certain period at a certain rate per part-period. Sales orders are
filled from warehouse stock.

Make-to-order production (sales order-based production): You can use
repetitive manufacturing for make-to-order production. This means you produce
products with direct reference to the sales orders. The products are stored in
the sales order stock. Sales orders can be processed separately. A planned
order is created with direct reference to the sales order. Production is therefore
controlled via sales orders. The quantities produced cannot be swapped between
the individual sales orders. The produced quantities are stored specifically for the
individual sales order (sales order stock) and not in the make-to-stock inventory.
If you use variant configuration, you can plan and manufacture configurable
materials using make-to-order repetitive manufacturing. Sales orders are filled
from sales order stock.

Prerequisite:You use the strategy group in the material master record to control
whether you want to use make-to-stock or make-to-order production.
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Line loading planning in SAP ECC: Learning objectives

� Once you have finished this unit, you will be able to:

� Assign production quantities to production lines in SAP ECC (taking
capacities into account also),

� Print out the production plan from SAP ECC (production list).

Figure 43: Assigning Production Quantities to Lines

You must decide which production version (for example, which production line) is
to be used to manufacture the production quantity.

The planning table is available for manually assigning the planned orders to
the production lines or for postprocessing planned orders that were assigned
automatically. That is, in the planning table you can assign the production
quantities (planned orders) to a production version and therefore to a production
line.
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Figure 44: MRP: Automatic Assignment via Alternative Selection

If a material is only produced on one production line and the production version
is therefore only valid for the date and lot-size range, the planned orders can
be automatically assigned to the production version (and therefore also to the
production line). This is done by means of the alternative selection indicator
in the material master.

If several production versions exist for a material that are all valid according to
date and lot size range, the MRP run assigns the first valid production version
it finds. Therefore, it only makes sense to automatically assign to production
versions using the alternative selection indicator if there is only one valid
production version for the date and lot-size range.

Figure 45: MRP: Automatic Assignment Using Quota Arrangements
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Using quota arrangements, production quantities (planned orders) can be
automatically assigned to the different production lines during the MRP run.

Scenario: Suppose for example, production lines 1 and 2 are available to
manufacture a product. On production line 1 the quantity is restricted to a
maximum of 2400 pieces per period. You can set up quota maintenance so that
during the MRP the quota arrangement can automatically assign a maximum of
2400 pieces per period to production line 1 and the remainder to production line 2.

Using quota arrangements, planned orders for the same material that have already
been assigned to the same production line are taken into account. Extending the
above scenario, assume that during a certain period, a planned order of 2200 pieces
has already been assigned to production line 1 and then a new requirement for 300
pieces is added on top of that. The MRP run therefore generates two planned
orders. The first planned order is for 200 pieces and is assigned to line 1 (to which
a total of 2400 pieces have now been assigned). The second planned order is for
100 pieces and is assigned to line 2. The quota arrangement procedure, however,
does not take planned orders into account that have already been assigned to the
same production line but relate to different materials. Planned orders assigned by
quota arrangement may therefore need to be revised in the planning table.

You can also distribute planned orders to the production lines on a percentage
basis. You can also combine the percentage distribution procedure with the
maximum release quantity procedure.

Figure 46: Activating Quota Arrangement and Quota Maintenance

Scenario: Two production lines are available to manufacture a material - line 1
and line 2. On production line one, quantity restrictions apply (for example, a
maximum of 2400 pieces per period). You can now set up quota maintenance so
that in an MRP run it assigns a maximum of 2400 pieces per period to production
line 1 and the remainder to production line 2.

Prerequisites:
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Material master (MRP view): Quota arrangement is activated by MRP (Quota
arrangement usage field = 3).

MRP menu: Quota maintenance. The full range of quota arrangement functions
are available.

In the above example, both quota item 1 and quota item 2 use the procurement
type internal procurement and the special procurement type in-house production.
Priority 1 (Priority = 1) stipulates that a maximum of 2400 pieces (maximum
release quantity) per week (Quantity = 1, Period = W) is to be assigned to
production version 0001. As priority 2, the remaining quantity should be assigned
to production version 0002 (second quota item). In the above case, production
line 1 is entered in production version 0001 and production line 2 is entered in
production version 0002.

With a simple approach, the smallest period you can use for the maximum release
quantity is "week". However, you can maintain maximum release quantities per
day by choosing the period planning calendar and creating a planning calendar
with daily periods.

Figure 47: Initial Screen in the ECC Planning Table

The planning table is compiled according to the selections you make in the initial
screen.

Selecting by production line provides an overview of all planned production for
the selected production line.

Here, you can also maintain the production line as a line hierarchy. You can then
plan production in the planning table on the basis of the individual line segments
of the line hierarchy. To be able to work with the production line selection criteria
in the planning table, you must enter a work center (production line) in the
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production version of the material master record. A minimum of one operation
in the routing should be carried out on this work center. Selecting by material
provides an overview of the entire production for the selected material. Selecting
by MRP controller provides an overview of the entire planned production for
that particular MRP controller.

The Detailed line selection function in the Control data screen area (not shown
on the above slide) determines all materials for the production line and checks
which other production lines can be used to manufacture them. If you select the
Capacity planning field in the Scheduling area, the system displays the capacity
data of the selected production line in the planning table. You can display stored
capacity requirements at either rate-based planning or detailed planning level.
If you select Sequencing in the Scheduling area, you can use the planning table
in combination with sequencing (see Planning and Control in Takt-Based Flow
Manufacturing in the appendix).

Figure 48: Planning in REM Using the ECC Planning Table

The planning table enables the work scheduler to edit the production plan. The
work scheduler can check the production quantity at a glance, change it if required,
and create new production quantities (planned orders). They can also determine
the capacity load utilization of the production line and the product's availability
situation. You can also execute a pegged capacity where-used list. You can
select from any planning period. The work scheduler can assign the production
quantities to a production line in assignment mode. If this has already been done
in MRP, he or she can also change existing assignments. Planned orders that have
already been manually assigned to a production line are classified as order type
RSQ (run schedule quantities) and are usually firmed.
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Various key figures, such as the days' supply and the available quantity, can be
displayed in a separate lines. You can also define the display order of these key
figures. These settings can be saved for each individual user. In addition, you can
choose Materials Overview to go to a separate material overview that displays the
current exception message and the days' supply situation. Changes you make in
the planning table are not written to the database unless you save them.

Note: A customer exit (enhancement M61X0002) is available for displaying
additional rows (such as the calculation of your own days' supply) in the planning
table (Material data table). You can use the customer exit PTRM0001 to
change the text column in the planning table. You can change the existing row
descriptions to suit your requirements.

Figure 49: Lead Time Scheduling (Detailed/Rate-Based Planning) in the
Planning Table

Lead time scheduling: If you access the planning table by selecting Detailed
plnng or Rate-based plng, the planned orders are scheduled using the production
rates in the routing. The capacity load of the production line is calculated from
the capacity requirements created via the routing taking into account the planned
order quantity and the operation times. These are compared with the available
capacity of the production line (standard capacity or shift program). To calculate
the capacity requirements, the system selects the routing that is entered in the
production version of the material. Therefore, for each material you can define a
different production rate.

If you select Detailed plnng, the system reads the routing in the detailed planning
row of the production version. The capacity requirements created in the planning
table are saved at detailed planning level.
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If you select Rate-based plng, the system reads the routing in the rate-based
planning row of the production version. The capacity requirements created in the
planning table are saved at rate-based planning level.

To be able to perform automatic scheduling in the planning table, the following
conditions must be fulfilled:

The Capacity planning indicator in the initial screen must be set.

You must enter the line to be used for production in the production version. This
production line must also be used in an operation in the routing.

Figure 50: Planning Table: Viewing Planned Orders

Scheduling determines the start date (order start date, production start date) and
finish date (order finish date, production finish date) of planned orders. It may
happen that a planned order runs over several periods. Here, the finish date of the
planned order determines the period in which the total planned order quantity is
displayed in the planning table.

If the production finish date and the order finish date fall in different periods
(for example, in the day view in the planning table), the Prod./basic dates field
on the initial screen in the planning table determines the date for which the entire
planned order quantity is to be shown.

In the scheduling, the order finish date (availability date) always falls on the next
morning (because basic date determination in the planning is exact to the day and
the order finish date specifies the availability date), while the production finish
date (exact to the time) falls in the course of the previous day.
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In planning, components are staged at the order start date or at the time of
particular activities. If you require the dependent requirement for the component
staging to fall on the same day as the availability date for the assembly (order finish
date), you can enter an in-house production time of 0 days in the material master.

Figure 51: Period-Based Planning in the ECC Planning Table

As well as planned orders, you can also display and maintain production orders
for discrete manufacturing and process orders for process manufacturing in the
planning table. Planned orders for non-repetitive manufacturing materials can be
directly converted into production orders using the Convert quantities function
in the planning table. The system then shows the PR.ORD row in the planning
table where you can view these orders. To change these opened production orders,
you must first exit the planning table and then access it again. You can change
the production orders and process orders by switching from the planning table to
the order data. To do this, simply double-click the order. Starting from the dialog
box, you can access the following maintenance transactions for the production
order. Mass change functions such as splitting by shifts for production and process
orders are not possible from the planning table however.

Prerequisites for displaying production and process orders in the planning table:

Valid production versions must be entered in the material master with a routing
at detailed scheduling level, no repetitive manufacturing material. The repetitive
manufacturing profile 1000 (repetitive manufacturing with partial orders) in
combination with a repetitive manufacturing indicator (processing up to and
including Rel. 3.1) are no longer required for displaying production orders in the
planning table. See OSS notes 104627 and 215256 when upgrading from Release
3.1 to a later Release.
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Planning Table: Additional Functions

� Multi-level quantity planning and multi-level capacity requirements planning
in the planning table (by selecting the finished product and assemblies, for
example, by selecting WkCtr hierarchy or MRP controller: Updating of
component requirements

� Representation of various periods (day, week, user-defined period split)
� Traffic lights in the material overview in the planning table (days' supply

display, exception messages)
� Transfer of data to Microsoft Excel
� Saving of user-specific selection criteria in the planning table and

visualization in the planning table

Updating of component requirements:If you change the production quantity
of an assembly in the planning table, the system updates the requirement and
available quantities of the components produced in-house. In this way the
work scheduler can see whether there are sufficient components available. If
necessary the work scheduler can react and increase the production quantities of
the components in the planning table. Prerequisite: In the initial screen of the
planning table, you need to select both the assembly and the components produced
in-house (lower-level assemblies). You do this by entering the MRP controller (if
the MRP controller is responsible for the assembly and for the components) or the
product group (in this case, you must create a product group for the assembly and
the components) to access the planning table, or the work center hierarchy.

User-specific settings in the planning table: You can make and save
user-specific settings in the planning table (which rows should be shown in which
order, determine the width of text columns and matrix columns and so on).

You can use the user-defined period split in the planning table to set the display
of the periods you are planning to suit your requirements.

Transfer of data to Excel: Planning table data can be transferred to Microsoft
Excel for evaluations and printing.
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Figure 52: Planning Table: Scheduling Strategies

Use: Lead time scheduling can be executed immediately when planned orders are
manually created or changed in the planning table. The scheduling strategy can
be set in the initial screen of the planning table:

� In the backward scheduling strategy, the order is scheduled backward
from the end of the period. The system determines a start date that will be
sometime during the course of the day.

� To ensure that planned orders start at the beginning of the day rather than
sometime during the day, you can select the backward strategy first, and
then the forward strategy from the start of the period. The start time of
the planned order is then fixed at the beginning of the day (the beginning of
the standard available capacity or the beginning of the shift) and switched to
forward scheduling in order to determine the new end date.

� In forward scheduling, the system takes the start of the period in which
the production quantity was entered as the start date and works forward
to determine the end time.

For backward scheduling, either the order finish date or the production end date
can be set at the end of a period as required. For forward scheduling, either the
order start date or the production start date can be set at the beginning of a period
as required. For both forward and backward scheduling, the Prod./basic dates
field in the initial screen controls which date is used.
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Figure 53: Planning Table: Quantities Display

Scheduling determines the start date (order start date, production start date) and
finish date (order finish date, production finish date) of planned orders. It may
happen that a planned order runs over several periods. Here, the finish date of the
planned order determines the period in which the total planned order quantity is
displayed in the planning table. If the production finish date and the order finish
date fall in different periods, the Prod./basic dates field in the planning table
determines the date for which the entire planned order quantity is shown.

The complete order quantity of a planned order is generally only displayed once,
either in the period containing the order finish date or in the period containing the
production finish date. To display when the individual quantities are actually
being manufactured, you can use the Quantity display function in the Orders
view to switch to the Distributed view or to the Orders/distributed view. The
Orders/distributed view displays both the total quantity for the finish date (order
finish date, production finish date) and in a separate line, the quantities distributed
to individual periods.

How planned order quantities are distributed between the individual periods
depends on the entry in the Prod./basic dates field. If you choose production
dates, the planned orders are divided up equally between the production start and
the production finish dates (for the planning operation). If you select basic dates,
the planned orders are divided up between the order start and the order finish dates
according to the distribution function in the production version.
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Figure 54: Planning Table: Distribution to Daily Quantities

Use: Planned orders can span over several days. This can occur with a large
quantity or as a result of entering production quantities directly into the planning
table (for example on a weekly basis). The production quantity of one or more
periods can be distributed to individual planned orders to be dealt with per day.
There are two options available for distributing planned orders to days: Distribute
-> per order: The system distributes the order quantity in the same way as the
Quantity Display: Distributed View function. It does this by distributing the
production quantities to days based on the production dates, taking into account
the available capacity of the production line. Distribution is carried out within the
time it takes for an order to be manufactured and is determined by the available
capacity. The system creates a new planned order for every day or for every shift
and deletes the existing one. Distribute -> evenly: The system distributes the
entire production quantity for a period taking into account the available capacity
you have maintained for the production line. The distribution takes place within
the period that is marked by columns.

A new planned order is created for each day, and any previous ones are deleted. If
you access the planning table using basic dates as opposed to production dates, you
can only use the Distribute -> per day option. In this case, even distribution uses
the splitting function defined in Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing (work
step Planning). In both cases however, distribution is carried out without taking
the capacity load of the production line into account. If you access the planning
table using production dates, the system immediately executes the Distribute to
daily rate -> per oder and Distribute to daily rate -> evenly functions and does
not use the splitting function (distribution in this case is even).
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Figure 55: Planning Table: Distributing to Shift Quantities and Shift Planning

Use: When working with larger planned orders whose runtimes span several
shifts, the planned orders can be split into individual planned orders per shift.

You can use the shift splitting function to distribute a planned order that spans
four shifts, for example, to four new planned orders. The original planned order
will no longer exist then.

The same functions provided for daily distribution are also available for shift
distribution: Distribute -> per order and Distribute -> evenly.

Shift quantities can be changed or created directly in the Shift view of the planning
table.

Prerequisite for shift distribution and shift planning in the planning table:

In order to use shift planning in the planning table, production dates must be
specified in the Prod./basic dates field in the initial screen of the planning table.
Since basic dates are only defined to the day, it is not possible to use basic dates to
view or manage quantities on anything other than a daily basis.

The planning table must be set in the Shift view.
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Figure 56: Planning Table: Moving Production Quantities on the Time Axis

Use: Manually assigning planned orders to a production line results in these
planned orders being firmed. This function can be restricted to the planning time
fence in the repetitive manufacturing profile or it can be deactivated completely.
Sometimes a backlog of firmed planned production quantities can result from
machine malfunction for example. Since the MRP run does not, in general, delete
or change firmed planned orders, this backlog of firmed orders will remain "in
the past".

The planned production quantities lying before the current date are totaled and
displayed as due items in the first column of the planning table.

These firmed and due planned orders can be rolled forward into the future using
theMove quantities along time axis function. Here, the planned orders are actually
displaced, they are not deleted and recreated. The planned order numbers remain
the same. Where necessary, these production quantities can be distributed over
a certain time period. If you access the planning table using production dates,
this type distribution is carried out using the predefined splitting function from
Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing (work step: Planning).

As an alternative to the manual roll forward function, you can also move these
fixed planned orders in the past forward using the Automatic roll forward function
(see Customizing for MRP). In this case, the move takes place during the MRP
run. You can use this function to delete fixed planned orders in the past.
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Figure 57: Planning Table: Days' Supply

You can display the following days' supply in the planning table (for more detailed
information, refer to the MRP documentation):

The days' supply function indicates the number of days that a material's supply
will last when only taking current plant stock into account. The receipt days'
supply function is similar, but also makes allowances for certain definable receipts
in addition to the current plant stock.

You can also display requirement-based safety stock using the statistical days'
supply calculation. Statistically speaking, this means that the system does not
consider the actual requirements, but rather calculates the average of the daily
requirements that fall within a specific time frame. In the days' supply profile, you
define the minimum, maximum, and target days' supply as a planned number
of days. The dynamic safety stock level is calculated using the average daily
requirements quantity and the defined days' supply profile, thus, it is automatically
adapted to suit current requirement changes. It is fully available for planning
purposes. As the system uses average requirements for this calculation, the
requirements should be distributed relatively consistently. That is, no drastic
requirements variations should exist within the period to be used for this
calculation.Prerequisite: You define the parameters for the days' supply profile in
Customizing for MRP and enter the days' supply profile in the material master
record.

The actual days' supply specifies the number of days the available quantity of a
material on a particular date or in a particular period can cover the requirements
in subsequent periods. The system calculates the actual days' supply during the
planning run and displays it in MRP evaluations in the period totals display and in
the planning table for repetitive manufacturing.
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Figure 58: Capacity Planning in Repetitive Manufacturing

Capacity requirements can be created in sales and operations planning (SOP),
repetitive manufacturing, and discrete manufacturing. In general, capacity
requirements are stored separately according to various scheduling levels. The
capacity requirements created in repetitive manufacturing (rate-based scheduling)
are usually saved at the rate-based planning level (if the routing in the production
version is entered in the rate-based planning area, the capacity requirements
in repetitive manufacturing are saved at the rate-based planning level; this
also applies for detailed planning). The capacity requirements created in discrete
manufacturing for production orders are generally saved at the detailed planning
level. These capacity requirements can be displayed independently of each other
in the planning table. Scheduling and capacity requirements determination for
planned orders of a certain order type (for example, LA and PE) can be carried out
on a rate-based or detailed planning level (or both). This determination is defined
in Customizing for MRP via the planning step in scheduling parameters. In the
standard system, scheduling and capacity requirements determination for planned
orders of type RSQ are activated on a rate-based planning level. For production
orders, scheduling and capacity requirements are specified on a detailed planning
level. Note that the planning table can only display the capacity requirements of
one scheduling level at a time. Planned orders of type ++PE and production orders
can be processed on a production line at the same time. To enable this, both the
Scheduling and Determine capacity requirements indicators for planned orders
should be set in Customizing for the detailed planning level. You also need to
enter the routing at the detailed planning level in the production version and call
the planning table with the detailed planning level.
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Figure 59: Planning Table and Capacity Planning Table

Activities during capacity requirements determination in the planning table:

The system starts by using the production line in the production version as
the basis for calculating the capacity requirements. The system then searches
the routing for the operation with the production line. Finally, it calculates the
capacity requirement according to the standard values maintained in the operation
and determines the production start and finish dates of the selected scheduling
strategy, without taking the available capacity load into account.

Prerequisites:

Initial screen in the planning table: Key for detailed or rate-based planning, in
accordance with the setting defined in Customizing; Capacity planning indicator.

Production version: Specifying a production line.

Available capacity and capacity requirements are shown in units of time (e.g.,
hours), and capacity load is displayed as percentages per period in the planning
table for each production line. The capacity data is recalculated after any change
is made. The work scheduler thus has an overview of the capacity status of his/her
production lines and can react quickly to capacity overloads and under loads in
order to produce an appropriate capacity load utilization per period. At this stage
in production planning, there may still be several parallel planned orders per
period (for example, per shift), since the sequence of the planned orders has not
yet been fixed. It is therefore possible for partial capacity overloads to arise within
a period, even though on average no overloads are recognized. Solution: Use the
capacity planning table to fix the sequence of the planned orders.
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Figure 60: Sequence Planning in the Capacity Planning Table

In the planning table, planned orders can be assigned to production lines according
to specific shifts. It is therefore possible that more than one planned order is
assigned to a production line within a shift. Switching to the capacity planning
table from the planning table allows you to perform sequencing for such planned
orders. Planned orders assigned in the planning table appear in the bottom chart
of the capacity planning table in the form of bars. These planned orders can
be dispatched in a defined sequence by using the dispatching strategies in the
planning table.

Assignment (planning table) versus dispatching (capacity planning table):
Assigning a planned order determines the production version that is to be used
to manufacture the material. This also specifies which production line is to be
used. In repetitive manufacturing, planned orders receive the order type RSQ (run
schedule quantities) by the assignment to the production version (production line).
Assigned run schedule quantities can be dispatched to their production lines
in a specific sequence. Dispatching to a production line firms a capacity load
utilization in the planned order and fixes the capacity load on the production line
(exact to hour if necessary) (Planned order is capacity planned indicator is set
in the planned order).

Changes that are made in the capacity planning table are immediately visible in
the planning table and vice versa. You can switch from one table to another and
continue planning at any time. As a rule, the capacity planning table will only
display the planning operation (see slide entitled �Planning Table: Lead Time
Scheduling Using Routing with Several Operations�).
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Figure 61: Capacity Planning Table: Scheduling Control (1)

Production quantities can be dispatched in the capacity planning table using two
different methods: Manually using Drag and Drop and automatically by selecting
the production quantities and choosing the Dispatch function.

Clicking the Strategy button allows you to select various dispatching criteria (the
numbers correspond to the above diagram):

1. Finite scheduling not active
2. Finite scheduling active
3. Planning direction backward
4. Planning direction forward

The Finite scheduling indicator enables finite scheduling to be carried out when
dispatching operations. Using the predefined date as a starting point, the system
searches for a date with remaining available capacity for the operation in the
work center. The Plan. direction forwards indicator determines if the direction
of the search is forward or backward.

Setting the Plan. direction forwards indicator specifies that when an operation
is automatically dispatched, the system will search forward from the predefined
date to determine a possible dispatch date. If the indicator is not set, the system
will automatically search backwards.
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Figure 62: Capacity Planning Table: Scheduling Control (2)

Clicking the Strategy button allows you to select further dispatching criteria (the
numbers correspond to the above diagram):

1. Dispatch at earliest point in time
2. Do not dispatch at earliest point in time
3. Dispatch and move the other run schedule quantities (insert operation)
4. Do not move the other run schedule quantities (this can lead to no dispatching

taking place).

If you select the Dispatch at earliest point in time indicator, the system tries
to dispatch the operation as early as possible within the planning period. If the
capacity cannot be shared, the system sequences the operations one after the other
without leaving any gaps. If the Insert operation indicator is set, the system will
insert an operation to be planned in the capacity planning table for the required
date. Operations that had previously been dispatched are re-dispatched and moved
according to the planning direction, thereby leaving the sequence intact. In so
doing, your sequence is retained. If the moved operation should fall on a date
on which a load has already been assigned, the moved operation is scheduled
either before or after this load, depending on the planning direction If a production
line becomes overloaded, the production quantity can be automatically assigned
to another production line and rescheduled (if the Reschedule with production
versions indicator is set). The system does not capacity dispatch the production
quantity to the new production line, but instead displays it in the lower chart of
the capacity planning table. This function can only be performed when the other
production lines are already displayed in the capacity planning table.
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Figure 63: Basis for Production: Printing the Production List from the ECC
Planning Table

The processed planning table provides the basis for production. A list of the
production quantities can be printed out to facilitate production. You can print the
list per production line and shift in accordance with various selection criteria.

Alternatively, you can transfer the planning table data toMicrosoft Excel for
evaluation and printing.
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Figure 64: Planning Table: Lead Time Scheduling Using Routing with
Several Operations

Scheduling determines the start dates (order start date, production start date) and
the finish dates (order finish date, production finish date) of the planned orders.
The dates of the individual operations are also determined. In the planning table,
the system only displays the dates of the planning operation as well as the order
start date and the order finish date of the complete order (when you go to the
detailed screen of the planned order from the planning table). The system does
not display the dates of all operations. In the capacity planning table, the system
only displays the planning operation. You can see the other operations when you
access the planned order from the planning table (Production Rates tab page). In
the planning table, the system also only displays the capacity requirements for the
work center that is used to produce the planning operation (exception: if you are
using line hierarchies).

The planning operation is the operation from the routing with the work center
that is entered in the production version in the Production line field. The work
center for the planning operation must also be used in the routing. The system
then includes the operation with the scheduling work center in the planning table
for capacity planning.

If you change quantities and dates for the planning operation in the planning table,
the other operations are automatically rescheduled using mid-point scheduling.
In the planning table therefore, all the operations are always scheduled, but the
system only displays the dates of the planning operation.

Hint: The available quantity of a planned order is always displayed for
the order finish date in the planning table.
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Figure 65: Planning Table: Capacity Planning for Several Line Segments

Use: If you maintain the production line as a line hierarchy, you can use the
planning table to plan production on a capacity basis for the individual line
segments in the line hierarchy.

Prerequisites:

� You must maintain a line hierarchy in Line Design
� You must define a certain line segment of the line hierarchy as the planning

segment (definition in the line hierarchy chart). The planning segment is
usually the bottleneck work center and is used as the basis for lead time
scheduling and capacity planning. If you work with lead time scheduling,
when you make any entries or changes, the system carries out a mid-point
scheduling for this line segment. That is, the operation with the planning
segment is the mid-point and is scheduled first. Starting from this point, the
operations before and after are scheduled. Only the operation times of the
planning segment are displayed in the planning table (dates situation).
Capacity requirements from other operations can also be displayed in
the planning table (capacity situation), as long as you have defined the
corresponding line segments as capacity segments in the line hierarchy
chart. This means that you can plan the capacity of the each line segment
separately. You must also enter the line hierarchy in the production version
in the Production line field. The system automatically copies the planning
segment of the line hierarchy to the production version. This planning
segment must be used in the routing.
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Special Planning Functions for MTO Repetitive Manufacturing

� Single-item planning segment in the planning table
� Total requirements

Figure 66: Single-item planning segment in the planning table

Use: You usually use lead time scheduling (detailed planning, rate-based
planning) in the planning table for make-to-order repetitive manufacturing if you
produce materials with higher lot sizes using make-to-order methods (for example,
if you are a supplier to a limited number of customers on the basis of SD delivery
schedules and you use make-to-order production techniques). The planning table
is less suitable for make-to-order repetitive manufacturing with lot size = 1 as too
many single-item planning segments become confusing. In mass production,
you can also organize the assignment of the planned orders to the production
lines using quota arrangements (MRP menu) if a material is to be assigned to
several production lines. If the material is only to be assigned to one production
line, automatic assignment can also be carried out using the alternative selection
indicator = 2 (material master record).

In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, production is carried out in
single-item planning segments. This means that it must be possible to display
information such as the available quantity of the single-item planning segment
in the planning table. You can display the single-item planning segment as follows:
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Aggregated display:
The requirements, available quantities, production quantities and so on
of the single-item planning segments are displayed in totaled quantities
(�EPLAN�).

Deaggregated display:
The requirements, available quantities, production quantities and so on are
displayed per single-item planning segment. Then the planning table contains
a title row with various individual rows per single-item planning segment.

The display is not suitable for a large number of sales orders as too many
single-item planning segments are confusing.

Figure 67: Total Requirements (Aggregated Dependent Reqmts)

If several planned orders are planned for an end product/assembly per day,
these are exploded individually and all dependent requirements are written to
the database individually (various requirements records). Both the extent of
planning necessary, and the requirements on the database can increase at a very
fast rate. For parts that do not need to be referenced to an order, it makes sense
to summarize the dependent requirements daily per component. This means
that you can summarize the day's dependent requirements per component to a
total requirement with aggregated quantity. You can display the components
for which total requirements were created in a special list in the planned order.
The components list only includes components for which individual dependent
requirements were created. It is important to recognize that the total requirements
is not the same feature as the entry D in the requirements grouping field (material
master record). With this latter entry, you can group and display various dependent
requirements from one day in the MRP list, but this is for display purposes only
and is not saved in the database.
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Prerequisite:

Finished product/assembly material master: Repetitive manufacturing profile that
permits the creation of total requirements for all components (Total requirements
field).

Components material master: If the Indiv./coll. indicator in the material master
record of a component is set so that �individual requirements� are created for the
component, the system will never create total dependent requirements. Total
requirements however are not supported in make-to-stock repetitive manufacturing
or discrete manufacturing (production order processing).
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Exercise 3: Demand Management and
Material Requirements Management with
SAP ECC

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create a production plan in SAP ECC on the basis of predefined sales

quantities.

Business Example
The Maxitec PC is produced in your plant in Dresden. You procure the assemblies
for the PC before receiving a sales order so that you can achieve shorter delivery
times for the customer. As the value added increases significantly at final
assembly, you do not carry out final assembly until you actually receive a sales
order. In your role as the production planner, you plan for the future requirements
situation. To do this, you need to create the demand program in the form of
planned independent requirements (forecast), on the basis of superior sales
demand planning.

Task 1:
Your task is to plan the production of a personal computer. You are to use
the planning strategy �Planning without Final Assembly�, so that assemblies
for the end product are ready before sales orders are received. Your first job is
to maintain the master data required for producing the PC using the production
strategy �Planning without final assembly�. Then you can start creating planned
independent requirements.

1. In the material master record, in the MRP 3 view, check the strategy group
of the finished product T-F10## and if necessary, change the setting to
�Planning without final assembly�.

Make the following entries:

Plant: 1200
Strategy group: 50

Save your data if you have made any changes.

2. For your plant 1200, enter planned independent requirements for the finished
product T-F10##.

Continued on next page
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Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Production Planning→ Demand
Management→ Planned Independent Requirements→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200
Planning period W

Choose Enter to confirm.

In the next screen, choose the Sched. Lines tab. Enter a planned independent
requirement with the period indicator W (week format) with a requirements
date of next week (enter the calendar week in the form Week.Year). The
planned quantity should be 3500 pieces.

The planned orders entered with period indicator W should be distributed to
individual days. You therefore set the indicator D (day format) in the Splt
column, and then confirm with Enter.

Confirm any warning messages with Enter.

Save your data.

Task 2:
A sales order is received in SD. Therefore, as an employee in SD, enter the sales
order for the finished product T-F10## in your plant 1200.

1. Menu path: Logistics→ Sales and Distribution→ Sales→ Order→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Order type OR
Sales organization 1000
Distribution channel 10 (End customer sales)
Division 00 (Division-wide)
Sales office 1000 (Frankfurt)

Choose Enter to confirm.

Field name or data type Value
Sold-to party 1171 (Hitech AG)
Purch.order no. 66##1

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Value
Req.deliv.date Current week + 1, Thursday
Material T-F10##
Quantity 800 pieces

Choose Enter and confirm the dialog box that appears.

On the following screen (availability check), choose the Fixed Date indicator
(upper left).

Hint: This indicator controls whether the delivery dates and
quantities confirmed after an availability check are fixed. If the
customer agrees to the delivery date or quantity confirmed by
the system, select this field. The system passes the requirement
(confirmed quantity on the confirmed date) on to MRP. If you do not
set this indicator, the system passes on the total requirement on the
date originally requested by the customer to MRP.

On which date (which week day) could the system confirm the complete
requested quantity for the customer? Take note of when the total quantity is
available in production and also when the total quantity could be delivered
to the customer:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

On which week day will the total requested quantity now be available in
your plant?

____________________________________________________________

Your customer wants the complete required quantity on one date. Therefore,
confirm the result of the availability check using the Complete deliv.
indicator.

Save your data.

Hint: The availability check is not the learning objective of this
course. It is therefore only used here to demonstrate a complete
process.

Continued on next page
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Task 3:
After you have created the planned independent requirements for the finished
product, the complete BOM structure for the PC must be planned in ECC MRP.
Execute an MRP run for the finished product (T-F10##) in plant 1200:

1. Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ MRP→ Planning→ Single-Item,
Multi-Level Planning

Enter the data detailed above and start the MRP run by choosing Enter twice.

Task 4:
Check the results of the planning run for the finished product T-F10## and
assembly T-B10##, which are both to be produced using repetitive manufacturing.

Menu path: Logistics → Production → MRP → Evaluations →
Stock/Requirements List

1. Look at the end product T-F10##:

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200

Choose Enter to confirm, and interpret the results.

Is the sales order stock included in covering the sales order? Why (not)?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

2. Check the current stock/requirements list for the assembly T-B10## by
entering thematerial number in theMaterial field and confirming with Enter.

Interpret the results.

Is the sales order stock included in covering the dependent requirements?
Why (not)?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Use the same method to switch back to the display of the end product
T-F10##.

Continued on next page
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Task 5:

1. Now, adjust the interface and functions of the current stock/requirements
list for further processing.

Hint: The stock/requirements list is a very important tool for the
daily work of the production planner.

Assign the navigation profile for repetitive manufacturing. From the current
stock/requirements list, choose:

Environment→ Navigation profile→ Assign

A dialog box appears with several individual screens (tab pages). The
General Settings tab page is displayed, where you enter the following values:

Checking rule for ATP display:PP

Navigation profile: SAPPPREM01 (repetitive manufacturing)

Choose Save and note the changes on the user interface for your current
stock/requirements list.

What effect does the navigation profile SAPPPREM01 have on your current
stock/requirements list?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
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Solution 3: Demand Management and
Material Requirements Management with
SAP ECC
Task 1:
Your task is to plan the production of a personal computer. You are to use
the planning strategy �Planning without Final Assembly�, so that assemblies
for the end product are ready before sales orders are received. Your first job is
to maintain the master data required for producing the PC using the production
strategy �Planning without final assembly�. Then you can start creating planned
independent requirements.

1. In the material master record, in the MRP 3 view, check the strategy group
of the finished product T-F10## and if necessary, change the setting to
�Planning without final assembly�.

Make the following entries:

Plant: 1200
Strategy group: 50

Save your data if you have made any changes.

a) Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Master Data→ Material
Master→ Material→ Change→ Immediately

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##

Choose Enter to confirm.

In the following dialog box, choose the MRP 3 view.

Choose Enter and make the following entry:

Plant: 1200

Choose Enter to confirm.

Strategy group: 50

Save your data.

2. For your plant 1200, enter planned independent requirements for the finished
product T-F10##.

Continued on next page
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Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Production Planning→ Demand
Management→ Planned Independent Requirements→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200
Planning period W

Choose Enter to confirm.

In the next screen, choose the Sched. Lines tab. Enter a planned independent
requirement with the period indicator W (week format) with a requirements
date of next week (enter the calendar week in the form Week.Year). The
planned quantity should be 3500 pieces.

The planned orders entered with period indicator W should be distributed to
individual days. You therefore set the indicator D (day format) in the Splt
column, and then confirm with Enter.

Confirm any warning messages with Enter.

Save your data.

a) No solution required

Task 2:
A sales order is received in SD. Therefore, as an employee in SD, enter the sales
order for the finished product T-F10## in your plant 1200.

1. Menu path: Logistics→ Sales and Distribution→ Sales→ Order→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Order type OR
Sales organization 1000
Distribution channel 10 (End customer sales)
Division 00 (Division-wide)
Sales office 1000 (Frankfurt)

Choose Enter to confirm.

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Value
Sold-to party 1171 (Hitech AG)
Purch.order no. 66##1
Req.deliv.date Current week + 1, Thursday
Material T-F10##
Quantity 800 pieces

Choose Enter and confirm the dialog box that appears.

On the following screen (availability check), choose the Fixed Date indicator
(upper left).

Hint: This indicator controls whether the delivery dates and
quantities confirmed after an availability check are fixed. If the
customer agrees to the delivery date or quantity confirmed by
the system, select this field. The system passes the requirement
(confirmed quantity on the confirmed date) on to MRP. If you do not
set this indicator, the system passes on the total requirement on the
date originally requested by the customer to MRP.

On which date (which week day) could the system confirm the complete
requested quantity for the customer? Take note of when the total quantity is
available in production and also when the total quantity could be delivered
to the customer:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

On which week day will the total requested quantity now be available in
your plant?

____________________________________________________________

Your customer wants the complete required quantity on one date. Therefore,
confirm the result of the availability check using the Complete deliv.
indicator.

Continued on next page
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Save your data.

Hint: The availability check is not the learning objective of this
course. It is therefore only used here to demonstrate a complete
process.

a) You can find both dates in the date fields in the Complete deliv. area.

Task 3:
After you have created the planned independent requirements for the finished
product, the complete BOM structure for the PC must be planned in ECC MRP.
Execute an MRP run for the finished product (T-F10##) in plant 1200:

1. Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ MRP→ Planning→ Single-Item,
Multi-Level Planning

Enter the data detailed above and start the MRP run by choosing Enter twice.

a) No solution required

Task 4:
Check the results of the planning run for the finished product T-F10## and
assembly T-B10##, which are both to be produced using repetitive manufacturing.

Menu path: Logistics → Production → MRP → Evaluations →
Stock/Requirements List

1. Look at the end product T-F10##:

Field name or data type Value
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200

Choose Enter to confirm, and interpret the results.

Is the sales order stock included in covering the sales order? Why (not)?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) The sales order stock is not included, because a make-to-order
production is present at end product level (production in sales order
stock).

2. Check the current stock/requirements list for the assembly T-B10## by
entering thematerial number in theMaterial field and confirming with Enter.

Continued on next page
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Interpret the results.

Is the sales order stock included in covering the dependent requirements?
Why (not)?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Use the same method to switch back to the display of the end product
T-F10##.

a) The sales order stock is included, because an anonymous make-to-stock
production is present at dependent requirement level (no individual
customer segments).

Task 5:

1. Now, adjust the interface and functions of the current stock/requirements
list for further processing.

Hint: The stock/requirements list is a very important tool for the
daily work of the production planner.

Assign the navigation profile for repetitive manufacturing. From the current
stock/requirements list, choose:

Environment→ Navigation profile→ Assign

A dialog box appears with several individual screens (tab pages). The
General Settings tab page is displayed, where you enter the following values:

Checking rule for ATP display:PP

Navigation profile: SAPPPREM01 (repetitive manufacturing)

Choose Save and note the changes on the user interface for your current
stock/requirements list.

What effect does the navigation profile SAPPPREM01 have on your current
stock/requirements list?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

a) By assigning the navigation profile SAPPPREM01, the system displays
buttons for the planning table, material staging, backflushing, GR
statistics, and target/actual comparison. You can use these buttons to
access various repetitive manufacturing transactions directly from
the stock/requirements list.
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Exercise 4: Line Loading Planning with
SAP ECC

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking capacity into

account. The production quantities either originate from MRP or they were
created manually and assigned to the production lines in the ECC planning
table.

Business Example
In your plant 1200 in Dresden, you produce the personal computer Maxitec-R
375. Different production lines are available for manufacturing the assemblies
and for final assembly. You are the production planner for the production lines
and you also control the lower-level production lines. It is your job to assign
the production quantities to the production lines taking available capacity into
account. It is also your job to plan the production lines for final assembly and the
production lines for manufacturing the assemblies.

Task 1:
First, use the planning table to assign the planned orders to the production lines,
taking available capacity into account. Start by planning the quantities for the
final assembly on the production lines:

1. Access the planning table using Selection by production line for the final
assembly production line T-L1##.

Use the tab pages on the initial screen of the planning table � if you have not
previously done so � to make detailed settings for the selection criteria.

On the Scheduling tab page, set the Rate-based plng indicator (so that the
system displays the capacity requirements you created).

Also set the Capacity planning indicator so that you can see the capacity
requirements in the planning table.

In the Prod./basic dates field, enter Basic dates. On the Control data tab
page, activate the Line overview indicator.

Hint: Using the line overview indicator instructs the system to
display other production lines in the planning table, if the materials
produced on line T-L1##can also be produced on other production
lines.

Continued on next page
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On the MRP segments tab page, choose:

MRP segment display: Disaggregated display.

Caution: Save your entries in the initial screen of the planning table
for your user so that you do not have to repeat the selection every
time you access the planning table. To do this, use the menu path
Settings→ Save.

Then choose Planning table. The system displays another dialog box. Here,
select all listed production lines and confirm your selection by choosing
Enter.

You are now in the planning table.

2. What is the order type of the planned orders? To find out, double-click
a planned order and look at the Order type field.

______________________________________________________

3. Work with the assignment mode so that you can assign the as yet unassigned
planned orders for the customer Hitech AG to the production lines. Select
the Not assigned row before you activate the assignment mode.

Now assign the quantities per day: Place quantities on the first T-L1##
production line until this line is at full capacity. You can assign any
remaining quantities to the production line T-L2##.

Hint: The planned orders for the planned quantities (order type
VP) cannot be assigned. Reason: You selected the make-to-order
planning strategy �Planning without final assembly� for the personal
computer T-F10##. In this strategy, final assembly is not triggered
until a sales order is received (and not before). Using this planning
strategy, the planning quantities for the next two weeks only exist
to make sure that the assemblies (for example, the mother board
T-B10##) can be produced to stock. This means that final assembly
can be carried out more quickly on receipt of the sales order.
Final assembly is carried out per customer using make-to-order
production. There are other planning strategies available (such as
�planning with final assembly�), for which planned orders can be
created for the planned quantities. You will use the �Planning with
final assembly� strategy in the next exercise. In this case, you can
carry out final assembly before receiving the sales order.

4. What order type do the planned orders have now that they have been assigned
to production lines? To find out, double click on an assigned planned order
and look at the Order type field (next to the status field).

Continued on next page
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______________________________________________________

Caution: Exit the planning table by choosing Save.

Task 2:
Now use the planning table to assign the quantities for the assembly production
to the production lines.

1. To do this, access the planning table again using Selection by production
line. Now, choose the production line T-L3## on which the assembly is
produced.

Enter the same selection criteria for final assembly in the tab pages in the
initial screen of the planning table as you set when planning the line load
(on the Scheduling tab page, set the Rate-based plng indicator, the Capacity
planning indicator, and the Basic dates entry. On the Control data tab page,
set the Line overview indicator).

Then choose Planning table. The system displays another dialog box. Here,
select all listed production lines and confirm your selection by choosing
Enter.

You are now in the planning table again.

2. Work with assignment mode again to assign the as yet unassigned planned
orders for the T-B10## material to the production lines.

When making the assignments, make sure that the daily capacity load
utilization for line T-L3## does not exceed 100%. You can place any
remaining quantities on the production line T-L4##.

Hint: No dependent requirements and therefore no planned orders
are visible for material T-B11## as material T-B11## is not
contained in the BOM for the personal computer T-F10##. Material
T-B11## can, however, also be produced on production line T-L3##.

Caution: Exit the planning table by choosing Save.
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Solution 4: Line Loading Planning with
SAP ECC
Task 1:
First, use the planning table to assign the planned orders to the production lines,
taking available capacity into account. Start by planning the quantities for the
final assembly on the production lines:

1. Access the planning table using Selection by production line for the final
assembly production line T-L1##.

Use the tab pages on the initial screen of the planning table � if you have not
previously done so � to make detailed settings for the selection criteria.

On the Scheduling tab page, set the Rate-based plng indicator (so that the
system displays the capacity requirements you created).

Also set the Capacity planning indicator so that you can see the capacity
requirements in the planning table.

In the Prod./basic dates field, enter Basic dates. On the Control data tab
page, activate the Line overview indicator.

Hint: Using the line overview indicator instructs the system to
display other production lines in the planning table, if the materials
produced on line T-L1##can also be produced on other production
lines.

On the MRP segments tab page, choose:

MRP segment display: Disaggregated display.

Caution: Save your entries in the initial screen of the planning table
for your user so that you do not have to repeat the selection every
time you access the planning table. To do this, use the menu path
Settings→ Save.

Then choose Planning table. The system displays another dialog box. Here,
select all listed production lines and confirm your selection by choosing
Enter.

Continued on next page
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You are now in the planning table.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Planning→
Planning Table→ Change Mode

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Production line T-L1##

2. What is the order type of the planned orders? To find out, double-click
a planned order and look at the Order type field.

______________________________________________________

a) Before the planned orders are assigned to the production lines, the
planned orders have the order type KD (make-to-order).

3. Work with the assignment mode so that you can assign the as yet unassigned
planned orders for the customer Hitech AG to the production lines. Select
the Not assigned row before you activate the assignment mode.

Continued on next page
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Now assign the quantities per day: Place quantities on the first T-L1##
production line until this line is at full capacity. You can assign any
remaining quantities to the production line T-L2##.

Hint: The planned orders for the planned quantities (order type
VP) cannot be assigned. Reason: You selected the make-to-order
planning strategy �Planning without final assembly� for the personal
computer T-F10##. In this strategy, final assembly is not triggered
until a sales order is received (and not before). Using this planning
strategy, the planning quantities for the next two weeks only exist
to make sure that the assemblies (for example, the mother board
T-B10##) can be produced to stock. This means that final assembly
can be carried out more quickly on receipt of the sales order.
Final assembly is carried out per customer using make-to-order
production. There are other planning strategies available (such as
�planning with final assembly�), for which planned orders can be
created for the planned quantities. You will use the �Planning with
final assembly� strategy in the next exercise. In this case, you can
carry out final assembly before receiving the sales order.

a) First activate the assignment mode so that you can assign quantities to
the production lines.

To do this, in the lower section of the �Material data� table, select the
Not yet assigned row for the customer �Hitech AG� (by selecting the
button at the beginning of the row).

Then choose (Switch on/off assignment mode). A symbol appears at the
start of the row, signifying that you are in assignment mode for this row.

Now you can assign the planned quantities that are in the �Not yet
assigned� row to the production lines.

Hint: When assigning quantities, simply enter the various
planned order quantities in the respective columns for
production line T-L1##, choose Enter, and check the capacity
data in the upper section of the screen.

4. What order type do the planned orders have now that they have been assigned
to production lines? To find out, double click on an assigned planned order
and look at the Order type field (next to the status field).

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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Caution: Exit the planning table by choosing Save.

a) The planned orders have now received the order type RSQ as a result
of being assigned to the production line.

Task 2:
Now use the planning table to assign the quantities for the assembly production
to the production lines.

1. To do this, access the planning table again using Selection by production
line. Now, choose the production line T-L3## on which the assembly is
produced.

Enter the same selection criteria for final assembly in the tab pages in the
initial screen of the planning table as you set when planning the line load
(on the Scheduling tab page, set the Rate-based plng indicator, the Capacity
planning indicator, and the Basic dates entry. On the Control data tab page,
set the Line overview indicator).

Then choose Planning table. The system displays another dialog box. Here,
select all listed production lines and confirm your selection by choosing
Enter.

You are now in the planning table again.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Planning→
Planning Table→ Change Mode

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Production line T-L3##

2. Work with assignment mode again to assign the as yet unassigned planned
orders for the T-B10## material to the production lines.

When making the assignments, make sure that the daily capacity load
utilization for line T-L3## does not exceed 100%. You can place any
remaining quantities on the production line T-L4##.

Hint: No dependent requirements and therefore no planned orders
are visible for material T-B11## as material T-B11## is not
contained in the BOM for the personal computer T-F10##. Material
T-B11## can, however, also be produced on production line T-L3##.

Continued on next page
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Caution: Exit the planning table by choosing Save.

a) First activate the assignment mode so that you can assign quantities to
the production lines.

To do this, in the lower �Material data� table, select the Not yet
assigned row for the material T-B10## (by selecting the button at the
beginning of the row).

Then choose (Switch on/off assignment mode). A symbol appears at the
start of the row, signifying that you are in assignment mode for this row.

Now you can assign the planned quantities that are in the �Not yet
assigned� row to production lines.

Hint: When assigning quantities, simply enter the various
planned order quantities in the respective columns for the
production line T-L3##, choose Enter, and check the capacity
data in the upper section of the screen.
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Exercise 5: Production List and Capacity
Planning Table

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Print out the production list in SAP ECC
� Update planned quantities for a subsequent evaluation
� Use the capacity planning table for sequencing and capacity planning in

repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
In your plant 1200 in Dresden, you produce the personal computer Maxitec-R 375.
You print out the production list for the planned production line. The scheduled
planned order quantities are updated in the Logistics information system for
subsequent planned-actual comparisons. Use the capacity planning table to resolve
any order sequencing problems that occur within the planning bucket.

Task 1:
In the next exercise, you are going to print out the production plan for production
line T-L3## (production list). This production list is used as the basis for carrying
out production.

1. Display the production list from the Repetitive Manufacturing menu for
production line T-L3## (assembly production) in plant 1200. Call the
production plan for the period commencing tomorrow up to Tuesday of
next week.

Caution: Here, however, we wont physically print out the list
at this point.

2. In this exercise, have you triggered production by converting planned orders
into production orders?

______________________________________________________

Task 2:
The planned quantities from the planning table can be updated in a statistic, which
means you can evaluate and compare planning figures and actual figures later. In
practice, this is performed periodically as a background job.

Manually update the planned quantities for production line T-L3## for later
evaluation:

Continued on next page
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Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Evaluations→ LIS
Statistics→ Update Planned Quantities

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Production line T-L3##

Execute the report.

Task 3:
Now look at the capacity planning table, which you can use in repetitive
manufacturing with ECC if necessary.

In the capacity planning table, you can take the planned orders you already
assigned to a production line in the planning table, and dispatch them according to
a particular sequence. If, for example, you have several planned orders per period,
you can only display the total capacity load per period in the planning table. In
the capacity planning table, however, you can dispatch these planned orders to a
specific time within a period, making sure that the planned orders do not overlap
within the period. The capacity planning table also enables you to move planned
orders to different dates in graphic format (taking account of available capacity).

Start by accessing the planning table again, with Selection by production line for
production line T-L3##. Select the same parameters as in the previous exercise.

In the planning table, call the capacity planning table by choosing the
corresponding button or menu path

Capacity Requirements Planning→ Set up graphic

You can now use the capacity planning table to dispatch planned orders in a
specific sequence. Use the mouse (Drag) to move the planned orders (displayed as
bars) from the lower to the upper part of the screen. Note that you have already
assigned the orders to the production lines in the planning table. All you do in the
capacity planning table is dispatch the orders at a specific time and plan their
chronological sequence.

The changes you made in the capacity planning table are visible in the planning
table, and vice versa.

Hint: Tip on navigating and exiting the planning table: If you want to plan
in both the planning table and the capacity planning table, switch between
the two tools using the Planning Table button or the Goto � Planning

Continued on next page
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Table menu in the capacity planning table to switch to the planning table,
and the Capacity Planning Table button or the Capacity Planning �
Activate Graphic menu to navigate back to the capacity planning table.

Do not change views using the Windows controls.

After you have finished sequencing, choose to go from the capacity
planning table back to the planning table. Choose

Capacity Requirements Planning→ Graphic

to close the capacity planning table.

Exit the planning table. Do not save the changes you made.
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Solution 5: Production List and Capacity
Planning Table
Task 1:
In the next exercise, you are going to print out the production plan for production
line T-L3## (production list). This production list is used as the basis for carrying
out production.

1. Display the production list from the Repetitive Manufacturing menu for
production line T-L3## (assembly production) in plant 1200. Call the
production plan for the period commencing tomorrow up to Tuesday of
next week.

Caution: Here, however, we wont physically print out the list
at this point.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Planning
→ Production List

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Start of period of examination Tomorrow
End of period of examination Next Tuesday
Production line T-L3##

(Copy the remaining settings and execute the report)

Hint: You can also print the production list from the planning
table: Goto � Print

2. In this exercise, have you triggered production by converting planned orders
into production orders?

______________________________________________________

a) No. Production takes place using planned orders.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
The planned quantities from the planning table can be updated in a statistic, which
means you can evaluate and compare planning figures and actual figures later. In
practice, this is performed periodically as a background job.

Manually update the planned quantities for production line T-L3## for later
evaluation:

Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Evaluations→ LIS
Statistics→ Update Planned Quantities

Field name or data type Value
Plant 1200
Production line T-L3##

Execute the report.

Task 3:
Now look at the capacity planning table, which you can use in repetitive
manufacturing with ECC if necessary.

In the capacity planning table, you can take the planned orders you already
assigned to a production line in the planning table, and dispatch them according to
a particular sequence. If, for example, you have several planned orders per period,
you can only display the total capacity load per period in the planning table. In
the capacity planning table, however, you can dispatch these planned orders to a
specific time within a period, making sure that the planned orders do not overlap
within the period. The capacity planning table also enables you to move planned
orders to different dates in graphic format (taking account of available capacity).

Start by accessing the planning table again, with Selection by production line for
production line T-L3##. Select the same parameters as in the previous exercise.

In the planning table, call the capacity planning table by choosing the
corresponding button or menu path

Capacity Requirements Planning→ Set up graphic

You can now use the capacity planning table to dispatch planned orders in a
specific sequence. Use the mouse (Drag) to move the planned orders (displayed as
bars) from the lower to the upper part of the screen. Note that you have already
assigned the orders to the production lines in the planning table. All you do in the
capacity planning table is dispatch the orders at a specific time and plan their
chronological sequence.

Continued on next page
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The changes you made in the capacity planning table are visible in the planning
table, and vice versa.

Hint: Tip on navigating and exiting the planning table: If you want to plan
in both the planning table and the capacity planning table, switch between
the two tools using the Planning Table button or the Goto � Planning
Table menu in the capacity planning table to switch to the planning table,
and the Capacity Planning Table button or the Capacity Planning �
Activate Graphic menu to navigate back to the capacity planning table.

Do not change views using the Windows controls.

After you have finished sequencing, choose to go from the capacity
planning table back to the planning table. Choose

Capacity Requirements Planning→ Graphic

to close the capacity planning table.

Exit the planning table. Do not save the changes you made.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP

ECC
� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking capacity into

account.
� Use the most important functions of the SAP ECC planning tools in

repetitive manufacturing
� Print out the production list
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Lesson: Planning Using ECC and SCM (APO)

Lesson Overview
With regard to later production in repetitive manufacturing, material requirements
planning and line loading planning are performed using SAP APO.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP
APO

� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking production capacity
into account

� Use the main functions of the SAP APO planning tools in repetitive
manufacturing

� Print the production list

Business Example
You need to create a production program using planning requirements and sales
orders and plan for repetitive manufacturing using SAP APO. In doing this, you
want to illustrate the processes of MRP and line loading planning.

Two production lines are available for assembly production and for final assembly.
The production plan needs to be printed for manufacturing control.

Demand Management and MRP with APO: Course Objectives

� At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

� Use both ECC and APO to create a production plan on the basis of
sales orders and planned independent requirements.
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Figure 68: Creating a Production Plan with ECC and APO

The planned independent requirements from ECC Demand Management or
APO Demand Planning (in the SCM system) or the sales orders from Sales
are the starting point for planning in repetitive manufacturing. Depending on
your planning strategy, the planned independent requirements from demand
management may be consumed by sales orders. However, other requirements can
also be taken into account. If these requirements are not covered by warehouse
stock, the system creates planned orders. These planned orders constitute the
production plan.

Production quantities can be created in a number of ways:

If you use the APO functionality offered by the SCM system, you can use APO
production planning (APO PP/DS) to create the production plan. Planning takes
place using special heuristics adapted to repetitive manufacturing (you enter
these in the material master or the heuristics profile), where synchronous material
planning and capacity planning can take place. In contrast to the handling in
ECC, this means that MRP and line loading planning in APO do not mutually
restrict one another. Instead, they are performed in combination within production
planning. The APO product planning table is suitable, for example, for the
manual reassignment of quantities to the available lines. Note: Since APO
contains an automatic determination of the source of supply (see Appendix),
there is no need for an assignment mode in the APO planning table, because the
quantities are already assigned automatically after production planning. For this
reason, you would only need to perform a manual replanning where necessary.
Furthermore, the user can manually create planned orders in the APO product
planning table, and can therefore assign them directly to the production lines.
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Figure 69: Repetitive Manufacturing as MTS and MTO Production

Make-to-stock production: You can use repetitive manufacturing for
make-to-stock production. This means you produce products with no direct
reference to sales orders. The planned independent requirements from demand
management are used as the basis for planning. Depending on the strategy you
use, the planned independent requirements from demand management may be
consumed by sales orders. The same product is produced repeatedly over a
substantial period of time. It is not manufactured in individually defined lots. In
contrast, a total quantity is produced over a certain period. Sales orders are filled
from warehouse stock.

Make-to-order production (sales order-based production): You can use
repetitive manufacturing for make-to-order production. This means you produce
products with direct reference to the sales orders. The products are stored in the
sales order stock. Sales orders can be processed separately. A planned order is
created with direct reference to the sales order. The quantities produced cannot
be swapped between the individual sales orders. The produced quantities are
stored specifically for the individual sales order (sales order stock) and not in
the make-to-stock inventory. Sales orders are filled from sales order stock. No
configurable products can be represented using the core ECC system and from the
production process models (PPMs) in APO. The production data structure (PDS)
finds a solution here in place of the PPM.

Prerequisite: You use the strategy group in the ECC material master record
to control whether you want to use make-to-stock or make-to-order repetitive
manufacturing. The main strategy contained in the strategy group is transferred to
the SCM system using the CIF (entry in the product master on the �Demand� tab
page in the �Proposed strategy� field).
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Figure 70: Using APO in Repetitive Manufacturing

The SCM system containing APO is not generally used as a �standalone� system.
Rather, it is used in connection with a system used for processing the functions
that extend beyond the planning processes (master data system), such as ECC.

When using APO functionality with the PPM (production process model) or the
production data structure (PDS) to perform planning in repetitive manufacturing,
you must also perform certain actions in the ECC system. The above illustration
gives an overview of these actions.

The relevant master data from the material master is transferred to the APO
product master. The data from the BOM and routing is summarized in APO,
either in the PPM (production process model) or in the production data
structure (PDS). The ECC lines (work centers or, more precisely, work center
capacities) are mapped onto APO resources.

Line Loading Planning using APO: Course Objectives

� At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

� Use the REM heuristics, which allow for the automatic planning of
requirements, line loading, and capacity,

� In the APO product planning table, manually place production
quantities onto production lines, taking account of the capacities,

� Print the production list from the APO product planning table.
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Figure 71: Planning Heuristics in Repetitive Manufacturing

For the APO planning of production in repetitive manufacturing, two basic
heuristics (REM heuristics; REM = Repetitive Manufacturing) are provided:
SAP_REM_001 and SAP_REM_002. These are particularly suitable for planning
non-configurable products that are to be produced on simply structured
lines. With these heuristics you can plan several resources (in repetitive
manufacturing with PPM or PDS) or lines (in REM with iPPE: resources of
type line) simultaneously. In this way you can produce products on alternative
resources (lines), and load them as you wish within finite planning. Note that
this means simultaneous quantity planning and capacity planning is possible.
TheMultiresource Planning (Even) heuristic has been kept relatively simple
(for example, it does not consider a fixing horizon or a production horizon, and
lot splitting is not supported) and you would use it if, for example, you want
capacity utilization to be as even as possible. In this case, no resource is favored
over another for cost, or any other, reasons. Use this heuristic in particular as a
template for creating your own heuristics with your own planning algorithms. The
Multiresource Planning (Primary Resources) heuristic is also used in scenarios
where several products are manufactured on several lines, however one line (the
primary resource) should have priority.

Hint: The following restrictions apply to REM heuristics: Only one
operation per PPM; where there are several operations, the system only
considers the operation for which the goods receipt occurs (output node).
Also: Planning at only one MRP level.
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Figure 72: Multiresource Planning of Primary Resources: Scenario

When you use the SAP_REM_002 (�wave algorithm�) heuristic, the system
first attempts to utilize the primary resource and then the alternative resource up
to a given percentage.

When you use a PPM in the settings for the heuristic, the primary resource is set
using the priority of the mode.

The planning steps are as follows:

1. From the end of the planning period, finite planning backwards (backward
wave)

2. From the start of the planning period, finite planning forwards (forward
wave)

3. Finite (or infinite) planning of the remaining quantities

The example given shows the planned orders for the requirements for both
products. At this stage there are still �infinite resource� (the situation represents
an infinite planning that is purely oriented to the requirements). This results in an
overload in weeks 1 and 5, since only 100 pieces per line and interval are allowed
(this corresponds to 100% capacity utilization).

The basic strategy profile for wave algorithms is always SAPREM2 and contains
a finite strategy.
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Figure 73: Multiresource Planning of Primary Resources: Backward Wave

The overload is preferably removed in the current week. If this is not possible,
any further overload is distributed to the primary resources in the previous weeks.
An additional product prioritization is not implemented at the present time. The
sequence during dispatch results from the sequence of the requirements dates.

The �backward wave� in the above scenario resolves the planning situation in
weeks 4 and 5.

Weeks 2 and 4 show a standard situation. In contrast, there are overloads to be
reduced in week 1.
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Figure 74: Multiresource Planning of Primary Resources: Forward Wave

After the �backward wave�has ended, the algorithm changes to �forward wave�:
First, the system distributes the planned orders for product 2 to the alternative
resource L3, until this resource is also completely utilized.

The remaining overload in week 1 is distributed to the next chronological week.
Any possible overload that may then occur in week 2 is carried over with the
�wave� into week 3, and so on.

In our example, the result is an evenly distributed capacity situation, where there
is a prioritized utilization of the primary resource.

Depending on the settings for the heuristic, any remaining quantities for which
there is no more free capacity within the planning period are dispatched finitely
or infinitely at the end of the planning period - infinitely at the start of the period
or not dispatched at all.

When you use the heuristic, alert situations (exception messages) must occur.

� During finite dispatching at the end of the planning period, delays occur.
� During infinite dispatching at the end or start of the planning period, there is

a capacity overload, possibly in connection with delays.
� If you do not perform dispatching, the result is shortage, possibly in

connection with delays.
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Figure 75: Possible Steps in the Production Planning Run

Both SAP REM heuristics initially perform the net requirements calculation.
Afterwards, they calculate the lot sizes according to the settings in the product
master, and they generate scheduled APO planned orders for the existing
requirements, taking into account the free resource capacities available for each
period. Depending on your settings, the periods can be either days, weeks, or
months. Users can also define their own period splits.

To determine the requirement quantities and dates for the required components,
the REM heuristics perform a single-level explosion of the production process
model. In this way they can determine the dependent requirements on the
directly subordinate BOM level.

The heuristics work exclusively with fixed setup times, and do not take into
account a setup dependent on a fixed sequence, such as is defined in the setup
matrix for the PPM.
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Figure 76: APO Product Planning Table: Structure (Example)

The APO product planning table enables the work scheduler to process the
production plan. You can check the production quantities at a glance, change
them if required, and create new production quantities. You can also determine
the capacity load utilization of the resources as well as the product's availability
situation. Furthermore, you can execute a pegged capacity where-used list. The
navigation tree in the upper left displays the work scope of the product planning
table. You can use the tree to define which objects are displayed in the various
views. It allows you, for example, to form groups according to planner, product
group, location, or resource. There are also subnodes for in-house production and
the bill of material. You can also hide the navigation tree.

At the lower left screen edge, you can Drag&Drop the charts (such as Periodical
product view, Periodical resource view, Alert Monitor, Quantity graphic, Periodic
production view, and so on) you want to display. In the periodical views, there is
also a menu for accessing the typical characteristic lots (such as in the product view
for fixing, and for the conversion indicator, in the resource view for the operation
time/downtime). Repetitive manufacturers might typically use the following two
charts (these charts are displayed on the right-hand side of the screen):

Periodical resource view: Requirement and capacity of the resources (production
lines) are displayed. The system determines their percentage utilization.

Periodical product view: The system displays the products for the resources, the
order quantities to manufacture in each period, as well as detailed information
about dates and quantities.
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Figure 77: Manual Planning in REM Using the APO Product Planning Table

As in the ECC planning table, the APO product planning table enables manual
line loading planning with simultaneous capacity monitoring: The effects of the
activities in the periodical production view area can be monitored in the periodic
resource view area.

The Periodical product view allows you to monitor (and sometimes make
changes - see the highlighted areas that are ready for input), for each product, the
days' supply (range of coverage), receipts, requirements, and preplanning. You
can also aggregate the display and view detailed information. If you are going to
be working with strategies from In-House Production, then an individual customer
segment (MRP segment) is generated for each sales order, as in ECC. You can
aggregate the display for these areas using the Summary per product indicator on
the Product 1 tab page in the user settings.

The Periodical resource view shows the absolute and relative utilization of the
resources, and allows you to display the orders sorted by product. As in the ECC
planning table, you can double-click the capacity load utilization to determine
the pegged requirement.

Other views that might be relevant for repetitive manufacturers are, for example,
the Alert Monitor (for planning in exception situations), the Product view for
single elements (the same as the ECC stock/requirements list), the Detailed
scheduling planning board (for time-specific sequencing), and both of the
product views.
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Figure 78: Period-Based Planning in the APO Product Planning Table

The product planning table supports user-specific saving of settings
(layout/screen display, subscreen selection, default profiles for subscreens,
period splits, and so on). You can reset your user settings using the report
/SAPAPO/PT_DELETE_USER. You can include additional customer screens
by making entries in table /SAPAPO/PT_FRDYN in the product planning table.
The following BADI (Business Add In) is also available to show additional lines
in the Periodical product view: BADI /SAPAPO/PPT_INFROW.

With regard to efficiency of the available user interface, there are several options
for (de)compressing and (de)aggregating the display. As well as these options
for vertical aggregation, you can also compress the display across the time axis
(horizontal): Choose the period view to select and modify the period split.

You can trigger production planning from the product planning table. There
are two different process controls for interactive planning: Using the �product
heuristic�, the products are planned with the lot size procedure/heuristics that
are stored in the product masters. Using the �variable heuristic�, you have the
option to influence the planning result interactively by planning certain planning
problems using other heuristics stored in the product master (without changing the
entries in the product master).
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Figure 79: Product Planning Table: Ranges of Coverage (for example, Days'
Supply)

As in the ECC planning table, the product planning table allows you to display
the days' supply (in APO, this is even�time-specific�) as a yardstick to measure
how long a material is available in sufficient quantity to ensure production.

Note: Since the days' supply processing in ECC is based on an availability
planning that is accurate to one day, a days' supply of 2.31 days means a mixed
lot. In other words, coverage of the requirement by stock for 2 days, and on the
third day only 31% coverage of the relevant requirement. Processing in APO
is not accurate to the second. For this reason, the lot 2.31 can be interpreted
mathematically as a decimal number of the calendar days. The calculation is
performed by pegging area (area of assignment of receipt and issue elements), and
is generally calculated from (stock + receipts) / (requirement + forecast), where
you define in Customizing which receipt and issue elements the system should
take into consideration.

You maintain the different possible categories of days' supply in Customizing and
enter them on the General tab page in the user settings.
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Figure 80: Basis for Production: Printing the Production List from the APO
Planning Table

The production list has its own transaction /SAPAPO/PPL1 in the Evaluations for
Production Planning.

You can also print the production list from the APO product planning table.
To do this, select, for example, the required resource and from the menu choose:
Edit - Periodic Views - Resource View - Print Production List. Alternatively,
you can print from the periodical production view subscreen, if you are using it.
As in the ECC planning table, you can also export data to MS Excel (�Other
Processing Functions� icon).

From the resource view, you can choose �Other Processing Functions� to print
the resource schedule (= production list):
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Exercise 6: APO Production Planning:
Demand Management with ECC

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Perform demand management in ECC, which you can then use as a basis

for production planning using APO.

Business Example
You company is planning to use an SCM system to plan production quantities
and production line loading with the help of the APO functions. The planning
functions should be tested using PC T-F13##. To prepare planning using SCM
APO, create a demand in ECC by creating planned independent requirements and
a sales order for a period of four weeks. Note: In practice, you would not plan two
materials from the same enterprise area (as in this case T-F10## and T-F13##),
one in ECC and one using APO � especially if they are manufactured using the
same resources. For this course, the above procedure (T-F10## = �ECC material�
and T-F13## = �APO material�) is solely for demonstration purposes!

Task 1:
The integration relationships between ECC and SCM APO have been defined.
Firstly, in ECC, check the relevant data in the material master record for your test
material T-F13##, plant 1200.

1. Is the indicator for repetitive manufacturing set?

______________________________________________________

2. Which repetitive manufacturing profile has been selected?

______________________________________________________

3. How many valid production versions are there? Check this data for
consistency with reference to the routing and bill of material. Use change
mode (MM02) here.

______________________________________________________

4. Which production lines are scheduled to perform production, according to
the valid production versions?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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Task 2:

1. In ECC, create a forecast (planned independent requirements) for personal
computer T-F13## in plant 1200.

From the Demand Management menu, call up the transaction for creating
planned independent requirements. Select W for weeks as the planning
period. Switch to the Sched.Lines tab page and choose the Current week + 4
planning horizon. Do not enter a quantity. Enter D for division by day in the
Splt field. Choose Enter to confirm. Enter the following planned quantities
for the individual days of this week:

Weekday Monday Tuesday Wednes-
day

Thursday Friday

Planned
qty

600 500 100 300 500

Hint: If this week contains holidays, leave out the corresponding
quantity/quantities.

Save these entries.

2. To check the consumption situation, a sales order will be considered, as
an example.

Menu path in ECC:

Logistics→ Sales and Distribution→ Sales→ Order→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Order type OR
Sales organization 1000
Distribution channel 10 (End customer sales)
Division 00 (Division-wide)
Sales office 1000 (Frankfurt)

Choose Enter to confirm.

Field name or data type Value
Sold-to party 1500 (Royal British Rail)
PO Number 66##2

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Value
Required delivery date Current week + 5, Tuesday
Material T-F13##
Quantity 10 pieces

Confirm with Enter and then Save the order.

Task 3:

Check the planning situation in ECC for the current stock/requirements list.

1. Is the sales order in a separate planning area? Why (not)?

______________________________________________________

Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ MRP→ Evaluations→ Stock/Requirements List

2. Has the sales order been settled by the planned independent requirement?

______________________________________________________

Hint: You will generate procurement elements for this plan in the
next exercise in the SCM system. Planning quantities (and the sales
order) are transferred from the ECC system to the APO system using
an appropriate active integration model � as already mentioned.
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Solution 6: APO Production Planning:
Demand Management with ECC
Task 1:
The integration relationships between ECC and SCM APO have been defined.
Firstly, in ECC, check the relevant data in the material master record for your test
material T-F13##, plant 1200.

1. Is the indicator for repetitive manufacturing set?

______________________________________________________

a) Yes

2. Which repetitive manufacturing profile has been selected?

______________________________________________________

a) 0001

3. How many valid production versions are there? Check this data for
consistency with reference to the routing and bill of material. Use change
mode (MM02) here.

______________________________________________________

a) There are two valid versions available. Their consistency in reference
to the routing and BOM can be checked using the Check button in the
details for the production version.

4. Which production lines are scheduled to perform production, according to
the valid production versions?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) According to the line loading plan in the second production version, the
lines T-L1## (for production version 0001) and T-L2## (for production
version 0002) are supported. These are also entered directly for
displaying the capacity requirements in the production version.

Task 2:

1. In ECC, create a forecast (planned independent requirements) for personal
computer T-F13## in plant 1200.

Continued on next page
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From the Demand Management menu, call up the transaction for creating
planned independent requirements. Select W for weeks as the planning
period. Switch to the Sched.Lines tab page and choose the Current week + 4
planning horizon. Do not enter a quantity. Enter D for division by day in the
Splt field. Choose Enter to confirm. Enter the following planned quantities
for the individual days of this week:

Weekday Monday Tuesday Wednes-
day

Thursday Friday

Planned
qty

600 500 100 300 500

Hint: If this week contains holidays, leave out the corresponding
quantity/quantities.

Save these entries.

a) Menu path:

Logistics → Production → Production Planning → Demand
Management→ Planned Independent Requirements→ Create

2. To check the consumption situation, a sales order will be considered, as
an example.

Menu path in ECC:

Logistics→ Sales and Distribution→ Sales→ Order→ Create

Field name or data type Value
Order type OR
Sales organization 1000
Distribution channel 10 (End customer sales)
Division 00 (Division-wide)
Sales office 1000 (Frankfurt)

Choose Enter to confirm.

Field name or data type Value
Sold-to party 1500 (Royal British Rail)
PO Number 66##2

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Value
Required delivery date Current week + 5, Tuesday
Material T-F13##
Quantity 10 pieces

Confirm with Enter and then Save the order.

a)

Task 3:

Check the planning situation in ECC for the current stock/requirements list.

1. Is the sales order in a separate planning area? Why (not)?

______________________________________________________

Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ MRP→ Evaluations→ Stock/Requirements List

a) The sales order is not in a separate planning area, because you are
working with the make-to-stock production strategy �planning with
final assembly�.

2. Has the sales order been settled by the planned independent requirement?

______________________________________________________

Hint: You will generate procurement elements for this plan in the
next exercise in the SCM system. Planning quantities (and the sales
order) are transferred from the ECC system to the APO system using
an appropriate active integration model � as already mentioned.

a) The sales order is settled by planning (the quantity of a planned
independent requirement is displayed in the stock/requirements list as
reduced by the quantity in the sales order).
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Exercise 7: APO Production Planning:
Line Loading Planning and Product
Planning Table

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Use the APO product planning table for planning in repetitive manufacturing
� Use special heuristics for repetitive manufacturing, in order to perform

requirements planning and line loading planning based on algorithms (also
considering finite resources)

� Print the production list from APO

Business Example
The forecast that you created in ECC will now be used in the SCM system in order
to perform requirements and line loading planning. In your capacity as production
planner, you use the APO production planning table to realize this task. First,
make settings for a main PP/DS object, the production horizon.

Task 1:

1. In the SCM system, call the product master from the master data menu:

Field name Value
Product T-F13##
Location (Select) 1200

Click Change. You are now in the product master.

Choose the PP/DS view in the top right of the tab page. Change the value for
the PP/DS horizon to 40 days and Save before exiting the product master.

Make sure that you don't change the PP/DS planning time fence by mistake!

Task 2:

1. Examine the product planning table in the SCM system, and set it up for
your work as a planner for repetitive manufacturing:

Continued on next page
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2. In the APO system, call up the product planning table from the menu for
interactive production planning.

On the initial screen, choose Planning version 000 in a planning horizon
from today in 2 weeks until Friday of the current week + 6. Enter location
1200 and select product T-F13## on the �Product� tab page.

Choose Execute (F8).

On the following screen, choose the SAPALL propagation range and confirm
with Enter.

Hint: (If, at this point, a dialog box appears before you access the
actual product planning table, select the variant SCM_PP in the
Selection field:

Save this as a user variant: PC_REM##

Variant description: Group## Standard

where �##� is your group number. Confirm your entries by pressing
Enter.)

The product planning table appears.

3. Select the Alert Monitor in the screen area for subscreen selection, and
move it using Drag&Drop to the Shown area. On the following screen or in
the �Settings� menu, choose alert profile SCM320_001 (if necessary).

What is the situation as you see it in the screen area on the right side of
the screen?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

4. In the following exercise, you want to perform a manual line loading
planning for resource WT-L1##_1200_002 in the product planning table
using the Alert Monitor.

This should be performed at first without automatic consideration of the
available capacity, that is, infinitely. Select the Strategy button, use the F4
help to select strategy profile SCM320_001 (infinite planning backwards
with direction change), and confirm your entries with Continue.

Continued on next page
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Now, carry out a test by performing line loading planning manually. To do
this, enter planned order quantities directly onto the production line. For
each planning quantity, create the relevant planned order quantity completely
for resourceWT-L1##_1200_002 for the day prior to the relevant planned
independent requirement. Confirm with Enter and note the exception
messages in the Alert Monitor.

During loading planning, note the existing sales order stock at the beginning
of production, and only cancel planning if the Alert Monitor does not issue
any messages at all, or if it issues overload messages.

Which types of exception messages are issued during your planning activities
(in the Description field)?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Delete your manual line loading planning without saving. To do this, choose
the Refresh button and undo the changes.

5. Test the �wave algorithm� for automatic line loading planning for both
production lines that are available, taking finite resources into account.

To facilitate this, in the subscreen selection move the Alert Monitor back
into the �Hidden� screen area.

Choose Variable Heuristics. On the following screen, select the
Multiresource Planning (Primary Resource) heuristic.

Hint: The multiresource planning (primary resource) heuristic �
independently of the display under �Strategy� � is always linked to
strategy profile SAPREM, which supports a finite planning (in other
words, including the actual available capacity).

On the Settings tab page, select the fields Only Selected Objects and Fix
Orders. Enter a maximum resource utilization of 90%.

On the Products tab page, select your product T-F13## and copy it, using
the arrow, to the Selection for Planning area. On the Resources tab page,
proceed as for the resourcesWT-L1##_1200_002 (primary resource) and
WT-L2_1200_002.

Choose Execute Heuristic (F8).

Continued on next page
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Watch the Status Window and after planning has completed successfully, go
Back to the product planning table.

Hint: The concept of the multiresource planning (primary resource)
heuristic is to plan more than one resource with all the products that
can be manufactured using these resources and can be available
for the requirements. As a consequence, after the planning run the
system displays various products. Double-click the product number
to compress the individual planning steps (when using the navigation
tree, you can also completely hide any products you do not require).

Note the planning result for product T-F13##. Interpret the result using the
slides concerning this heuristic in your course materials.

Use keywords to describe how the result came about:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Do not exit the product planning table yet!

Hint: If you execute a single-level planning heuristic, this removes
dependent requirements that you must then plan yourself. It would
be advisable to avoid this during the exercise.

6. Now print the production list. In the periodical resource view, select the
two lines containing the planned resources.

In the periodical resource view, select Other Processing Functions in order
to print the resource schedule. Only select the period for your previous line
loading planning. Execute the report.

Hint: Here, however, we will not actually print out the production
list at this point.

Continued on next page
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Exit the production list by choosing Back. Save the planning results in the
product planning table before you exit the table.

Hint: When you save, the planning data is posted in the SCM
system and then transferred to the ECC system. You can perform
additional processing (for example, with regard to material staging,
backflushing, evaluation) in the ECC system. However, ECC tasks
are not included in this test scenario.

Since your planning tests in the SCM system are now complete, you can
exit the SCM system.
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Solution 7: APO Production Planning:
Line Loading Planning and Product
Planning Table
Task 1:

1. In the SCM system, call the product master from the master data menu:

Field name Value
Product T-F13##
Location (Select) 1200

Click Change. You are now in the product master.

Choose the PP/DS view in the top right of the tab page. Change the value for
the PP/DS horizon to 40 days and Save before exiting the product master.

Make sure that you don't change the PP/DS planning time fence by mistake!

a) Menu path in the SCM system:

Advanced Planning and Optimization→ Master Data→ Product

Hint: The detailed scheduling in this segment is realized using
the APO PP/DS functions. The effective area of these planning
functions is restricted to the production horizon.

Task 2:

1. Examine the product planning table in the SCM system, and set it up for
your work as a planner for repetitive manufacturing:

a) Menu path in the SCM system:

Advanced Planning and Optimization→ Production Planning→
Interactive Production Planning→ Product Planning Table

2. In the APO system, call up the product planning table from the menu for
interactive production planning.

On the initial screen, choose Planning version 000 in a planning horizon
from today in 2 weeks until Friday of the current week + 6. Enter location
1200 and select product T-F13## on the �Product� tab page.

Continued on next page
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Choose Execute (F8).

On the following screen, choose the SAPALL propagation range and confirm
with Enter.

Hint: (If, at this point, a dialog box appears before you access the
actual product planning table, select the variant SCM_PP in the
Selection field:

Save this as a user variant: PC_REM##

Variant description: Group## Standard

where �##� is your group number. Confirm your entries by pressing
Enter.)

The product planning table appears.

a)

3. Select the Alert Monitor in the screen area for subscreen selection, and
move it using Drag&Drop to the Shown area. On the following screen or in
the �Settings� menu, choose alert profile SCM320_001 (if necessary).

What is the situation as you see it in the screen area on the right side of
the screen?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) The planning requirements created in ECC and the sales order for
material T-F13## should be viewed as daily quantities in the periodical
product view. Because no planning has yet taken place, there are no
capacity requirements. Instead, the system refers, in the Alert screen
area, to an shortage in connection with planning.

4. In the following exercise, you want to perform a manual line loading
planning for resource WT-L1##_1200_002 in the product planning table
using the Alert Monitor.

This should be performed at first without automatic consideration of the
available capacity, that is, infinitely. Select the Strategy button, use the F4
help to select strategy profile SCM320_001 (infinite planning backwards
with direction change), and confirm your entries with Continue.

Continued on next page
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Now, carry out a test by performing line loading planning manually. To do
this, enter planned order quantities directly onto the production line. For
each planning quantity, create the relevant planned order quantity completely
for resourceWT-L1##_1200_002 for the day prior to the relevant planned
independent requirement. Confirm with Enter and note the exception
messages in the Alert Monitor.

During loading planning, note the existing sales order stock at the beginning
of production, and only cancel planning if the Alert Monitor does not issue
any messages at all, or if it issues overload messages.

Which types of exception messages are issued during your planning activities
(in the Description field)?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Delete your manual line loading planning without saving. To do this, choose
the Refresh button and undo the changes.

a) During manual line loading planning in this example, several alerts are
possible, such as shortage, surplus, and resource overload.

This exercise helps you learn that you can perform your manual
planning based on the dynamic exception messages.

5. Test the �wave algorithm� for automatic line loading planning for both
production lines that are available, taking finite resources into account.

To facilitate this, in the subscreen selection move the Alert Monitor back
into the �Hidden� screen area.

Choose Variable Heuristics. On the following screen, select the
Multiresource Planning (Primary Resource) heuristic.

Hint: The multiresource planning (primary resource) heuristic �
independently of the display under �Strategy� � is always linked to
strategy profile SAPREM, which supports a finite planning (in other
words, including the actual available capacity).

On the Settings tab page, select the fields Only Selected Objects and Fix
Orders. Enter a maximum resource utilization of 90%.

On the Products tab page, select your product T-F13## and copy it, using
the arrow, to the Selection for Planning area. On the Resources tab page,
proceed as for the resourcesWT-L1##_1200_002 (primary resource) and
WT-L2_1200_002.

Continued on next page
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Choose Execute Heuristic (F8).

Watch the Status Window and after planning has completed successfully, go
Back to the product planning table.

Hint: The concept of the multiresource planning (primary resource)
heuristic is to plan more than one resource with all the products that
can be manufactured using these resources and can be available
for the requirements. As a consequence, after the planning run the
system displays various products. Double-click the product number
to compress the individual planning steps (when using the navigation
tree, you can also completely hide any products you do not require).

Note the planning result for product T-F13##. Interpret the result using the
slides concerning this heuristic in your course materials.

Use keywords to describe how the result came about:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Do not exit the product planning table yet!

Hint: If you execute a single-level planning heuristic, this removes
dependent requirements that you must then plan yourself. It would
be advisable to avoid this during the exercise.

a) The result of automatic line loading planning varies if, for example,
there are public holidays during the planning week, or if the algorithm
prioritizes resource 2. In principal, the following planning result is
obtained:

Avail-
able

50 50

Days�
supply

4 3 1 1 1

Planng 600- 500- 100- 300- 500-

Continued on next page
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Re-
source
1

432 432 100 300 432

Re-
source
2

118 68 68

SuReq. 10-

Keywords for interpretation:

o The comparison of the sales order (total requirements) with
the planned independent requirements is based on the date and
time of the requirements.
o A production line (here, resource 1) is utilized with priority (as
specified in the algorithm parameters).
o The largest utilization of a production line is at 90%, in
accordance with the setting you made for the maximum utilization.
o The quantity already available (sales order stock) is included in
the first planning requirement. This means that for the previous
day there is a first requirement of a total 550 pieces.
o Planning process: An infinite planning would result in exclusive
planning of the primary resource and a resource overload on three
production days. Backward wave: Maximum utilization of the
primary resource, the rest will find remaining available capacity
in the alternative resource. Otherwise, they would find remaining
available capacity in the previous interval (no forward wave takes
place in this example).

6. Now print the production list. In the periodical resource view, select the
two lines containing the planned resources.

In the periodical resource view, select Other Processing Functions in order
to print the resource schedule. Only select the period for your previous line
loading planning. Execute the report.

Hint: Here, however, we will not actually print out the production
list at this point.

Continued on next page
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Exit the production list by choosing Back. Save the planning results in the
product planning table before you exit the table.

Hint: When you save, the planning data is posted in the SCM
system and then transferred to the ECC system. You can perform
additional processing (for example, with regard to material staging,
backflushing, evaluation) in the ECC system. However, ECC tasks
are not included in this test scenario.

Since your planning tests in the SCM system are now complete, you can
exit the SCM system.

a)
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP

APO
� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking production capacity

into account
� Use the main functions of the SAP APO planning tools in repetitive

manufacturing
� Print the production list
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Outline the steps involved in planning production for repetitive

manufacturing
� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP

ECC
� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking capacity into

account.
� Use the most important functions of the SAP ECC planning tools in

repetitive manufacturing
� Print out the production list
� Create a production plan for repetitive manufacturing products using SAP

APO
� Assign production quantities to production lines, taking production capacity

into account
� Use the main functions of the SAP APO planning tools in repetitive

manufacturing
� Print the production list
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Test Your Knowledge

1. A significant difference between repetitive manufacturing and discrete
manufacturing is that run schedule quantities are used to trigger production.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. The planning table allows you to carry out manual material requirements
planning with simultaneous monitoring of work center capacities.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

3. The wave algorithm creates automatic simultaneous planning of
requirements, line loading, and capacity for several resources and several
products.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False
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Answers

1. A significant difference between repetitive manufacturing and discrete
manufacturing is that run schedule quantities are used to trigger production.

Answer: True

The use of run schedule quantities makes the conversion of production
orders in the context of repetitive manufacturing superfluous. In repetitive
manufacturing, run schedule quantities authorize production whereas in
discrete manufacturing, they only authorize the production order.

2. The planning table allows you to carry out manual material requirements
planning with simultaneous monitoring of work center capacities.

Answer: True

When carrying out manual requirements and line loading planning, you can
use the material data area of the planning table to simultaneously monitor the
production capacities in use.

3. The wave algorithm creates automatic simultaneous planning of
requirements, line loading, and capacity for several resources and several
products.

Answer: True

The wave algorithm, as an element of repetitive manufacturing, is a
heuristic-based method which enables the system to execute all three aspects
at the same time.
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Unit 5
Material Staging

Unit Overview
Material staging is either geared towards past consumption or towards expected
consumption patterns in the future. Depending on the type of consumption, there
are various procedures provided for planning- and consumption-driven material
staging.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Name the various alternatives for controlling material flow
� Assess and initiate system-supported replenishment via Kanban with regard

to basic functions
� Use storage location MRP in the area of repetitive manufacturing
� Carry out replenishment of components to the production line, using the

pull list
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Lesson: Overview of Material Staging

Lesson Overview
We will list the different methods of material staging in repetitive manufacturing.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Name the various alternatives for controlling material flow

Business Example
Assemblies are produced on a production line. To ensure production, the materials
should be staged at the production line.

Figure 81: Role: Foreman (Production Controller)

John's area of responsibility includes: Planned orders in his area, material
staging, Kanban, backflushing, operational method sheet, plant management (extra
single role), cost center management (extra single role), personnel management
(extra single role), and quality management (extra single role).

He requires authorization for the following master data (display and change, if
necessary): Production versions, line design (work centers, rate routings, line
hierarchy, line balancing, operational method sheet), material master, material
BOMs, production resources and tools, serial number maintenance, documents
(drawings and so on), control cycles (Kanban and WM), supply areas, delivery
schedule, vendor, customer.
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He requires authorization for the following planning transactions: Planning
table, sequencing, collective availability check, stock/requirements list, pegged
requirements, stock overview, production list.

He requires authorization for the following material staging transactions:
Triggering material staging, displaying material staging, stock transfer of
components, picking, displaying logs.

He requires authorization for the following backflushing transactions: Collective
backflush, final backflush, reporting point backflush, Kanban backflush, posting
with correction (activities/components), scrap backflush, separate backflush,
reversal, postprocessing. He also requires authorization for evaluations
(production, inventory management, and controlling).

Figure 82: Overview of Material Staging in Repetitive Manufacturing

In repetitive manufacturing, there are various options for controlling the material
flow of components to your production lines:

� planning-based, using the pull list,
� consumption-based, using storage location MRP,
� using Kanban.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Name the various alternatives for controlling material flow
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Lesson: Kanban

Lesson Overview
Kanban is an easy way to achieve consumption-based replenishment of materials.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Assess and initiate system-supported replenishment via Kanban with regard
to basic functions

Business Example
Assemblies are produced on a production line. The Kanban concept is to be used
to produce a consumption-based illustration of replenishment.

Figure 83: Replenishment via Kanban

In Kanban, material flow is organized using containers that are kept directly at the
appropriate work centers in production. Each container contains the quantity of
material required by the personnel at that work center for a certain period of time.
As soon as a container is emptied at the demand source, replenishment is initiated.
The supply source for the required material can be another place in production, an
external supplier, or a warehouse. The demand source can use material from other
containers until the actual container returns to full.

The aim is that the production process is controlled by production itself, and that
the employee performs fewer manual postings. This self-management process
and the fact that replenishment elements are created close to the time they are
actually consumed means that stocks are reduced and lead times are shortened
(replenishment is only triggered when a material is actually required, and not
before then).
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Kanban in summary: With Kanban, material is provided in production exactly
where it is required. It remains there, ready for use, in small material buffers.
Thus, material staging does not need to be planned. Instead, material that is
consumed is replenished immediately using Kanban.

If Kanban is implemented with the support of the ECC system, transmission of
replenishment data can be automated: scanning the barcode on a Kanban card
suffices to transmit the data needed for procurement and to post the goods receipt
upon receipt of the material. If the supply source is a production line, a run
schedule quantity can be generated by leaving a blank. The backflush is then
executed using the goods receipt message for Kanban.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Assess and initiate system-supported replenishment via Kanban with regard

to basic functions
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Lesson: Storage Location MRP

Lesson Overview
Storage location MRP can be consumption-based (using reorder point planning,
for example) or planning-based (using storage location MRP areas) material
requirements planning.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Use storage location MRP in the area of repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
Assemblies are produced on a production line. Storage location MRP is to be used
to produce a planning- or consumption-based illustration of replenishment.

Figure 84: Storage Location MRP

Material requirements planning is usually carried out at plant level. You can,
however, also use storage location MRP. This means that the MRP run plans
material requirements specifically for the flagged storage location.

Storage location MRP as manual reorder point planning (consumption-based
MRP): Prerequisites: In the material master (MRP view), maintain MRP
indicator 2 (which causes separate MRP for the storage location stock) for a
specific storage location. Also enter a reorder point and a replenishment quantity.
This storage location stock is monitored automatically by MRP. If the reorder
point is not met, the storage location stock is automatically replenished. The
system generates an order proposal corresponding to the replenishment quantity,
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or a whole multiple of the replenishment quantity, in order to make the total stock
at the storage location greater than the reorder point. Inward movements that
already exist for the warehouse are taken into account when this is performed (as
with reorder point procedures at plant level). Stock in a storage location that is
planned separately is not included in the available stock at plant level. Storage
location stock that is planned separately can be procured in different ways: Stock
transfer within a plant from storage locations that do not have separate MRP;
Special procurement for the storage location for which there should be
separate MRP. This means that external or internal procurement can be directly
triggered for this special storage location; Procurement from another plant.
Storage location MRP as planning-based material requirements planning
(when using MRP areas): Storage location MRP areas summarize one or more
storage locations into one organizational unit. This unit is planned separately from
the remaining plant and MRP areas during requirements planning. You can assign
different MRP parameters to a material for each MRP area.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Use storage location MRP in the area of repetitive manufacturing
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Lesson: Pull List

Lesson Overview
The pull list is a tool that enables you to perform planning-based material staging
using part automation.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Carry out replenishment of components to the production line, using the
pull list

Business Example
Assemblies are produced on a production line. The pull list is to be used to
produce a planning-based illustration of replenishment.

Figure 85: Pull List With Direct Transfer Posting

Use: The pull list controls the internal material flow of supplies to production.
It is assumed that the components required by production have already been
produced in-house or procured externally, and now simply have to be transferred
from their current storage location to the production storage location (material
staging within the plant). Activities: You access the pull list, for example, by
calling up the production line. The system determines the stock situation with the
quantities that have already been initiated by the pull list and compares these
with the requirements that occur (dependent requirements, reservations). The
calculated difference equals the shortage quantities. Replenishment elements can
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be created for these shortage quantities (material staging based on planning).
One method of staging components is direct stock transfer. If you trigger the
component staging from the pull list, the system checks whether the stock transfer
can take place and locks the stocks at the replenishment storage location. The
stock transfer then takes place when you save; that means, the system posts the
goods receipt from the replenishment storage location for the components. When
you save, you can also print a list of these postings for warehouse personnel.
This list states the replenishment location, the target storage location, and the
quantity required. The list can then be used to carry out the physical stock transfer.
Prerequisites: The issue storage location for the components must already be
known; that is, the dependent requirements of the planned order must already have
a storage location. The system only displays the requirements for which the issue
storage location has been determined (in the BOM or in the material master). In
the initial screen of the pull list, choose the Storage location level staging type.
You then access the storage location view directly.

Figure 86: Stock and Batch Determination in the Pull List

Use: To use direct stock transfer in the pull list, you must enter the replenishment
storage location for each component. The replenishment storage location is the
one from which components are withdrawn to be transported to production, i.e.
to the production storage location near the production line. The replenishment
storage location can either be entered manually or determined by the system
using the stock determination function. Stock determination can refer to both
unrestricted-use stock and unrestricted-use consignment stock. Several storage
locations can be entered. Stock determination can run in the background or online.

Batch determination: If a component is a material requiring batch handling, then
the system triggers both stock and MM batch determination. You must therefore
maintain the batch search procedure (defined in Customizing for Logistics -
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General in the Batch Management - Batch Determination IMG activity and
assigned in Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing in the Materials Staging
IMG activity). This search procedure determines the sequence of the strategy
types, for which the system tries, within batch determination, to calculate the
strategy records.

Figure 87: Stock Determination: Control

Prerequisites for the stock determination:

The stock determination strategy must be defined using the Stock Determination
step in Customizing for Inventory Management. This strategy comprises the stock
determination group and the stock determination rule with extended parameters.
The stock determination strategy contains the concrete control parameters for the
stock determination. It is structured using header data and item data: You enter
stock types and storage locations into the item table in a priority sequence.

The stock determination rule must be assigned at plant level. You do this
using the Define Control Data for Pull List step in Customizing for Repetitive
Manufacturing. The stock determination rule assigns a stock determination
strategy for the stock transfer of the pull list for each plant.

Here you also assign the batch search procedure for materials handled in batches.

You must assign the stock determination group to the component in the material
master record. The stock determination group assigns a stock determination
strategy to the material. Stock determination can only be executed for these
materials.
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Figure 88: Storage Location and Supply Area Determination

Use: The issue storage location must already have been determined for the pull list
by MRP (because the system does not take dependent requirements into account
without an entry for an issue storage location): Here, the system first searches for
the issue storage location in the BOM item of the component (Production storage
location field). If no storage location is entered in the BOM item, the MRP group
of the assembly determines whether the issue storage location from the material
master record of the component or from the production version of the assembly
is to be used (strategy for production storage location selection). This strategy
is defined per MRP group in Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing in work
step Define Storage Location and Supply Area Determination in BOM Explosion :
Storage location = 1: The system adopts the production storage location in the
material master of the components as the issue storage location. Storage location
selection = 2: The proposed issue storage location in the production version (of
the assembly or finished product produced) is used as the issue storage location
for all components. If a proposed issue storage location has not been entered in the
production version, the system uses the assembly's receiving storage location as
the issue storage location for all components. You can define the receiving storage
location via the receiving storage location field in the production version of the
assembly, or via the issue storage location field in the material master record of the
assembly. If neither of these entries has been made, you can define the receiving
storage location at backflush in REM. This will then be used as the issue storage
location for the components. You should use indicator 2 when all components are
stored together in one storage location close to the production line where they are
required. Storage selection = 3 and Storage selection = 4: The same procedure
applies. If no MRP group has been entered for the assembly/finished product, the
system reads the entry in the Production storage location field from the material
master of the component as the issue storage location for all components.
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Figure 89: Pull List With Stock Transfer Reservation

Use: You use a stock transfer reservation if you do not want to execute a direct
stock transfer. Replenishment using stock transfer reservations differs from direct
stock transfer in that, for stock transfer reservations, the pull list only creates a
reservation for the components required. You carry out the actual stock transfer
posting in a separate step.

Activities: You work according to the �Pull list with direct transfer posting�
process. When you save the pull list, however, the system does not post the
transfer directly but generates stock transfer reservations first. At a later time, you
can select and process these stock transfer reservations further using a picking list.

You can thus make a list of reservations. You can use the batch and stock
determination in the picking list to determine the replenishment storage location
for the required components. You can then use this data to transfer the components
and post the goods movement in the picking list.

Prerequisites:

The prerequisites are the same as those for �Pull list with direct transfer posting�.

You transfer the standard settings into the Global settings in the initial screen of
the pull list and also select the Stock transfer reservations indicator.
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Figure 90: Pull List: Staging Types

Use: You use the staging type to choose how you stage components in Production
with the pull list. In the initial screen of the pull list, you can choose between four
different provision types: Storage location level (direct stock transfer/stock
transfer reservation): For direct transfer postings, the system posts the stock
transfer the moment you save. For processing with stock transfer reservations,
the staging takes place in a second step. WM release order parts (generation
of WM transport requirements or transport orders for WM release order
parts): The system generates a transport requirement or transport order as a
replenishment element. For release order parts, the system compares the
individual requirements of a specific supply area with the available quantity
(stock and already initiated replenishment). Components are therefore not staged
referencing a particular order. WM pick parts (generation of WM transport
requirements or transport orders for WM pick parts): The system generates
a transport requirement or transport order as a replenishment element. For pick
parts, the system takes note of the quantities already staged for each individual
requirement. If this quantity falls short of the required quantity, the system creates
a requirement-specific missing quantity. This means that the component staging
is order-related. Replenishment is only triggered for a concrete requirement.
Event-driven Kanban (generation of Kanban replenishment elements):
The system generates Kanbans with the status "empty", thereby triggering
replenishment. All Kanban functions are available. In the pull list, you can set
different units of measure as the staging unit of measure (Global Settings in the
initial screen).
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Figure 91: Triggering Replenishment via WM (for Release Order Parts)

Use: Replenishment of components to production can also be triggered
by Warehouse Management (WM). You always use the WM process if
your replenishment storage location comes under WM. Activities: Transfer
requirements (that is, replenishment elements for WM) can be generated directly
from the pull list. These will be converted at a later date into a transfer order by the
people in charge of WM. If Immediate TO creation has been chosen in the initial
screen of the pull list, the system immediately generates transfer orders (assuming
the user has the appropriate authorization to create transfer orders). A list of the
replenishment elements can be printed, to be passed on to warehouse personnel.
Once the requirements have been staged, the goods movement is confirmed by
warehouse personnel. With release order parts, the system groups the individual
requirements of a specific storage bin on the production line and compares them
with the available quantity (i.e. stock and replenishment that has already been
triggered) at that supply area. Components are therefore not staged referencing
a particular order. Release order parts are used primarily for Repetitive
Manufacturing, since, as a rule, this is not an order-specific process either.

Prerequisites:

� A supply area must be maintained as issue supply area in the BOM or
material master.

� The storage location to which the supply area is assigned is managed by WM.
� A WM control cycle must be maintained, with the material staging indicator

3 (release order part) for the supply area.
� The WM release order parts provision type must be specified in the initial

screen of the pull list. You then access the release order part view directly.
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Figure 92: Triggering Replenishment Using Event-Driven Kanban

Use: Replenishment of components to production can also be triggered using
event-driven Kanban. You use event-driven Kanban if you want to make use of the
advantages of the Kanban module (replenishment using containers) but still want
an irregular consumption run. In this case, you cannot use the classic Kanban with
a fixed number of Kanbans (containers) for the replenishment. In such cases, you
can generate an event-driven Kanban with the �Empty� status from the pull list.
This Kanban is then deleted after one replenishment. For event-driven Kanban,
there is no predefined number of containers or container quantity. Replenishment
is triggered only when a specified event occurs. You can trigger an event either
manually from the Kanban menu or using the pull list. Materials are therefore not
constantly staged and replenished by the system, but only upon explicit request.
The system creates a container for every material quantity requested; the container
is deleted once replenishment has been carried out.

Note: The term �event-driven Kanban� is somewhat misleading, since in classic
Kanban the material flow is automatically controlled by a constant flow of a
fixed number of containers and container quantities. In the case in question, the
system requests the replenishment using a triggering operation. Prerequisites:
A supply area must be maintained as issue supply area in the BOM or material
master; A control cycle must be maintained for event-driven Kanban (the pull list
supports only event-driven Kanban); The event-driven Kanban staging type must
be specified in the initial screen of the pull list. You then access the event-driven
Kanban view directly.
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Pull List: Additional Functions

� Dialog control
� Saving the total log
� Various units of measure for staging
� Displaying the available stock in the pull list
� Customer exit SAPLRMPU for adjusting print data, converting units of

measure, rounding replenishment proposals

Dialog control: You have the option of carrying out individual steps in material
staging automatically. The staging of materials is divided into four or five steps, all
of which you can either carry out online or automatically. In the Global Settings
in the pull list, you can determine which steps are to be carried out automatically.
You can thus also schedule the material staging in the background.

Total log: You have the option of saving the total log, which contains all messages
for the current session. You enter this in the Global Settings in the pull list (on the
Dialog control tab page). You can view the total logs saved, via Pull List -> Log.
The most that the system can save is a user's last three logs.

Initial screen: The selection criteria can be saved as variants.

Units of measure: You can determine various units of measure as a staging unit
(entry unit, issue unit from the material master view Plant date/storage, WM unit,
WM unit control, Proportion unit) and in this way illustrate the missing parts
situation. You determine the unit of measure in the Global Setting. Displaying
the available stock: In the pull list, you can view the available stock for a
material in detail.

Customer exit SAPLRMPU for adjusting print data, converting units of measure,
rounding replenishment proposals.

Note: A customer exit (enhancement SAPLRMPU) is available in the pull list.
This consists of the following function modules: EXIT_SAPLRMPU_001:
ALV print of requirements totals, EXIT_SAPLRMPU_002: ALV print of
requirements details, EXIT_SAPLRMPU_003: ALV print of replenishment
elements, EXIT_SAPLRMPU_004: ALV print of comment block in list header.
By using these user exits, you can adapt the print data to your requirements before
printing. You can also print the adapted data yourself or have the system do this.

EXIT_SAPLRMPU_005: Conversion of the base unit of measure into the
alternative quantity, EXIT_SAPLRMPU_006: Conversion of the alternative
unit of measure into the base quantity, EXIT_SAPLRMPU_007: Rounding
of replenishment proposals, EXIT_SAPLRMPU_008: Reduce proportions of
requirements. The use of these is described in detail in the documentation for
the individual modules. There are also very useful sample codings for some
components.
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Exercise 8: Stock Transfer From Storage
Location Level

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Use the pull list to stage components at your production line as part of

staging from storage location level.

Business Example
The Personal Computer is manufactured at your plant 1200 in Dresden. There
are different production lines for the final assembly and for manufacturing the
assemblies.

As foreman, you are responsible for realizing the planning specifications from the
production planner. As cost center manager, you monitor production and are
responsible for material staging at the production lines.

You now have the task of controlling component staging at the production lines.
You are responsible for staging components from the material storage location on
the assembly production, starting from the storage location level.

Task:
In the following exercise, you will use the pull list to transfer stock from the
central warehouse to the production line. Execute component staging for the
assembly production line.

1. To do this, access the pull list for your production line T-L3## in plant
1200. The material staging for this production line is to be executed for all
requirements that exist for the period up toMonday of next week. Most
components are staged from a central warehouse that is not managed using
the Warehouse Management module. You therefore choose the Storage
location level staging type.

Some steps should be carried out automatically by the system during material
staging. Choose Global Settings:

In the dialog box that appears, select the Dialog control tab page.

Here, make the following settings for the dialog steps:

Field name or data type Values
Create replenishment proposals. Automatic
Execute batch/stock determination Automatic

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Values
Stage replenishment proposals Automatic
Post replenishment elements Online
Print replenishment elements Online

Confirm with Enter and execute the report.

2. For which materials have planned requirements caused shortage quantities
up to Monday of next week?

______________________________________________________

3. For which storage location are there shortage quantities? At which storage
location has the system found an available quantity for component T-T6##?

______________________________________________________

4. Now carry out the actual transfer posting of component T-T6## from
material storage location0001 to production storage location PL03 at the
production line.

Caution: When you save, the system makes the transfer posting for
the material.

The components must then be physically transported from the central
warehouse to the production storage location!

5. Check the stock transfer posting using the message log for the pull list
(separate transaction).
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Solution 8: Stock Transfer From Storage
Location Level
Task:
In the following exercise, you will use the pull list to transfer stock from the
central warehouse to the production line. Execute component staging for the
assembly production line.

1. To do this, access the pull list for your production line T-L3## in plant
1200. The material staging for this production line is to be executed for all
requirements that exist for the period up toMonday of next week. Most
components are staged from a central warehouse that is not managed using
the Warehouse Management module. You therefore choose the Storage
location level staging type.

Some steps should be carried out automatically by the system during material
staging. Choose Global Settings:

In the dialog box that appears, select the Dialog control tab page.

Here, make the following settings for the dialog steps:

Field name or data type Values
Create replenishment proposals. Automatic
Execute batch/stock determination Automatic
Stage replenishment proposals Automatic
Post replenishment elements Online
Print replenishment elements Online

Continued on next page
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Confirm with Enter and execute the report.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Material
Staging→ Pull List - Trigger Replenishment

Staging type: Stor. loc. level

Plant: 1200

On the Planned orders tab page, select:

Field name or data type Values
Selection period for requirements Monday of next week
Production line T-L3##

2. For which materials have planned requirements caused shortage quantities
up to Monday of next week?

______________________________________________________

a) The planned requirements have caused shortage quantities up to
Monday of next week for material T-T6##.

3. For which storage location are there shortage quantities? At which storage
location has the system found an available quantity for component T-T6##?

______________________________________________________

a) There are shortage quantities at storage location PL03. The system
found an available quantity for component T-T6## at storage location
0001 (material warehouse).

4. Now carry out the actual transfer posting of component T-T6## from
material storage location0001 to production storage location PL03 at the
production line.

Caution: When you save, the system makes the transfer posting for
the material.

The components must then be physically transported from the central
warehouse to the production storage location!

a)

Continued on next page
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5. Check the stock transfer posting using the message log for the pull list
(separate transaction).

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Material
Staging→ Log

Select Execute.

Double-click the last document.
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Exercise 9: Stock Transfer via Warehouse
Management

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Use the pull list to stage components at your production line using the

Warehouse Management system (WM).

Business Example
The Personal Computer is manufactured at your plant 1200 in Dresden. There
are different production lines for the final assembly and for manufacturing the
assemblies.

As foreman, you are responsible for realizing the planning specifications from the
production planner. As cost center manager, you monitor production and are
responsible for material staging at the production lines.

You now have the task of controlling component staging at the production lines.
You are responsible for staging components from a WM-managed material storage
location on the assembly production, this time using the Warehouse Management
system.

Task:
In the following exercise, you use the pull list to transfer components from a
central warehouse that is managed by the Warehouse Management (WM) system.

Execute component staging for the assembly production line.

1. To do this, access the pull list for your production line T-L3## in plant
1200. The material staging for this production line is to be executed for all
requirements that exist for the period up to Tuesday of next week. Select the
components that are transferred from a central warehouse that is managed
using the Warehouse Management module. Choose the WM release order
parts staging type.

The system should automatically execute some steps in the pull list. Choose
Global Settings:

In the dialog box that appears, select the Dialog control tab page.

Here, make the following settings for the dialog steps:

Continued on next page
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Field name or data type Values
Create replenishment proposals Automatic
Stage replenishment proposals Online
Post replenishment elements Online
Print replenishment elements Online

Confirm with Enter and execute the report.

2. For which materials have planned requirements caused shortage quantities
up to Tuesday of next week?

______________________________________________________

3. For which storage bin and production supply area are there shortage
quantities? To which storage location does the storage bin belong?

______________________________________________________

4. Create a transfer requirement within warehouse 0088 (WM warehouse) for
component T-TE##.

To do this, select the replenishment element for material T-TE## in the
Replenishment elements table below and choose Stage and then Save.

5. From the Warehouse Management menu, display the transfer requirement
generated above:

Logistics→ Logistics Execution→ Internal Whse Processes→ Transfer
Requirements→ Display→ For Material

Field name or data type Values
Warehouse number 001
Material T-TE##
Plant 1200
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Solution 9: Stock Transfer via Warehouse
Management
Task:
In the following exercise, you use the pull list to transfer components from a
central warehouse that is managed by the Warehouse Management (WM) system.

Execute component staging for the assembly production line.

1. To do this, access the pull list for your production line T-L3## in plant
1200. The material staging for this production line is to be executed for all
requirements that exist for the period up to Tuesday of next week. Select the
components that are transferred from a central warehouse that is managed
using the Warehouse Management module. Choose the WM release order
parts staging type.

The system should automatically execute some steps in the pull list. Choose
Global Settings:

In the dialog box that appears, select the Dialog control tab page.

Here, make the following settings for the dialog steps:

Field name or data type Values
Create replenishment proposals Automatic
Stage replenishment proposals Online
Post replenishment elements Online
Print replenishment elements Online

Confirm with Enter and execute the report.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Material
Staging→ Pull List - Trigger Replenishment

Staging type: WM rel.ord. part

Plant: 1200

On the Planned orders tab page, select:

Field name or data type Values
Selection period for requirements Tuesday of next week
Production line T-L3##

Continued on next page
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2. For which materials have planned requirements caused shortage quantities
up to Tuesday of next week?

______________________________________________________

a) The planned requirements have caused shortage quantities up to
Tuesday of next week for material T-TE##.

3. For which storage bin and production supply area are there shortage
quantities? To which storage location does the storage bin belong?

______________________________________________________

a) There are shortage quantities for storage bin PROD-L3WM and supply
area PVB_L3WM. These belong to storage location 0088 (Warehouse
Management storage location). You can define this via the Additional
Data field.

4. Create a transfer requirement within warehouse 0088 (WM warehouse) for
component T-TE##.

To do this, select the replenishment element for material T-TE## in the
Replenishment elements table below and choose Stage and then Save.

a)

5. From the Warehouse Management menu, display the transfer requirement
generated above:

Logistics→ Logistics Execution→ Internal Whse Processes→ Transfer
Requirements→ Display→ For Material

Field name or data type Values
Warehouse number 001
Material T-TE##
Plant 1200

a)
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Carry out replenishment of components to the production line, using the

pull list
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Name the various alternatives for controlling material flow
� Assess and initiate system-supported replenishment via Kanban with regard

to basic functions
� Use storage location MRP in the area of repetitive manufacturing
� Carry out replenishment of components to the production line, using the

pull list
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Test Your Knowledge

1. In repetitive manufacturing, only consumption-based material staging
methods are available.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. Kanban procedures are managed centrally by the planner, and the employee
is absolved from responsibility.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

3. You can use planning-based storage location MRP to purposefully exclude
storage locations from the (remaining) process planning and plan them
separately.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

4. The pull list enables cross-plant stock transfer
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False
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Answers

1. In repetitive manufacturing, only consumption-based material staging
methods are available.

Answer: False

Planning-based methods are also possible (storage location MRP using MRP
areas, and using the pull list).

2. Kanban procedures are managed centrally by the planner, and the employee
is absolved from responsibility.

Answer: False

Kanban is managed locally, and the employee is given responsibility for
material replenishment in his or her supply area.

3. You can use planning-based storage location MRP to purposefully exclude
storage locations from the (remaining) process planning and plan them
separately.

Answer: True

This is possible when you are using MRP areas, allowing for separate
material requirements planning.

4. The pull list enables cross-plant stock transfer

Answer: False

The pull list supports the flow of material in the plant.
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Unit 6
Backflushing

Unit Overview
Backflushing in repetitive manufacturing is generally very user-friendly as it is
based on quantities and periods. Scenarios such as reporting point backflushing,
reversals, and postprocessing are provided for special cases. A make-to-order
backflush is only relevant when a sales order is referenced.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Carry out backflushing in repetitive manufacturing
� Use the advanced backflushing options in repetitive manufacturing
� Perform a sales order-based backflush

Unit Contents
Lesson: Standard Backflushing Processes .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .214

Exercise 10: Yield and Scrap Backflush.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .227
Lesson: Advanced Backflushing Processes ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .234

Exercise 11: Postprocessing and Document-Based Reversal . . . . . . .249
Lesson: Scenario: Sales Order-Based Backflushing .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .257

Exercise 12: Make-to-Order Production .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
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Lesson: Standard Backflushing Processes

Lesson Overview
Here, we will outline the standard process involved in backflushing in repetitive
manufacturing. This comprises yield and scrap backflushes and associated
standard processes.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Carry out backflushing in repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
You need to backflush the quantities produced on the assembly production lines.

Figure 93: Backflush: Overview

In repetitive manufacturing, progress in the production process is backflushed.

Unlike discrete manufacturing, backflushing in repetitive manufacturing is not
dependent on the order. Instead, it is typically carried out at regular intervals
for the respective finished production quantities (quantity and period-based
backflushing).

Quantity- and period-based processing facilitates administration and reduces
administration costs.

Personalization of the backflush transaction: You can configure the initial
backflushing screen, that is, you can define it according to your own requirements
and preassign specific fields. You can arrange the screens individually using
transaction variants: You can hide fields and tab pages that you do not require,
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and take functions out of the menu. Some transaction variants have already been
delivered preconfigured and can be individually adjusted by the customer. The
system administrator may need to set the transaction variants for the relevant users
(transaction SHD0). For further information see the SAP online documentation.

Figure 94: Backflush

The simplest form of backflushing in repetitive manufacturing is the final
backflush. This means that the finished materials are backflushed at the end of the
production process. In the repetitive manufacturing final backflush, the system
posts the goods issue of the assembly (or the finished product) to the receiving
storage location and backflushes the component withdrawal from the issue storage
location. The receiving storage location is maintained in the production version of
the assembly or the finished product (in the To location field) or, alternatively, in
the material master of the assembly of the finished product (Production storage
location field). If the storage location was maintained in both fields, the system
gives the storage location in the production version first priority. You can maintain
the issue storage location for the backflush in the BOM, the material master, and
in the production version (Production storage location or Proposed issue storage
location fields).

The control parameters for backflushing in repetitive manufacturing are maintained
in the repetitive manufacturing profile. If a repetitive manufacturing profile is
maintained for the assembly, which supports the backflush, then all components of
the assembly (up to bulk material) are backflushed. One control per component is
not possible. The backflushing indicators in the routing, material master, and work
center from discrete manufacturing are not relevant for repetitive manufacturing.
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In the backflush transaction, you can use the Details button to change the stock
type to be used for posting the goods receipt: unrestricted-use stock (default
setting), blocked stock, or stock in quality inspection.

Figure 95: BOM Explosion in Backflushing

In the final backflush, the system explodes the BOM in one of the following ways:

� The system explodes the current BOM according to the posting date (the
alternative BOM and the BOM usage from the production version).

� If you enter a revision level, the BOM is exploded at the revision level
entered.

� If you enter a planned order, the component list of this planned order
is exploded.

If both a planned order number and a revision level are entered for a BOM, then
the planned order takes precedence in the final backflush. In this case, therefore,
the system only imports the planned order component list.
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Figure 96: Storage Location and Supply Area Determination

Use: When backflushing, the component backflush is usually posted from the
corresponding issue storage locations. Here, the system first tries to post the
components from the issue storage locations defined in the BOM item of the
component (Issue storage location field). If no storage location is maintained
in the BOM item, the MRP group of the assembly determines whether the
issue storage location from the material master of the component or from the
production version of the assembly is to be used (strategy for production storage
location selection). This strategy is defined per MRP group in Customizing for
Repetitive Manufacturing in work step Define Storage Location and Supply Area
Determination in BOM Explosion : Storage location = 1: The system adopts the
production storage location in the material master of the components as the issue
storage location. This procedure is used when there is a specific storage location
for each component in the plant. Storage location selection = 2: The proposed
issue storage location in the production version (of the assembly or finished
product produced) is used as the issue storage location for all components. If a
proposed issue storage location has not been entered in the production version,
the system uses the assembly's receiving storage location as the issue storage
location for all components. You can define the receiving storage location via the
receiving storage location field in the production version of the assembly, or via
the issue storage location field in the material master record of the assembly.
If neither of these entries has been made, you can define the receiving storage
location at backflush in REM. This will then be used as the issue storage location
for the components. Storage selection = 3 and Storage selection = 4: The same
procedure applies. If no MRP group has been entered for the assembly/finished
product, the system reads the entry in the Production storage location field
from the material master of the component as the issue storage location for all
components.
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Figure 97: Integrated Batch and Stock Determination

Stock determination (previously known as withdrawal sequence) enables you
to control from which stock the components should be withdrawn in the final
backflush; for example, first from the unrestricted-use stock and then from the
consignment stock, or vice versa. If different consignment stock is offered by
different suppliers, you have the option of specifying that the supplier who
offers the most competitive prices and who has sufficient stock available is to
be the one chosen first. You can also execute stock determination for pipeline
withdrawals. To do this, you must first maintain purchase info records. This also
applies to consignment stocks. Note: The issue storage location for the component
withdrawal is usually determined in storage location determination (see previous
slide), as requirements without any predetermined storage location cannot be
processed with the pull list, for example. Therefore, the stock determination
function in backflushing is often only used to determine special stocks. This
means that stock determination in backflushing only searches for the parameters
not yet determined by storage location determination.

Prerequisites: You need to define the stock determination strategy as a
combination of a stock determination rule, a stock determination group, and
enhanced parameters in Customizing for Stock Determination; You need to assign
the stock determination rule in the material's repetitive manufacturing profile;
You need to assign the stock determination group in the material master.

Batch determination: The system determines the strategy for controlling batch
determination using the batch search strategy and in accordance with the WM
batch determination procedure. The search strategy in the repetitive manufacturing
profile hereby controls the search strategy defined using the movement type.
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Figure 98: Posting Production Activities During Backflush

Use: When backflushing, you can post the production activities to the product
cost collector as well as the material costs. In the standard system, the planned
production activities from the material cost estimate or from the preliminary
costing for the product cost collector are posted when backflushing. If the actual
times differ from the planned times in the routing, you can also post the actual
times by overwriting the planned times (Actual times button under Actual data
in the final backflush). The actual times are then used as the basis for posting
the actual production activities. You can maintain one variance reason per
operation. You can also add further activities per operation (for example, teaching
a new employee) which can be posted under a separate activity type to another
work center (and therefore to a different cost center). You can also post the actual
times separately using the activity backflush transaction (should you want to post
differences, for example). To do this, enter �0� in the activity backflush in the
Ref. qty field. This allows you to differentiate between posting a balance and
posting a complete activity. The system proposes the corresponding operations
for which you can make a variance posting. Note: A separate activity backflush
is not possible in make-to-order production. Prerequisites: Material master:
Repetitive manufacturing profile which allows you to record activities (Activities
field). Alternatively, you can activate the activity backflush by choosing Details in
the backflush screen. Production line: Enter a cost center and assign the default
values to the activity types. Routing: Control key which allows backflushing
and cost estimates. You have carried out either a material cost estimate with a
price update or a preliminary costing according to the setting in the repetitive
manufacturing profile.
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Figure 99: Controlling Integration

The product cost collector collects the incurred actual costs. In the final
backflush, the system automatically posts both the components' material
costs and the production activities to the product cost collector. The product
cost collector is debited with the material costs and production activities. In
the repetitive production profile you can set whether the activities are to be
backflushed according to the material cost estimate or the version-specific cost
estimate.

Morevover, the product cost collector is credited with the valuation price
(materials controlled with standard price) or with the moving average price of
the assembly (materials controlled with the moving average price). You do not
determine overhead costs for each goods movement or activity confirmation,
but periodically via an overhead structure using the period-end closing function
in Controlling. You then post these to the production cost collector using a
specific transaction in the Repetitive Manufacturing menu. It is possible that
during production components other than the ones planned have been set and the
overheads have changed. This leads to variances emerging in the product cost
collector. You must then settle these variances so that the product cost collector
can be completely credited. Upon settling, the system forwards those costs that
have not yet been debited by the cost collector. The variance costs, meanwhile, are
posted to the price difference account for a standard price valuated material.
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Figure 100: Reducing Planned Orders in Backflushing

If open planned order quantities still exist in the past, these are reduced first.
In the backflush, the system reduces the planned orders for the material by
the backflushed quantity. In Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing, in the
repetitive manufacturing profile strategies you can choose how to reduce planned
orders. For possible overproduction , you can specify at what point in the future
the master production schedule should be adjusted (reduction period): Case 0:
No reduction in planned orders. Case 1: Within the reduction period, the system
reduces those planned orders that have been assigned to the specified production
version. Planned orders lying outside the reduction period are not reduced,
even if the backflushed quantity exceeds the planned order quantities within the
reduction period. Case 2: Within the reduction period, the system reduces those
planned orders that have been assigned to the specified production version. If
the backflushed quantity should exceed the production quantities within the
reduction period, the system also reduces the planned orders that have not yet
been assigned to a production version. The planned orders are always reduced
in the reduction period. Case 3: The system reduces those planned orders that
have been assigned to the specified production version and also those that have
not. As third priority, the system also reduces those planned orders that have
been assigned to other production versions of the material. The planned orders
are always reduced in the reduction period. The repetitive production profile is
shipped with case 1 as standard. The dependent requirements for components
are typically reduced at the time of the assembly backflush, by the component
backflush. If the planned orders were created because of planned independent
requirements, these planned independent requirements are reduced with the goods
issue from the storage location.
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Figure 101: Summary: Activities During Backflushing

When using repetitive manufacturing, the production process is greatly simplified;
reflective of this simplification, the following backflushing functions occur
when performing a final backflush in the standard system: Goods receipt of the
assembly or finished product in the receiving storage location, Backflushing of
the components from the issue storage location, Posting of the material costs to
the product cost collector, Posting of the production activities to the product cost
collector, Adjustment of the master production schedule (reduce the production
quantities and capacity requirements), Update to the statistics of the Logistics
Information System (LIS) / Business Information Warehouse (BW), Creation of a
data entry document.

You can set options in the repetitive manufacturing profile to influence the above
functions in backflushing.

In addition, further functions are available in the backflushing transaction using
the Details button: You can activate the posting of lot size independent costs
(setup costs or costs for lot-size dependent material quantities which do not usually
occur for every production quantity, but at the beginning of a new production
series, for example). You can also activate the posting of component scrap (if you
do not select the indicator, the BOM explosion in the backflush will not take
component scrap into account. Planned order reduction is always carried out
taking component scrap into account.)
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Figure 102: Further Backflushing Options (1)

Collective backflush: To facilitate backflushing, you have the option of
backflushing data collectively. You are therefore able to set various restrictions.
For example, you can backflush several materials that are to be manufactured
on the same production line.

Backflushing using plant data collection systems (for example, stationary bar
code scanner): You can avail of various BAPIs (Business Application Program
Interfaces) which you can use to record the type and quantity of materials
produced. These guarantee the functions on the initial screen of the backflushing
transaction MFBF: Backflushing for make-to-stock production, make-to-order
production, production by lots, reporting point backflush, activity backflush,
component consumption backflush, backflush reversal (only document-specific
reversal, not non-document-based reversal), however, no correction of actual
quantities and actual activities when backflushing (Posting with correction button)
and no detailed settings (Detailed settings for backflush button). These functions
are grouped into four processes. Backflush for non-order-based repetitive
manufacturing, backflush for order-based repetitive manufacturing, backflush for
production by lot-based repetitive manufacturing, reversing a backflush. The
BAPIs for the individual processes are defined by SAP Business Object BUS2146
Backflushing in Repetitive Manufacturing.

Archiving the backflushing documents: You can archive the data in the
backflushing documents from Repetitive Manufacturing with the archiving object
PP_BKFLUSH if you no longer require immediate access to them in the system.
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Figure 103: Further Backflushing Options (2)

You can use the goods issue backflush to post excess component consumption,
as long as this excess component consumption was not already posted when
backflushing. You can also use the function to repeat the backflush manually if
you have defined in the repetitive manufacturing profile that the components are
not to be backflushed (without, however, using the separated backflush where
the goods issues are automatically posted subsequently). Using this function
only posts goods receipts and not production activities. Excess consumption as
quantity variation is posted with goods issue movement type 261, and not with
scrap movement type 551. A separate transaction is used to post scrap. Activity:
Click Component backflush, then Excess consumption (not Component scrap),
followed byPropose components according to BOM, and enter the material
number of the assembly (not the component) in the Material field. If you choose
the Process component list function, the system uses the quantity specifications to
explode the current BOM for the assembly and in the following screen displays
all components. Here, you can enter the scrap quantities for each component as
necessary and you can delete the components for which no scrap exits. You may
choose to work with a reference quantity here. Activity backflush: If, when
a material is manufactured, more (or fewer) activities are used than planned,
and these activities were not posted at the time of backflushing, they can be
subsequently posted using the Activity backflush function. (Ref.qty. field for
the assembly). For fewer activities, enter a negative quantity. You can also use
the function to subsequently post all the actual activities if you defined that the
backflush is to be posted without activities in the repetitive manufacturing profile.
With this function, the system only posts production activities and no goods issues.
A separate activity backflush is not possible in make-to-order production.
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Figure 104: Backflushing Scrap

Assembly scrap for posting scrap for an assembly/finished product: Using this
function, the system posts goods issues for components and it also posts the
production activities. The product cost collector is debited with the material costs
for the components and the production activities. In Controlling, the assembly
scrap backflush is updated internally for further evaluations. Activity: Click
Component backflush, then Component scrap.

Component scrap: A specific movement type (551) is provided for the component
scrap backflush, so that you can also define a separate cost element in Controlling.
You can assign the scrap separately in Controlling. Using this function only
posts goods receipts and not production activities. Activity: Click Component
backflush, then Component scrap, followed by Propose components according
to BOM, and enter the material number of the assembly (not the component) in
the Material field. If you choose the Process component list function, the system
uses the quantity specifications to explode the current BOM for the assembly.
Here, you can enter the scrap quantities for each component as necessary and you
can you can delete the components for which no scrap exits. You may choose
to specify a reference quantity. If you select the No BOM explosion (manual
component entry) button and then the Process component list function, you will
need to manually enter every individual component for which scrap may exist.

Activity scrap: With this function, the system only posts production activities
and no goods issues. If, for example, activities have arisen due to incorrect usage
of a defective component, you can post these here. The process is the same as
for activity backflush.

Activity: Select Activity backflush followed by Activity scrap.
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Exercise 10: Yield and Scrap Backflush

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Carry out backflushing in repetitive manufacturing
� Backflushing Assembly Scrap

Business Example
In your plant 1200, you produced the PC motherboard on the assembly production
lines and the Personal Computer on the final assembly production line. You
work on the production lines and carry out the tasks you receive from your
foreman. You produce according to the operational method sheets and take care of
backflushing data. You now have the task of backflushing the quantities produced
in the ECC system.

Task 1:
A total of 90 motherboards were produced to stock on the assembly production
line T-L3##. It is your job to carry out the backflush.

1. Backflush 90 pieces for the motherboard (material number T-B10) on
production line T-L3## in plant 1200.

Before you start the posting by choosing Save, choose Enter and then answer
the following questions:

2. Which storage location is to be used for the goods receipt for the assembly to
backflush? How does the system determine this receiving storage location?

______________________________________________________

3. Choose Post with correction. Which components are backflushed in the
final backflush?

______________________________________________________

4. Where does the system determine which components are to be backflushed
in make-to-stock repetitive manufacturing?

______________________________________________________

5. From which storage location are the components issued for the assembly?
How does the system determine this issue storage location?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
Continued on next page
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6. To post the backflush, choose Post. Which main actions are carried out by
the system in this backflush?

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Task 2:
On production line T-L3##, you also produced one assembly T-B10## which
is faulty.

1. Therefore, post an assembly scrap of 1 piece for assembly T-B10## on
production line T-L3## (production version 0001). Proceed as before. Note
however, that you are performing a scrap posting.

2. After posting, note the status line in the lower screen area. What was posted?

� Goods issue for the components

� Production services that were required

� Goods receipt for assembly to warehouse

Task 3:
1. Check in the system to see how the planned quantities (planned orders) have

been reduced by the warehouse receipt in the backflush.

Access the planning table using Selection by production line, and in plant
1200 choose production line T-L3##.

How have the planned quantities (planned orders) changed?

____________________________________________________________

Hint: After the assemblies have been produced, the final assembly
can begin. Here, those components that are not produced in advance
in assembly production must be transferred from the central storage
location to the production line using the pull list. However, staging
of the components on the final assembly lines is not necessary here.
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Solution 10: Yield and Scrap Backflush
Task 1:
A total of 90 motherboards were produced to stock on the assembly production
line T-L3##. It is your job to carry out the backflush.

1. Backflush 90 pieces for the motherboard (material number T-B10) on
production line T-L3## in plant 1200.

Before you start the posting by choosing Save, choose Enter and then answer
the following questions:

a) Menu path: Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→
Backflush→ REM Backflush

Backflush type: Assembly backflush

Field name or data type Values
Backflush quantity 90 pieces
Material T-B10##
Plant 1200
Prod. version 0001 (this contains the production on

production line T-L3##)

Before you start the posting, choose Enter.

2. Which storage location is to be used for the goods receipt for the assembly to
backflush? How does the system determine this receiving storage location?

______________________________________________________

a) The warehouse receipt is made to receiving storage location PL01.
This storage location is recorded in the production version of material
T-B10##.

3. Choose Post with correction. Which components are backflushed in the
final backflush?

______________________________________________________

a) When backflushing, the components T-B7## (processor cooling
unit), T-T6## (RAM), T-T7## (BIOS), and T-TE## (processor) are
backflushed.

4. Where does the system determine which components are to be backflushed
in make-to-stock repetitive manufacturing?

Continued on next page
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______________________________________________________

a) The current BOM was exploded during the backflush. Therefore, the
system system determined the materials to be backflushed in the BOM
explosion.

5. From which storage location are the components issued for the assembly?
How does the system determine this issue storage location?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) The goods issue for components T-B7## (processor cooling unit),
T-T6## (RAM), and T-T7## (BIOS) is made from issue storage
location PL03. For component T-TE##, goods are issued from storage
location 0088.

Storage location PL03 is defined in the assembly production version
as the proposed issue storage location for all components. Storage
location 0088 is defined in the BOM item for T-TE## (processor).
As the storage location defined in the BOM has priority over the
storage location defined in the production version, for the processor,
the storage location 0088 overrides the proposed issue storage location
PL03 in the production version.

6. To post the backflush, choose Post. Which main actions are carried out by
the system in this backflush?

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) The message in the status line reads: When backflushing, the system
backflushed the components, posted the goods receipts for the assembly,
and posted the production services.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
On production line T-L3##, you also produced one assembly T-B10## which
is faulty.

1. Therefore, post an assembly scrap of 1 piece for assembly T-B10## on
production line T-L3## (production version 0001). Proceed as before. Note
however, that you are performing a scrap posting.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush
→ REM Backflush

Choose Scrap (Switch to scrap backflush).

Backflush type: Assembly backflush

Field name or data type Values
Scrap quantity 1 piece
Material T-B10##
Plant 1200
Prod. version 0001 (this contains the production on

production line T-L3##)

Choose Post.

2. After posting, note the status line in the lower screen area. What was posted?

� Goods issue for the components

� Production services that were required

� Goods receipt for assembly to warehouse

a) In the status row in the lower section of the screen, you can see that
the goods issue for the components and the production services have
been posted. However, the system does not post goods receipt of the
assembly at the receiving storage location, since the assembly is faulty
(assembly scrap).

Task 3:
1. Check in the system to see how the planned quantities (planned orders) have

been reduced by the warehouse receipt in the backflush.

Access the planning table using Selection by production line, and in plant
1200 choose production line T-L3##.

Continued on next page
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How have the planned quantities (planned orders) changed?

____________________________________________________________

Hint: After the assemblies have been produced, the final assembly
can begin. Here, those components that are not produced in advance
in assembly production must be transferred from the central storage
location to the production line using the pull list. However, staging
of the components on the final assembly lines is not necessary here.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Planning→
Planning Table→ Change Mode

Plant: 1200

Production line: T-L3##

Then choose Planning table. The system displays another dialog box.
Here, select all listed production lines and confirm your selection by
choosing Enter.

The oldest planned order quantity was reduced in line with the
backflush.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Carry out backflushing in repetitive manufacturing
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Lesson: Advanced Backflushing Processes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will learn about backflushing procedures that go beyond the
standard backflushing processes. These include backlog processing, reversals, and
reporting point backflushes.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Use the advanced backflushing options in repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
Errors that arose in backflushing need to be dealt with.

Figure 105: Scenario: Backflushing Errors

Errors may occur when saving the backflush. For example, the stock level in the
ECC system at the time of the issue posting may not cover the required quantity
completely, or errors may occur in the master data if, for example, the system
cannot determine a storage location. The system can only backflush components
successfully if the current stock quantity completely covers the requirement
quantity to be backflushed. If this is not the case, you can either create a backlog
for the complete requirements quantity or you can work using negative stocks (the
use of backlogs is usually the preferred method in repetitive manufacturing).
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The system can react in various ways to errors when posting the backflush
(Mandatory online correction indicator, Optional online correction indicator in the
repetitive manufacturing profile). No online correction. In this case, the system
creates postprocessing records or negative stocks if errors occur. � or � You must
correct the component quantity or the storage location online. The system only
allows the posting to be completed when all errors have been corrected. � or �
A correction is optional. In this case, you are asked whether you want to correct
the withdrawal error (then the system proceeds as in point 2) or not (then the
system proceeds as in point 1). If you choose the online correction, the system
branches to the component overview. Here, you can correct the error, that is, you
can change, add, or delete components.

Figure 106: Backlogs from Backflushing

Use: If the complete requirements quantity is not available for a component when
backflushing, you can instruct the system to create a backlog for the complete
requirements quantity. Two options are available for creating backlogs (Create
cumulated postprocessing records and Create individual postprocessing records
indicators in the repetitive manufacturing profile).

1.) Creating cumulated backlogs from backflushing: In this case, all backlogs
which occur for a material/production version are saved in a collective document.
Using this process, you positively influence system performance. It does,
however, have the disadvantage that you can then only process the postprocessing
record when the entire cumulated quantity has been posted to the warehouse in the
system. Another disadvantage exists when reversing. In this process, the system
cannot reproduce the link to the original backflushing document and the individual
missing quantity per backflush. Therefore, when reversing, the postprocessing
records are not updated. Another disadvantage is that during postprocessing, the
system posts on the posting date and not on the date of the backlog.
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2.) Creating backlogs as well as individual postprocessing records: In this
process, the system creates a collective document and another individual document
per incorrect issue posting. You can only reprocess a reprocessing record on the
basis of this individual document if you can post the complete quantity of the
individual record. Another advantage of this process is when reversing: When
reversing a backflush, the system can determine the corresponding individual
backlog document and delete it. This avoids duplicate postings. At the same time,
the backlog quantity in the collective document is adjusted. However, this process
is more performance intensive than the process without any individual records.

Figure 107: Postprocessing Backlogs

The following functions are available for postprocessing backlogs from
backflushing:

You can postprocess backlogs individually (per component): As opposed to
individual component processing (transaction COGI) here, you process totaled
postprocessing records. This means that if several errors occur for one particular
component, they are grouped into one postprocessing record.

- Postprocessing backlogs collectively (transaction MF46):

- Processing backlogs using a postprocessing list (transaction MF47): To
postprocess backlogs from backflushing, you can use this function to create a list
of components that have to be postprocessed.

- Individual component postprocessing (transaction COGI): You have the option
of postprocessing backflushing errors in repetitive manufacturing using the same
interface as you would in production order processing.
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This means you can use the same transaction to process components you use
in repetitive manufacturing and in production-order-based manufacturing. The
system also displays the posting error when postprocessing.

This type of postprocessing, however, is only possible for individual
postprocessing records.

- You can trigger automatic postprocessing with a batch job by using report
RMSERI13. To do this, in the step Backflushing - Background Jobs: Define
Background Job for Backflushing Processes, schedule the background job for
backlog postprocessing.

Figure 108: Negative Stocks

Use: If you want to reduce the effort involved in processing reprocessing records,
in the event of a stock shortage you can set the system to post negative stocks
instead.

Prerequisites:

Customizing for Inventory Management in the Goods Issue/Transfer Postings
step: Negative stocks are permitted.

Material master (View: Plant Stock/Storage Location): set the Negative stocks
per material indicator.
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Figure 109: Reversing: Document-Specific Reversal

You have the option of reversing backflush to correct posting errors. Reversing
deletes the total backflushing documents (which form the basis for all manner
of individual documents). The same applies to the following data: The goods
receipt and all associated material documents are reversed. The associated total
backflushing document is also flagged as reversed. The goods issues for the
components are reversed - that is, the component quantities are posted back.
The activities are reversed. Backlogs from backflushing: If, in the repetitive
manufacturing profile, you set for an individual document to be created per
postprocessing record generated, then the system deletes the dependent individual
documents and adjusts the quantity in the cumulated reprocessing record
document.

According to the setting in the repetitive manufacturing profile, the reversed
quantity is accounted for in the following way (planned order procedure):

The system does not automatically generate a planned order and so the planner
must personally check the situation.

The system creates a planned order in the amount of the reversed quantity for the
current day.

Alternatively, the system triggers a single-item planning run (MRP)
asynchronously, which, in turn, creates a planned order (adjusted to the changed
planning situation).

As capacity planning is usually already completed when reversing, no capacity
requirements are recorded for the newly created planned order in the delivery
system after the reversal. If, however, you want to create capacity requirements for
the new planned order when reversing, proceed as described in OSS Note 162961.
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Figure 110: Partial Reversal: Non-Document-Related Reversal

In some areas, for example the chemical industry, it can make sense to backflush
required quantities in advance, without first knowing the specific quantities. The
system's sophisticated measuring devices only calculate the actual quantity that
was used once production is complete. You then need to report the required
quantities after the event.

In order to do this, once individual components have been adjusted you can carry
out a partial reversal. To achieve this, you must choose the "Reversal not based
on document" function in the initial screen for backflushing. You have the full
range of backflushing functions at your disposal, albeit with reversed postings (for
example, the adjustment of the individual components).
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Figure 111: Separating the Backflushing Processes

Use: If you have high volumes to backflush, you can enhance system performance
by separating the performance-intensive processes "Posting Goods Issue" and/or
"Posting Production Activities" from the backflush: If you have separated the
backflushing and posting production activities processes, the system only posts
goods receipts and reduces the capacity at the backflush. Goods issue and
production activity postings are noted in a worklist for each final backflush. This
worklist is then processed later by means of a background job (separation of the
backflushing processes). Here, the worklist can be distributed over several servers
(parallel processing). The separated backflush is also possible when working with
the reporting point backflush (also in combination with aggregation: Then the
aggregation is carried out per day, cost collector, and reporting point. Therefore,
if a component is assembled at two reporting points A and B, the system posts
two separate backflushes for reporting point A and B).

Prerequisites: In the process control profile (defined in Customizing for
Repetitive Manufacturing and assigned in the repetitive manufacturing profile) you
set the time and method (online, as an update task, or in the background) for the
subsequent backflushing of goods issues and/or production activities, and define
whether they should be aggregated. If you want to use background processing,
you must also schedule the background job for separate backflushing (transaction
(RMSERI70)) in the step Define Background Job for Backflushing Processes. In
the step Define Times/Parallel Processing for Confirmation Processes, you control
on which servers/work processes the backflushing processes are carried out.
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Figure 112: Separation of Backflushing Processes with Aggregation
(Make-to-Stock)

Use: When backflushing large amounts of data, you can also aggregate the
backflush and/or the production activity postings when separating the backflushing
processes to improve performance.To do this, proceed as follows:

Aggregation of goods issue posting: In make-to-stock repetitive manufacturing,
the goods receipt quantities (usually without reference to the planned order)
are aggregated according to the selection criteria of the collective backflush.
When subsequently executing the backflushing process, the BOM is exploded
per material for the aggregated quantity. The goods issues are posted. All
identical components are aggregated for posting. Dependent requirements for
the components are reduced.

Aggregation of production activities: In make-to-stock repetitive manufacturing,
the system aggregates the goods receipt quantities. Production activities are
calculated in proportion to this total quantity. The routing provides the basis for
this calculation.

Prerequisite: In the process control profile (definition in Customizing for
Repetitive Manufacturing in work step Backflush / assignment in the repetitive
manufacturing profile), you set that the backflush and/or the production activity
posting is to be aggregated.

The aggregation is carried out when posting the backflush/production activities.
The reference of the components to the assembly is lost during aggregation. After
the aggregation, therefore, you have to carry out any necessary reversal postings
using the non-document-based reversal (and not the document-specific reversal).
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Figure 113: Scenario: Mandatory Reporting Point Backflush

Usually at the final backflush, all components that were installed along the
production line are backflushed. If there are greater lead times, the goods issues of
the components in the system may be posted considerably later, after the actual
physical withdrawal.

In this case it is a good idea to use reporting point backflushes to make the
posting nearer the actual component backflush, after the work operations have
been completed.
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Figure 114: Mandatory Reporting Point Backflush: Master Data

Reporting point backflushing enables you to withdraw components near to the
time of the operation, even when dealing with large lead times, and to calculate
the work in process. Here, you do not confirm the quantities at the end of the
production line (final backflush) but you enter the quantities produced directly
after important operations (reporting points). Reporting points are defined in the
routing. The reporting point backflush in repetitive manufacturing is similar to the
milestone backflush in discrete manufacturing (production orders). Backflushing
reporting points causes all components assigned to the backflushed reporting point
operations and the preceding operations (up until the last reporting point) to be
backflushed as well. Moreover, the system posts the production activities for the
reporting point operation and the preceding operations (up until the last reporting
point). For yields, the system reduces the components' dependent requirements of
the oldest planned order (dependent requirements are adjusted according to plan).
In the repetitive manufacturing profile, you can set the system to post the goods
receipt automatically at the last reporting point being backflushed. The master
production schedule, and therefore the capacity requirements, are not reduced until
the goods are issued. The system also updates information, for example, in the
Logistics Information System. In the mandatory reporting point backflush, you
must carry out a reporting point backflush at every reporting point (otherwise, the
system issues a warning that the backflush quantity at the missed reporting point
is less: In this case, you can specify that the previous reporting points are to be
backflushed subsequently - you do this via the Details button on the initial screen
for backflushing (Posting previous reporting points indicator). This function
subsequently posts the missed reporting point quantities). You can only execute
reporting point backflushes for the main sequence of a routing.
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Figure 115: Process Flow for Mandatory Reporting Point Backflush

When each reporting point is backflushed, the backflushed quantities are
cumulated in the run schedule header per material. The quantities backflushed at
each reporting point are only reduced on backflush at the last reporting point (if
the automatic goods receipt occurs here) or on final backflush. (Only) reporting
point backflushing enables you to display "work in process" (WIP).

Prerequisites for reporting point procedure: Material master: Assign
the repetitive manufacturing profile which allows optional reporting points
(in repetitive manufacturing profile, the Reporting point backflush indicator
and the Mandatory button). In addition, the repetitive manufacturing profile
should support the activity backflush in accordance with the preliminary costing
(version-specific costing). Reason: If the routing is changed between two
reporting point backflushes (for example, available reporting point is deleted, new
reporting point is added), then the internal reporting point structures in the system
are adjusted only by a preliminary costing with the product cost collector. If the
routing changed after the last preliminary costing was created, then a warning
message is issued at the backflush and a new preliminary costing is created from
the backflush. This can also be triggered manually. Routing:: The routing must
contain more than one operation: You are required to select a control key for the
reporting point operation which contains indicator 1 (milestone backflush) in the
Backflush field. In addition, you need to assign the components in the routing to
the individual operations (Note: If you work with the final backflush only, and
not with the reporting point backflush, you do not have to carry out a component
assignment in the routing). Unassigned components are immediately deemed to
belong to the first reporting point. You must enter the routing in the material's
production version.
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Figure 116: Mandatory Reporting Point Backflush: Backflushing Assembly
Scrap

In the mandatory reporting point backflush, you have the option of backflushing
assembly scrap. Here, the system posts production activities as well as the goods
issues of the components at the reporting point and the previous operations (up to
the last reporting point). To do this, choose: Assembly backflush button, Reporting
point backflush indicator, enter the reporting point in the Reporting point field,
click Scrap at reporting point, enter the quantity in the Scrap quantity field. The
Scrap up to reporting point function is only relevant for the optional reporting
point backflush. Note on the Reset Reporting Points (RP) transaction in Repetitive
Manufacturing menu: Here, all quantities on the line are posted to assembly scrap.
After executing the transaction, no more quantities lie on the production line, work
in process (WIP) was posted to scrap (application: In the test system for testing
purposes, in the productive system only if you really want to post all the quantities
currently on the production line to scrap). General note on the reporting point
backflush: After a reporting point backflush, the following activities are carried
out by the system: The goods issues for the components are posted, the system
determines the oldest planned orders and reduces the corresponding dependent
requirements. If a planned order for which dependent requirements have already
been reduced is moved or deleted in between backflushes, or if a new planned
order is created as a result of a backflush reversal, the dependent requirements
are not automatically adjusted. The adjustment is not carried out until the next
backflush. To adjust the dependent requirements before the next backflush, you
can plan a background job for program RMSERI35 in this step. This background
job is especially useful if a lengthy period of time exists between backflushes and
the planning is often changed between backflushes.
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Figure 117: Mandatory Reporting Point Backflush: Backflushing Component
Scrap

In the reporting point backflush, you can post the component scrap at the
reporting point (if a component was damaged before assembly). Only the goods
issues for the components at the reporting point and the preceding operations
(up until the last reporting point) are posted, and not the production activities.
To do this, click Component backflush, select the Reporting point backflush
indicator, enter the Reporting point, click Scrap, Propose components according
to BOM, select Components at reporting point, and enter the material number
of the assembly (not the components) in the Material field. If you choose the
Process component list function, the system uses the quantity specifications to
explode the current BOM for the assembly and in the following screen displays
all components. Here, you can enter the scrap quantities for each component as
necessary and you can you can delete the components for which no scrap exits. If
you enter a reference quantity in the Reference quantity field before choosing the
Process component list function, the system automatically calculates quantities
for the components. If you select the No BOM explosion (manual component
entry) button and then the Process component list function, you will need to
manually enter every individual component for which scrap may exist. Using
the Components after the last reporting point option button, you can post the
components that are assigned to the operation after the last reporting point in the
routing. If a component is damaged during assembly and production activities
exist for these components, you can post the component scrap and production
activities in one transaction. To do this, choose: Assembly backflush option
button, Reporting point backflush indicator, Scrap button, Component scrap at
reporting point selection button.
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Figure 118: Optional Reporting Point Backflush

Use: The optional reporting point backflush is particularly useful if you usually
only backflush at the end of the production process (final backflush), but you
want to post any scrap directly at the operation, or if you want to determine the
work in process. You create the optional reporting point backflush using the same
function as with the mandatory reporting point backflush. As opposed to the
mandatory reporting point backflush, however, you do not have to backflush
at every reporting point. For the optional backflush of assembly scrap at the
operation, first click Assembly scrap, then select the Reporting point backflush
indicator followed by Scrap in the REM backflushing transaction. In the Scrap
field, enter the quantity and choose Scrap up to reporting point. The system then
posts the backflush of those components that are assigned to the backflushed
reporting point operation and all preceding operations. In addition, the production
activities for both the reporting point operation and all preceding operations are
posted. To execute the optional backflush for yields at the operation, click Yield.
In the Details function, choose the indicator for subsequent posting of previous
reporting points, because in an optional yield reporting point backflush, the yield
for the previous reporting points is not posted. Note: Before you return to a final
backflush after the optional yield backflush, you should repost the reporting point
quantities by manually posting the subsequent reporting points or by using the
final backflush with the Subsequently post previous reporting points function.
Prerequisites: Material master: Assign the repetitive manufacturing profile
which allows optional reporting points (in the repetitive manufacturing profile,
choose the Reporting point backflush indicator along with the Optional option
button); All other prerequisites correspond to the prerequisites for the mandatory
reporting point backflush.
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Figure 119: Period-End Closing: Product Cost Collector

In the CO period-end closing for the product cost collector, you can:

1. Carry out process cost allocation
2. Revaluate the activities for the actual activity type with which the cost

objects were debited
3. Execute the overhead calculation
4. Determine work in process
5. Calculate the variance
6. Execute settlement.

In period-end closing settlements, the difference between credits and debits in the
product cost collector is posted to a price difference account.

The period end closing and details of cost object controlling are dealt with in
course AC510 (cost object controlling for products).
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Exercise 11: Postprocessing and
Document-Based Reversal

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Postprocess backorder backflushing in the case of withdrawal errors
� Perform a document-based reversal

Business Example
Your plant 1200 produces PC motherboards on the assembly production lines. As
the production scheduler, you also perform backflushes for the boards produced
yourself. You notice a problem: During the component backflush, components
are physically used up that are not available in sufficient quantity for a goods
issue backflush at the time of the subsequent confirmation. For this reason, you
perform backlog processing. Also, someone has mistakenly entered an incorrect
confirmation, which you reverse based on a document.

Task 1:
Before you begin, check which form of backlog processing is supported in the
system for material T-B10## in plant 1200.

1. Which repetitive manufacturing profile has been entered in the material
master for assembly T-B10##?

_____________________________________________________

2. Now check the repetitive manufacturing profile in Customizing to see how
backlog processing is handled in this particular profile.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

3. Are these settings useful?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
For plant 1200, perform a backflush of 200 pieces of assembly T-B10##
(production line T-L3##). Use the backflush transaction for this assembly
backflush, and choose the Post button straight away.

1. A message informs you of withdrawal errors. Which components have been
affected, and how much is the shortfall in the warehouse stock for each
component?

Comp. 1: ____________ by ______ pieces in the warehouse __________

Comp. 2: ____________ by ______ pieces in the warehouse __________

Comp. 3: ____________ by ______ pieces in the warehouse __________

Confirm with Enter.

2. The system displays an information message informing you that backlogs
have been generated (in a postprocessing list). Confirm this message with
Enter, and note that the system performs the posting.

Task 3:
Call the postprocessing list in the menu for backflush for repetitive manufacturing
for line T-L3## in plant 1200. Answer the following questions:

1. Do the components from exercise 2, part 1 exist in the document?

____________________________________________________

2. Are the entire quantities or the shortfall quantities from exercise 2, part 1
noted here?

____________________________________________________

Task 4:

1. Call the current stock/requirements list for component T-B7## (plant 1200).
Make sure that a requirement exists for this component in production storage
location PL03 with the PostProc indicator, because otherwise the goods
issue for the assembly cannot be posted during backflush.

Task 5:

1. In the meantime, an employee subsequently posts a goods receipt for 200
pieces of component T-B7 ## in plant 1200. Perform this goods movement
in the menu for Materials Management (Inventory Management), posting a

Continued on next page
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Goods Receipt � Other (receipt without purchase order into unrestricted-use
stock for storage location PL03, movement type 501). Confirm the
information message that appears during posting, then Post the document.

Task 6:
Call the postprocessing list again for line T-L3## in plant 1200.

1. Select the document for the assembly that contains component T-B7## and
choose Postprocess Selected Postprocessing Record.

On the following screen, select the line containing component T-B7## and
choose Post.

2. Exit the log using the Back button. Does the postprocessing list still contain
item T-B7##?

______________________________________________________

Exit the postprocessing list.

Task 7:
The previous backflush was caused by a misunderstanding. Reverse the backflush
and resolve the postprocessing situation. Proceed as follows:

1. From the menu for backflush in repetitive manufacturing, call the transaction
for reversals for material T-B10## (plant 1200, production version 0001).

Using today�s date andMake-to-Stock Production, execute the report and
select the appropriate document in the next screen

Hint: Familiarize yourself with, for example, the posting date,
number of pieces, and existence of postprocessing records

and choose Reverse.

Read the F1 help for the information message that appears, and look once
more at the results from the question in exercise 1, part 2. Is extra effort
going to be required because of the postprocessing records?

______________________________________________________

Confirm the help and the information message and execute the reversal.

2. Call the postprocessing list again and manually delete the appropriate
document.
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Solution 11: Postprocessing and
Document-Based Reversal
Task 1:
Before you begin, check which form of backlog processing is supported in the
system for material T-B10## in plant 1200.

1. Which repetitive manufacturing profile has been entered in the material
master for assembly T-B10##?

_____________________________________________________

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Master Data→ Material Master→
Material→ Display→ Display Current

Choose MRP4 view.

Repetitive manufacturing profile 0002 has been entered.

2. Now check the repetitive manufacturing profile in Customizing to see how
backlog processing is handled in this particular profile.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) Menu path:

Transaction OPP3 (Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing)→
Control Data→ Define Repetitive Manufacturing Profiles→ 0002

On the Control data 1 tab page, you can see that cumulated
postprocessing records were generated. However (for performance
reasons) the individual records are not displayed in detail. The
transaction expects a correction, though this entry is optional (that
means that the relevant message is only a warning message and not
an error message).

3. Are these settings useful?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) These settings are a useful variant, because in cases where errors arise,
postprocessing records are constantly being generated, regardless of
whether the backflusher reacts directly to the warning message or
ignores it.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
For plant 1200, perform a backflush of 200 pieces of assembly T-B10##
(production line T-L3##). Use the backflush transaction for this assembly
backflush, and choose the Post button straight away.

1. A message informs you of withdrawal errors. Which components have been
affected, and how much is the shortfall in the warehouse stock for each
component?

Comp. 1: ____________ by ______ pieces in the warehouse __________

Comp. 2: ____________ by ______ pieces in the warehouse __________

Comp. 3: ____________ by ______ pieces in the warehouse __________

Confirm with Enter.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush
→ REM Backflush

T-B7##, T-T7##; the quantities vary (the difference is nearly 200
pieces in each case)

2. The system displays an information message informing you that backlogs
have been generated (in a postprocessing list). Confirm this message with
Enter, and note that the system performs the posting.

a) No solution required.

Task 3:
Call the postprocessing list in the menu for backflush for repetitive manufacturing
for line T-L3## in plant 1200. Answer the following questions:

1. Do the components from exercise 2, part 1 exist in the document?

____________________________________________________

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush→
Postprocess→ Postprocessing List

Yes

2. Are the entire quantities or the shortfall quantities from exercise 2, part 1
noted here?

____________________________________________________

a) The complete quantities from the backflush posting are entered.

Continued on next page
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Task 4:

1. Call the current stock/requirements list for component T-B7## (plant 1200).
Make sure that a requirement exists for this component in production storage
location PL03 with the PostProc indicator, because otherwise the goods
issue for the assembly cannot be posted during backflush.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→MRP→ Evaluations→ Stock/Requirements
List

Task 5:

1. In the meantime, an employee subsequently posts a goods receipt for 200
pieces of component T-B7 ## in plant 1200. Perform this goods movement
in the menu for Materials Management (Inventory Management), posting a
Goods Receipt � Other (receipt without purchase order into unrestricted-use
stock for storage location PL03, movement type 501). Confirm the
information message that appears during posting, then Post the document.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Materials Management→ Inventory Management→
Goods Movement→ Goods Receipt→ Other

Task 6:
Call the postprocessing list again for line T-L3## in plant 1200.

1. Select the document for the assembly that contains component T-B7## and
choose Postprocess Selected Postprocessing Record.

On the following screen, select the line containing component T-B7## and
choose Post.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush→
Postprocess→ Postprocessing List

No solution required.

2. Exit the log using the Back button. Does the postprocessing list still contain
item T-B7##?

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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Exit the postprocessing list.

a) No

Task 7:
The previous backflush was caused by a misunderstanding. Reverse the backflush
and resolve the postprocessing situation. Proceed as follows:

1. From the menu for backflush in repetitive manufacturing, call the transaction
for reversals for material T-B10## (plant 1200, production version 0001).

Using today�s date andMake-to-Stock Production, execute the report and
select the appropriate document in the next screen

Hint: Familiarize yourself with, for example, the posting date,
number of pieces, and existence of postprocessing records

and choose Reverse.

Read the F1 help for the information message that appears, and look once
more at the results from the question in exercise 1, part 2. Is extra effort
going to be required because of the postprocessing records?

______________________________________________________

Confirm the help and the information message and execute the reversal.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush
→ Reverse

When you perform the reversal, the system informs you of the existing
postprocessing records using a warning message. After you have read
the information in the F1 help, confirm the message and the following
message with Enter.

As you can see from exercise 1, part 2, no individual processing records
arise according to the Customizing settings. As a result of this, when
you reverse postprocessing records, you must manually delete all
relevant postprocessing records.

2. Call the postprocessing list again and manually delete the appropriate
document.

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush→
Postprocess→ Postprocessing List

Select the relevant document and activate �Delete Selected
Postprocessing Records�.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Use the advanced backflushing options in repetitive manufacturing
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Lesson: Scenario: Sales Order-Based Backflushing

Lesson Overview
This lesson will deal with sales order-based backflushing required as part of
sales-order based REM.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Perform a sales order-based backflush

Business Example
You need to examine the backflushing procedures and associated processes for
make-to-order repetitive manufacturing.

Special Backflushing Functions for MTO Repetitive Manufacturing

� Action control
� Backflush for make-to-order repetitive manufacturing
� Special aggregation logic for separated backflush
� Valuation strategy for valuation of MTO stock
� No reporting point backflush
� No separate activity backflush

In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, the reporting point backflush is not
supported.

In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, the separated activity backflush is
not supported.

All other key points are covered in the following material.
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Figure 120: Action Control (Example: Printing Component Lists for
Configurable Materials)

The �Actions in planned order� function provides a solution for an interface to
external assembly control systems. This is used to transfer progress at the
assembly line and other dependent actions to the SAP system using a standard
or modified interface. The following standard actions are possible: BEMA
BOM explosion with availability check, BFPL Backflush planned order,
BOME BOM explosion, COPD Change planned order (e.g. sequence number,
order quantity), DLPL Delete planned order, FIKM Firm planned order
components, FIRM Firm planned order header, MAAV Availability check
with BOM explosion if required, NEMA Availability check without BOM
explosion, PRNT Print component list, RSMA Reset material availability
check, SCHE Schedule planned orders, Execute customer-specific actions,
ZZXX Customer action. Using this function, you can execute one or several
actions for a series of planned orders simultaneously. Without this function, you
would have to execute these actions individually online for each planned order.
Furthermore, action control determines which actions are permitted and the
sequence in which the actions are to be executed. The date and the time of the
last action are then saved in the planned order. Executing actions: To execute
actions, you must maintain a report for transferring the customer-specific data for
the action. The �Execute Action� transaction in the MRP menu is one example.

To print the planned order component list, the system uses the printer defined
in Customizing for MRP in the following activity: Procurement Proposals ->
Planned Orders -> Define Layout for Component List.
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Figure 121: Settings for Action Control

You define the action key and the action control in Customizing for MRP in the
Procurement Proposals work step. The action key defines the action. The action
control key defines which actions can be carried out and in which sequence the
actions should be carried out. Various other actions can follow an action, or the
action can follow other actions. Material master record (MRP view): To carry out
an action for a material, you must enter the appropriate action control key in the
material master record. Example: The key 01 was defined. This means actions
BOME, NEMA, and PRNT are allowed. First the BOM has to be exploded. The
material availability check can only be carried out after the BOM explosion. Once
the material availability check has been carried out, the system is to print out the
component list. In the action control, you can define your own actions. Then you
can define, for example, that the current status of every operation in the planned
order is an action meaning that you can carry out your own status management
(for example using a BDE scanner). Technical Information: A function module
exists (MD_SET_ACTION_PLAF) for �actions in the planned order�, which
you can use to execute one or several functions in a planned order. Before you
execute an action, you can change the data of the planned order. This new planned
order data is transferred to the function module of structure MDCD. Before the
action is carried out, the system uses the change indicator (parameter IAENKZ)
to check whether the data has actually been transferred to the planned order. It
is also possible to change data without creating a link to other actions. For more
detailed information see Note 44350.
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Figure 122: Backflushing in Make-to-Order Production

Several functions are available for backflushing a sales order to individual
customer stock. In these functions, you must enter the number of the sales order:

The system uses the sales order to determine the associated planned orders:

� If only one planned order is assigned, the system enters this planned order
in the appropriate field when data has been released and the planned order
quantity is proposed as a backflush quantity.

� If several planned orders exist for a sales order, then when you release the
data the system displays a dialog box in which you must select the appropriate
planned order. This planned order is then entered in the appropriate field and
the planned order quantity is proposed as a backflush quantity.

� If the planned order(s) for the sales order no longer exist(s) because the
quantity has been produced, but you nevertheless want to post a goods
receipt (overdelivery), the system explodes the current, valid BOM.

In the final backflush, the components (with reference to a configured BOM,
if required) and the production activities are backflushed. If you have high
volumes to backflush, you can use the �Separate backflushing processes with
or without aggregation� function to enhance system performance (only when
working with valuated sales order stock/product cost collector). Postprocessing
records are only possible in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing with product
cost collector/valuated sales order stock. Reporting point backflushing is not
possible in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing.
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Figure 123: Separating Backflushing Processes with Aggregation
(Make-to-Order REM)

Use: When backflushing large amounts of data, you can also aggregate
the backflush and/or the production activity postings when separating the
backflushing processes to improve performance.The system proceeds as follows:
Aggregation of goods issue posting: In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing,
every planned order is exploded separately. The components that can be
aggregated (stock components) are aggregated. The goods issues are posted. All
identical components are aggregated for posting. Dependent requirements for
the components are reduced. Aggregation of production activities: In sales
order-based repetitive manufacturing, goods receipts are aggregated. Production
activities are calculated in proportion to this total quantity. The routing provides
the basis for this calculation.

Prerequisite: In the process control profile (definition in Customizing for
Repetitive Manufacturing in work step Backflush / assignment in the repetitive
manufacturing profile), you set that the backflush and/or the production activity
posting is to be aggregated. In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, separation
of the backflushing processes is only supported if you work with a product cost
collector (make-to-order repetitive manufacturing with valuated sales order stock).

The aggregation is carried out when posting the backflush/production activities.
The reference of the components to the assembly is lost during aggregation. After
the aggregation, therefore, you have to carry out any necessary reversal postings
using the non-document-based reversal (and not the document-specific reversal).
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Figure 124: Product Cost Collector (as in MTS Production)

Collecting costs in a product cost collector (with valuated sales order stock):

For make-to-order REM, you can also collect and settle costs that occur in
production using a product cost collector (period-based Controlling). Material
stock is valuated, and products go straight from production into valuated sales
order stock.

If material A, for example, is produced on two production lines, you must
create two production versions. The methods of collecting costs identified
in make-to-stock production are also available here (1:1 relationship or N:1
relationship).

Prerequisites: Sales orders must be created with a requirements type designed for
valuated sales order stock. In Customizing for Sales and Distribution in the step
Basic Functions -> Account Assignment/Costing, you have to make settings in the
requirements class that matches the planning strategy, in the Valuation field, so
that a separate valuation takes place with reference to the sales document (valuated
sales order stock). Since the sales document item does not usually require a cost
collector in addition to the production cost collector, you should enter E in the
account assignment category field. To set the system to automatically select the
correct requirements type in the sales order, you need to select an appropriate
strategy in the material master. The valuation, on the other hand, shows the value
segment in which the material lies. Choose value = M so that the values are in
the individual customer segment after the backflush. In addition: in the main
menu of repetitive manufacturing: Create product cost collector for cross-version
cost collecting (Controlling level: Production plant) or for version-specific cost
collecting (Controlling level: Production version).
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Figure 125: Cost Collection at Product Cost Collector

Collecting costs in a production cost collector (with valuated sales order
stock): If you produce a large amount of standard products daily (for example,
as in the automotive or computer industries), it is often not necessary to collect
the costs per sales order item. Here, you can use a simplified, period-based cost
collection procedure by means of the product cost collector (�Lean Controlling�).
Also, you can only separate the backflushing processes (important for customers
who backflush high volumes) in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing if you
work with a product cost collector. Costs are collected and settled using a product
cost collector. Goods issues of the components used to manufacture the product are
debited to the product cost collector. The goods receipt of the product is credited
to the product cost collector. Crediting the product cost collector at goods receipt
is linked to the crediting of the sales order stock (valuated sales order stock).
The difference between debits and credit in the product cost collector is posted to a
price difference account at period-end. No variance calculation (lot size variance,
price variance, and so on) takes place. Other option: Valuation without reference
to the sales document (Evaluation = A indicator in the requirements class): Here,
the material stock is valuated, but the values are not managed individually per
individual customer stock. Instead, they are managed together with the warehouse
stock for all individual customer stocks. Prerequisite: In Customizing for Sales
and Distribution, in the Basic Functions -> Account Assignment/Costing step, you
have to make settings in the requirements class that matches the planning strategy,
in the Valuation field, so that a separate valuation takes place without reference
to the sales document (valuated sales order stock).
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Figure 126: Valuation Strategy for Valuating Sales Order Stock of
Configurable Materials

Valuation strategy in requirements class: controls how the standard price is
determined when using valuated sales order stock. The standard price is defined
dynamically on first goods receipt. If further goods receipts are posted for the same
sales order item, these goods receipts are valuated using the same standard price.

In the event of no goods receipt being posted, the standard price is defined
according to a fixed, defined strategy sequence:

1. Standard price according to customer exit COPCP002 material valuation for
valuated sales order stock,

2. Standard price according to sales order costing (the quantity structure of each
sales order item is costed separately. This means that stock values for the
same material can be differentiated per sales order item),

3. (not relevant for repetitive manufacturing),
4. Standard price for non-allocated stock according to costing, without

reference to the order in the material master (all individual stocks are given
the same stock value),

5. Standard price for non-allocated stock, manually created in the material
master.

If no appropriate value exists, the system proceeds to the next strategy, and so on.
If, on the other had, you always want to valuate valuated sales order stock with
the standard price for non-allocated stock, then you must set the corresponding
indicator in Customizing for Requirements Class).
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Figure 127: Period-End Closing: Product Cost Collector (Valuated Sales
Order Stock)

In the CO period-end closing for the product cost collector, you can:

1. Carry out process cost allocation
2. Revaluate activities that were debited with cost objects, according to the

actual activity price
3. Perform the overhead calculation
4. Determine goods in process (not for make-to-order oriented repetitive

manufacturing, as here the reporting point backflush is not available to
backflush goods in process)

5. Carry out a variance costing (not for make-to-order repetitive manufacturing)
6. Carry out settlement: In period-end closing settlements, the difference

between credits and debits in the product cost collector is posted to a price
difference account.

The period-end closing and details of the cost object controlling for sales
orders (costing for sales orders of valuated sales order stock) are included in
course AC515 (Cost object controlling for sales orders).
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Exercise 12: Make-to-Order Production

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Perform a sales order-based backflush
� Assign serial numbers during this kind of backflush

Business Example
At the final assembly production lines, 90 PCs (material number T-F10##) have
already been produced for the customer. Production at end product level was
not carried out as make-to-stock production, but as make-to-order production to
individual customer stock. As the production scheduler, you perform backflushes
for the PCs produced so far.

Task 1:
Perform a sales order-based backflush.

1. First, take a note of the sales order number and the sales order
item number for the first sales order you created in the first planning
exercise. Note: You can find the sales order number from the current
stock/requirements list for material T-F10## (or from the planning table).

Menu path for the current stock/requirements list:

Logistics→ Production→ MRP→ Evaluations→ Stock/Requirements List

Field name or data type Values
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200

Press Enter.

Enter the number of the sales order here:

______________________________________________________

Enter the number of the sales order item here:

______________________________________________________

2. Backflush 90 pieces in plant 1200 for the above sales order.

Make sure that you carry out a sales order backflush so that stock is posted
to the individual customer stock.

Continued on next page
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Before you start the posting by choosing Save, choose Enter and then
answer the following questions:

3. A dialog box entitled Planned order selection appears. Why are two planned
orders displayed in the backflush?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

4. In the dialog box, choose the planned order that was produced on production
line T-L1## using production version 0001 and confirm your selection with
Enter.

Choose Post with correction. Which components are backflushed in the
final backflush?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

5. Where does the system receive the information on which components to
backflush in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing?

______________________________________________________

Task 2:

1. Choose Post, to post the backflush.

In the following dialog box (Maintain serial numbers), you can assign
serial numbers for the personal computers. Choose Create serial numbers
automatically, so that the number assignment occurs automatically, then
confirm with Enter.

In the following (withdrawal errors) dialog box, the system points out that
various components cannot be backflushed, as there is not sufficient stock in
storage location PL01 on the production line. In the previous exercise, you
already used the procedure for resolving this issue. Confirm by choosing
Enter twice.

Which main actions are carried out by the system in this backflush?

____________________________________________________________
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Solution 12: Make-to-Order Production
Task 1:
Perform a sales order-based backflush.

1. First, take a note of the sales order number and the sales order
item number for the first sales order you created in the first planning
exercise. Note: You can find the sales order number from the current
stock/requirements list for material T-F10## (or from the planning table).

Menu path for the current stock/requirements list:

Logistics→ Production→ MRP→ Evaluations→ Stock/Requirements List

Field name or data type Values
Material T-F10##
Plant 1200

Press Enter.

Enter the number of the sales order here:

______________________________________________________

Enter the number of the sales order item here:

______________________________________________________

a) You can find the sales order numbers in the stock/requirements list
(data for the MRP element) or the planning table (details for the MRP
element).

2. Backflush 90 pieces in plant 1200 for the above sales order.

Make sure that you carry out a sales order backflush so that stock is posted
to the individual customer stock.

Continued on next page
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Before you start the posting by choosing Save, choose Enter and then
answer the following questions:

a) Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Backflush
→ REM Backflush

Backflush type: Assembly backflush

Select theMake-to-order tab page and enter the following data:

Field name or data type Values
Backflush quantity 90 pieces
Sales order Enter the sales order number you

noted
Sales order item Enter the sales order item number

you noted
Plant 1200

Before you start the posting, choose Enter.

3. A dialog box entitled Planned order selection appears. Why are two planned
orders displayed in the backflush?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

a) During the backflush, two planned orders are displayed because for
this sales order, planned orders were dispatched to two production
lines and therefore to two production versions. As the backflush in
make-to-order production is carried out with reference to the planned
order (as opposed to the backflush in make-to-stock production), you
have to select the appropriate planned order in this case.

4. In the dialog box, choose the planned order that was produced on production
line T-L1## using production version 0001 and confirm your selection with
Enter.

Choose Post with correction. Which components are backflushed in the
final backflush?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Continued on next page
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______________________________________________________

a) When backflushing for the sales order, components T-B10##, and
T-B20## through T-B90## are backflushed.

5. Where does the system receive the information on which components to
backflush in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing?

______________________________________________________

a) When backflushing for the sales order, the system reads the components
of the corresponding planned order (planned order backflush) and
not the BOM.

Task 2:

1. Choose Post, to post the backflush.

In the following dialog box (Maintain serial numbers), you can assign
serial numbers for the personal computers. Choose Create serial numbers
automatically, so that the number assignment occurs automatically, then
confirm with Enter.

In the following (withdrawal errors) dialog box, the system points out that
various components cannot be backflushed, as there is not sufficient stock in
storage location PL01 on the production line. In the previous exercise, you
already used the procedure for resolving this issue. Confirm by choosing
Enter twice.

Which main actions are carried out by the system in this backflush?

____________________________________________________________

a) During the backflush, not only did the the system post production
services, it also posted the goods receipts for the end product into the
sales order stock and performed a backflush for each component where
a posting without errors was possible.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Perform a sales order-based backflush
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Carry out backflushing in repetitive manufacturing
� Use the advanced backflushing options in repetitive manufacturing
� Perform a sales order-based backflush
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Test Your Knowledge

1. In repetitive manufacturing, yield backflushes are normally quantity- and
period-based, and so they do not reference the planned order that was
produced.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. Reversal without a document is not possible in REM backflushing.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

3. There is a separate backflush transaction for performing a sales order-based
backflush.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False
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Answers

1. In repetitive manufacturing, yield backflushes are normally quantity- and
period-based, and so they do not reference the planned order that was
produced.

Answer: True

Reference is only made to a sales order in the case of make-to-order
repetitive manufacturing. In this case, backflushing is scheduled with
reference to the customer-specific planed order.

2. Reversal without a document is not possible in REM backflushing.

Answer: False

Non-document-related reversal permits a "purely quantity-based" reversal,
i.e. without reference to a previously posted backflush.

3. There is a separate backflush transaction for performing a sales order-based
backflush.

Answer: False

A sales order-based backflush can also be triggered from the general
backflush transaction MFBF - there is a separate tab page.
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Unit Overview
Apart from evaluation systems such as LIS and BW, there are also a number of
transactions provided that can help in the evaluation of accumulated data.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Choose suitable evaluation tools for evaluating the repetitive manufacturing
data

� Use transactional evaluation options for repetitive manufacturing

Unit Contents
Lesson: Evaluation Systems ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .278
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Lesson: Evaluation Systems

Lesson Overview
Business Information Warehouse or the Logistics Information System can be used
to evaluate planning data and actual data in repetitive management.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Choose suitable evaluation tools for evaluating the repetitive manufacturing
data

Business Example
Suitable evaluation tools should be made available for the evaluation of planning
and actual data for repetitive manufacturing.

Figure 128: Business Information Warehouse: Basis Concepts and Structure

All kinds of reporting systems are available throughout the current business
environment. However, many of these systems are not yet able to deliver the
information required for complex decision making. There is often a need for a
complete solution which encompasses both cross-system and company-wide
reporting.
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Data Warehouses, such as mySAP Business Information Warehouse (BW), were
specially designed for these environments. They are decision support systems
for the modern business environment. BW is an OLAP (Online Analytical
Processing) system. It presents users with information in a form that facilitates
cross-system and cross-application reporting.

Some important features of the BW architecture are rapid implementation
(delivery of preconfigured BW objects using Business Content such as extractors,
work folders, roles), flexibility (multilevel architecture, for example, for
extraction, data modelling, analysis, and presentation), openness (for example,
import/export of MS Word/Excel data, and so on).

Figure 129: Logistics Data for mySAP BW

You can use the SAP ECC Customizing to generate extractors for standard
and customer-specific structures. Extractors take their data from different source
systems, for example, ECC, R/3, or from non-SAP systems.

The extractor is used to define the structure of the InfoCube (multidimensional
table structures in which the data is stored physically), as well as to control the
initial and delta updates. The source data (movement data that is transferred using
the extraction structure and the transfer structure) is converted to the information
data (communication structure) from which the InfoCubes are generated.

Updates in Logistics can be performed using LIS data structure or a direct LO
data extraction. There are other update options using CO-PA (Profitability
Analysis in Controlling) or FI-SL (Special Purpose Ledger in Financial
Accounting).

InfoCubes contain the �key figures� and �characteristics� data types. The various
characteristics are defined using the various dimensions of the InfoCube. One key
figure is then saved for a unique combination of characteristic value assignments
(in other words, for a single element of the cube) such as division, region, and
customer group (for example, sales, working hours).
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Figure 130: Evaluations in the Logistics Information System

In the Repetitive Manufacturing backflush, various data in the Logistics
Information System (LIS) is updated. You can carry out LIS analyses on this data
from the main menu for repetitive manufacturing. For example, the following
analyses are possible:

Goods receipt statistics: The system creates statistics for the updated actual
production and scrap quantities. The system also records the planned quantities
in this statistic. To have the planned quantities included in the goods receipt
statistics, you must trigger the planned quantity (planned order quantities from
planning) update before accessing the statistics. You should set the system so that
it carries out this function in regular intervals as a background job. You set the
interval for data updates in Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing (under
Maintain Global Settings for Confirmation and LIS).

Material consumption statistics: The system creates statistics for the recorded
component requirements and the actual component consumption.

Product cost statistics: The system creates an evaluation for the recorded product
costs.
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Exercise 13: Goods Receipt Statistics in
the LIS (Optional)

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Use some basic types of evaluations for repetitive manufacturing.

Business Example
In your plant 1200, you produced the PC motherboard on the assembly production
lines and the Personal Computer on the final assembly production line. As the
production scheduler, you are responsible for realizing the planning specifications
from the production planner. In this role, it is your task to carry out various
evaluations (plan-actual comparison, material consumption analysis).

Task:

1. In the following, take note of the comparison between the planned and
actual production data for the motherboard.

You already updated the planned quantities from the planning table as a
statistic in an earlier exercise. The system updates the actual data as a
statistic automatically during the backflush.

Carry out the plan-actual comparison for the motherboard (material number
T-B10##):

Field name or data type Values
Plant 1200
Material T-B10##
Production line T-L3##

Before you execute the report, you should maintain the display settings
for the list of results:

Choose User settings and your user SCM320-## in the dialog box that
appears. Confirm your user with Enter.

Select Key figures and then Choose key figures (button below left). Add the
planned order quantity to the selection and confirm with Enter.

Continued on next page
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Choose Save to save the user-specific settings for the results list of the goods
receipt statistics. Exit this template using the Back button.

When you define the analysis period, ensure that your updated quantities
partly lie in the future.

Carry out the evaluation (good receipt statistics). To do this, start the report
(F8).

After the analysis is complete, exit the statistics using the Back button
without saving.
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Solution 13: Goods Receipt Statistics in
the LIS (Optional)
Task:

1. In the following, take note of the comparison between the planned and
actual production data for the motherboard.

You already updated the planned quantities from the planning table as a
statistic in an earlier exercise. The system updates the actual data as a
statistic automatically during the backflush.

Carry out the plan-actual comparison for the motherboard (material number
T-B10##):

Field name or data type Values
Plant 1200
Material T-B10##
Production line T-L3##

Before you execute the report, you should maintain the display settings
for the list of results:

Choose User settings and your user SCM320-## in the dialog box that
appears. Confirm your user with Enter.

Select Key figures and then Choose key figures (button below left). Add the
planned order quantity to the selection and confirm with Enter.

Choose Save to save the user-specific settings for the results list of the goods
receipt statistics. Exit this template using the Back button.

When you define the analysis period, ensure that your updated quantities
partly lie in the future.

Carry out the evaluation (good receipt statistics). To do this, start the report
(F8).

After the analysis is complete, exit the statistics using the Back button
without saving.

a) No solution required
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Choose suitable evaluation tools for evaluating the repetitive manufacturing

data
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Lesson: Additional Evaluation Options

Lesson Overview
In line with the application being used, several more transactions can be used to
evaluate the planning data and actual data in repetitive management.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Use transactional evaluation options for repetitive manufacturing

Business Example
Suitable evaluation tools should be made available for the analysis of planning
and actual data for repetitive manufacturing.

Figure 131: Reporting Point Overview (Work in Process)

The reporting point overview gives you a statistical overview of all the materials
for a production line. For each material with reporting points, the list contains
those quantities that have already passed the reporting point at the current point in
time, but have not yet been backflushed in the final backflush. The goods receipt
has not yet been posted for these quantities.

Example: 5 pieces have passed through the first reporting point and have been
backflushed, 3 pieces have passed through the second reporting point and have
been backflushed. As yet no final backflush has been carried out, as the product is
still in production and is not yet finished.

As soon as final backflush is carried out, the backflush quantities at the previous
reporting points are reduced by the final backflush quantity. For example, if 2
pieces were backflushed in the final backflush, the backflush quantities at the
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previous reporting points would be reduced by 2 pieces. This would result in a
backflush quantity of 3 pieces at reporting point 1 and a backflush quantity of 1
piece at reporting point 2.

Figure 132: Backflushing Documents

In the repetitive manufacturing backflush, a backflushing document is created
that summarizes the individual documents. Single documents can be either
material documents for the goods receipt of an assembly and the goods issue of
components, activity documents, or reprocessing documents for unsuccessful
goods issue postings.

The reversal indicator shows whether a document has been reversed and how
this has been done as follows:

document has not been reversed, document is reversed, document is a reversal
document, document has been partially reversed, document created using
postprocessing records.
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Processing type: key that identifies the processing type used for backflushing in
repetitive manufacturing:

� B (Backflush): goods receipt, goods issue, and activity backflush
� N (postprocessing): postprocessing unprocessed or incorrect backflushes
� Z (reporting point backflush): goods issue for reporting point
� R (goods receipt now, and goods issue later): post goods receipt immediately

and create postprocessing records for goods issue items
� C (resetting reporting points): posting reporting point quantity to scrap
� S: reversal
� E: high-performance backflush
� A: only activity posting
� U: unplanned consumption message
� V: scrap message
� W: activity posting reporting point
� X: unplanned consumption message reporting point
� Y: scrap message reporting point
� I: Service posting after last reporting point
� J: Unplanned consumption report after last reporting point
� K: scrap message after last reporting point

Figure 133: Controlling Reports

In repetitive manufacturing, you can create various CO reports for analyzing
production costs.
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Exercise 14: Material Consumption
Analysis (Optional)

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Utilize additional evaluation options in repetitive manufacturing.

Business Example
In your plant 1200, you produced the PC motherboard on the assembly production
lines and the Personal Computer on the final assembly production line. As the
production scheduler, you are responsible for realizing the planning specifications
from the production planner. In this role, it is your task to carry out a material
consumption analysis.

Task:

1. Carry out a material consumption analysis for the components of material
T-B10##.

Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Evaluations→ LIS
Statistics→ Material Consumption

Field name or data type Values
Plant 1200
Material T-B10##

Execute the report (F8).

After the analysis is complete, exit the statistics using the Back button
without saving.
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Solution 14: Material Consumption
Analysis (Optional)
Task:

1. Carry out a material consumption analysis for the components of material
T-B10##.

Menu path:

Logistics→ Production→ Repetitive Manufacturing→ Evaluations→ LIS
Statistics→ Material Consumption

Field name or data type Values
Plant 1200
Material T-B10##

Execute the report (F8).

After the analysis is complete, exit the statistics using the Back button
without saving.

a) No solution required
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Use transactional evaluation options for repetitive manufacturing
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Choose suitable evaluation tools for evaluating the repetitive manufacturing

data
� Use transactional evaluation options for repetitive manufacturing
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Test Your Knowledge

1. Actual data must be updated for each transaction call, so that it can
subsequently be evaluated in the LIS system.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False

2. The backflushing documents don't make reference to postprocessing
documents
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
□ True
□ False
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Answers

1. Actual data must be updated for each transaction call, so that it can
subsequently be evaluated in the LIS system.

Answer: False

Actual data is automatically updated by backflushing. Only planning data
needs to be updated explicitly (for example, via a transaction call).

2. The backflushing documents don't make reference to postprocessing
documents

Answer: False

In backflushing documents, there is a special icon that you can use to
reference existing postprocessing records.
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Course Summary
You should now be able to:

� Maintain master data for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute line load planning for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute material staging for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute backflushing for repetitive manufacturing
� Execute evaluations for repetitive manufacturing
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SCM-REM Exercise Materials
Appendix

� This section contains supplementary material that can be used for reference.
� This material is not part of the standard course.
� All of the course material on handling core functionality for �Takt-Based

Flow Manufacturing� under ECC has been included here: The unitsMaterial
Staging, Backflush, and Evaluations are identical to those on standard
repetitive manufacturing. The differences concerning the Master Data and
Planning are covered in the appendix in subsections.

Figure 134: SCM-REM Exercise Materials: BOM T-F10##
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Figure 135: SCM-REM Exercise Materials: BOM T-F13##

Repetitive Manufacturing Master Data

Figure 136: Abolition of the Run Schedule Header in REM from SAP R/3 4.6B

In earlier releases a run schedule header had to be created in repetitive
manufacturing, which grouped the general data such as product cost collector
and production versions. Getting rid of the run schedule header reduces the
effort involved in maintaining the master data for repetitive manufacturing. The
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indicator Run schedule header allowed, which previously had to be set when
creating a production version, has been renamed Repetitive manufacturing
allowed. This indicator allows the production version for repetitive manufacturing.
When creating run schedule headers, an inspection lot was previously created
automatically. In future you will be able to create the inspection lot in the
production version, using the function Inspection lot processing (transaction
MFPR). Implications on the Data Transfer: If you only work with one valid
run schedule header, there are generally no processing or conversion problems.
Basically, no run schedule headers are deleted. There are three different situations
in which run schedule headers are converted: 1 A run schedule header, which
is not valid at the time of the release change, is automatically replaced by the
corresponding production version. Existing reporting point files, inspection lots,
and sample withdrawals will in future refer to the production version. The original
run schedule header is no longer of importance for the functions in repetitive
manufacturing. 2. A run schedule header, which is no longer valid at the time of
the release change, remains in the system. If the run schedule header has not
yet been completed, that is if it has not yet been calculated in Controlling, you
can still make postings to this run schedule header. However, you can no longer
change the run schedule header, it is only possible to set the deletion indicator
with the function Change Run Schedule Header (transaction MF02). 3. A run
schedule header, which lies completely in the future at the time of the release
change, cannot easily be dealt with by the system. Therefore, postprocessing is
necessary with such run schedule headers.

Repetitive Manufacturing: Planning
Distribution Key: Daily Staging of Components/Daily Output Quantities

� Distribution key for component consumption (in BOM item of component)
� Distribution key for yield (in production version of assembly)

Use of the Distribution Key for Component Consumption in ECC: Using the
distribution key for component consumption, in MRP for repetitive and flow
production, you can plan the daily staging of partial quantities, distributed over
the order runtime. The distribution key determines how the quantities required
for production are distributed in partial quantities over the runtime of the planned
order. It, therefore, determines the relationship between time and component
consumption. If you specify a distribution function for a component, the system
creates several planned orders according to the distribution function which cover
the partial quantities of the complete dependent requirement at various dates
within the runtime of the planned order.

� Prerequisite: Enter a distribution key in the BOM item of the component

Use of the Distribution Key for Yield in ECC: Here, in MRP for repetitive
manufacturing, the system can represent a daily yield of partial quantities
distributed over the order runtime. The distribution key determines how the
production quantities are to be distributed into partial quantities over the runtime
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of a planned order. In the current stock/requirements list, the system displays daily
planned order quantities (each with the same planned order number) as distributed
yields. However, in the planning table, the system does not display daily yields.
The distribution key determines the relationship between time and yield.

� Prerequisite: Enter a distribution key in the production version of the
assembly.

Figure 137: Continuous Input/Output (1)

Use: The aim of continuous input/output is to enable component production or
component external procurement to overlap with the requirements (for example,
for long orders). Continuous input/output is exact to the second (in other words,
absolutely continuous). Prerequisite:

In the ECC BOM in the relevant BOM Item for the assembly/component, make
an entry on the Basic Data tab page in the Distribution Key field. If you are
using APO: If you have entered a distribution key at this point in ECC, the ECC
SCM interface in APO-PPM (logical input component) is automatically copied
as Consumption Type C (continuous consumption) instead of S (consumption at
start of activity) or E (consumption at end of activity).

In the ECC production version for the end product/assembly, maintain a
distribution key for the quantities produced (specifies that production quantities
are distributed according to time over the runtime of a planned order, production
order, or process order in partial quantities. Also specifies how this is achieved).
If you are using the SCM System (APO): If you have entered a distribution key at
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this point in ECC, the ECC APO interface in APO-PPM (logical input component)
is automatically copied as consumption type C (continuous consumption) instead
of S (consumption at start of activity) or E (consumption at end of activity).

Figure 138: Continuous Input/Output (2)

Figure 139: Continuous Input/Output: Offset
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Offset: With the lead-time offset, the secondary requirements date of a certain
component can be moved. Prerequisite: In the ECC BOM in the relevant BOM
Item for the assembly/component, enter a positive value on the Basic Data tab page
in the Operation Lead Time field. When you use APO, this value is copied into
the Offset field in the ECC SCM interface in APO-PPM (logical input component).
If you have entered a negative lead time, the system also copies a negative offset.

Figure 140: Automatic Determination of Sources of Supply in SCM(1)

Determination of alternative procurement possibilities: During planning,
the SCM system chooses the source of supply based on the following criteria:
1. Quota arrangement: Quota allocated procurement alternatives are given
preference. 2. Priority (highest priority = 0): If several sources of supply can
deliver on time, the source of supply with the highest priority is selected. 3.
Costs: If there are several sources of supply with the same priority, the system
considers the costs. 4. Meeting due dates: In the production planning run, a
source of supply is used which can deliver the required quantity on time. If the
supply source selected according to the quota arrangement, priority, and costs
cannot deliver the product on time, the system chooses the next best procurement
alternative using the quota arrangement, priority, and costs, and checks this source
of supply to see whether it can deliver on time. Meeting due dates is thus a �hard�
constraint. If none of the available procurement alternatives can keep the deadline,
the order is created for a later date.
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Prerequisite: You have alternative sources of supply for the product (different
PPMs/PDSe for in-house production, and for external procurement different
transportation lanes in the Supply Chain Engineer due to the transfer of different
purchasing info records, scheduling agreements and/or contracts from ECC).

� If necessary, maintain the priority of the product-plan assignment (in PPM).
� You have maintained the procurement costs for each alternative:

� For in-house production, you maintain the costs in PPM (Goto ®
Costs). You can maintain costs for the actual procurement operation
(Single-level costs) and for the entire procurement operation as of this
level (Multilevel costs). Single-level costs are used exclusively in SNP
optimization for valuating a routing. Multilevel costs are used in PP/DS
for selecting the source of supply (ensure that the costs are comparable
for all production levels!). The costs do not have to be entered in a
specific currency, or even have anything to do with the actual costs. A
comparison is only made between the alternatives for a product.

� For external procurement and stock transfer, you maintain the costs
for the transportation lanes created manually, in the Supply Chain
Engineer. If you have copied purchasing info records, scheduling
agreements, and/or contracts from the ECC system, the costs
maintained in these (purchasing prices) are displayed directly in the
external procurement relationships. However, at any time you can
maintain/change the priority and costs in the transportation lane, from
the external procurement relationship. SNP procurement costs from the
product master record (Procurement view) play no role in PP/DS.

� You can use the BAdI (Business Add-In) /sapapo/pwb_sos to influence
determination of the sources of supply.
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Figure 141: Automatic Determination of Sources of Supply in SCM(2)

Procurement type E (in-house production): If you have maintained several
PPMs for in-house production, the system determines the PPM with the highest
priority. If several PPMs have the same priority, the system uses the costs entered
for each PPM to determine the particular PPM with the most appropriate costs. If
the system cannot use the cheapest production process model at the requirements
date/time (for example, because there is no available capacity at that date/time,
and therefore there would be a deadline problem as the order would have to be
planned at a later date), the system chooses the next best alternative. If all the
PPMs would cause problems with the deadline, the system selects the PPM where
the time of requirements coverage is closest to the time of the requirement.

Procurement type F (external procurement): In external procurement, the
system determines the source of supply using the data you have maintained in the
transportation lanes and in the external procurement relationships. It also uses the
priority and costs to select an alternative.

If the system cannot find a transportation lane/external procurement relationship,
it generates a purchase requisition without a vendor, and uses the planned delivery
time from the product master record (GR/GI tab page).

If both in-house production and external procurement are allowed
(procurement type X), the SCM system selects the supply source with the highest
priority. If several procurement options have the same priority, the system uses the
option with the cheapest costs. Here, the system directly compares the costs in the
transportation lane/external procurement relationship and in the PPM. If the costs
are also the same, the system triggers in-house production.
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Procurement type P (external procurement planning): The product is not
produced in the location, nor are orders created for it. As opposed to in-house
production and external procurement, the planning here does not take place in
APO. Stock shortages are resolved mainly using the OLTP system.

Note: If you have specified quota arrangements and entered a quota
arrangement heuristic in the Heuristics field on the PP/DS tab in the
product master, the requirements quantities are distributed according to
the defined quotas. The quota arrangement items are planned according
to the heuristic defined at quota arrangement item level. The quota
arrangement therefore has the highest priority.

Figure 142: Optional Collective Availability Check - Material

Availability checks are controlled using multipart check instructions.

You need to define validation rules for the individual applications (requirements
planning, sales and distribution order management and so on). This must be
done in Customizing.

Check instructions incorporate various elements:

� Checking group - Assign in thematerial master record (MRP screen)
� Checking rule - Assign per Plant/MRP group
� Scope of check - Define the inspection details per checking rule and group

Manual checking time selected according to line loading, for example.
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Checking Variants

� Manual check of the components of a planned order
� Collective availability check of several planned orders (mass processing)

Check results - Display of confirmed quantity (partial quantities can be
confirmed)

In the collective availability check you can check whether the components
required are available for several planned orders simultaneously.

Figure 143: ATP Checking Procedure

A dynamic check of all receipt and issue elements is carried out.

Checking procedures: Calculation of the ATP quantities (ATP =
Available-to-Promise).

Checking period: Total time axis, can however, be limited to the replenishment
lead time(material master record).

The MRP controller can use the ATP quantity to determine whether the master
production schedule covers all issues and which part of the warehouse stock or
production schedule is still available for new issues.

Planned independent requirements are ignored in the check. For this purpose, you
can use the availability check according to planned independent requirements.
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Figure 144: Controlling the Material Availability Check

The availability check can be controlled according to the combination of plant,
MRP group and material.

You can only check materials that are part of a checking group (material master).

The scope of the check determines the elements to be included in the check
(planned orders, purchase requisitions, and so on).

Scrap: Business Scenario

� Scrap may be produced when manufacturing materials.
� Scrap resulting from technology should be planned in your company so

that at the end of the production cycle, the required production quantity
is available.

� Scrap that cannot be planned must be covered by additional production
and material.
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Figure 145: Scrap Types and Effects

You can plan for scrap in the master data (material master record, BOM and
routing). Planned scrap is included in MRP, Repetitive Manufacturing and in
Material Costing. The different scrap types have different effects. Scrap in the
material master record and in the BOM increases the requirements of all or of one
component(s). Scrap in the operation of the routing reduces the operation lot size
of subsequent operations (used for production orders): Assembly scrap: The
assembly scrap is used in MRP for calculating the lot size of the assembly. Here,
the system increases the quantity to be produced by the scrap quantity calculated.
For example, the quantity to be produced is 100 pieces and you enter a scrap
value of 10 %. This means you expect a scrap quantity of 10 pieces. The actual
quantity to be produced is then calculated at 110 pieces. The system increases
the production quantity for all components of the assembly. Component scrap:
Component scrap is calculated in MRP to determine the quantity of components
required for production. When exploding the BOM, the system increases the
required quantity of components by the scrap quantity calculated. Example:
Required quantity 100 pieces, component scrap 10% - that is 10 pieces. Required
component quantity is then 110 pieces. Note on backflushing: When backflushing
a yield of 10 pieces for the assembly, the system posts a goods issue of 10 pieces
but reduces the dependent requirements from 110 pieces to 99 pieces (due to the
scrap level maintained). If you backflush a yield of 10 pieces for the assembly
with adjusted goods issue of 10 pieces for the components, the dependent
requirements are still reduced from 110 to 99 pieces.

If assembly scrap occurs for a higher-level assembly, the system adds both scrap
types. If you have maintained component scrap in the BOM, the system uses
the value specified here. Otherwise, the system uses the value maintained in the
material master record.
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Figure 146: Plannable Scrap: Example

Operation scrap: Scrap expected in an operation for the quantity of component
to be processed. It replaces the estimated assembly scrap for more valuable
materials. When taking operation scrap into account, the components of the
subsequent operations are not over planned in MRP. If you create operation scrap,
you also have to set the operation scrap net indicator (net field).

Only when processing production orders (not for repetitive manufacturing):
Scrap in routing operation: In this case, scrap quantity as percentage. The scrap
quantity which occurs in the operation causes a quantity reduction in the next
operation as the processed quantity has been reduced by the scrap quantity. The
quantity reduction is taken into account in scheduling and in costing.

Planning Line Loading in Simulative Mode: Business Scenario

� In operative planning, you work with the planning table in Repetitive
Manufacturing.

� You now also want to use the planning table in long term planning, to
simulate the planning for line loading in a planning scenario.
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Figure 147: Simulative Planning Areas

The principle of long-term planning is to simulate different versions of the demand
program. In the simulation, you can take operative data into account (for example,
master data, sales orders, purchase orders, production orders). The simulation can
be used to optimize the demand program and the production and procurement data
with regard to Material Requirements Planning, Capacity Requirements Planning,
order volumes, purchasing budget, cost center planning and inventory controlling.

In long-term planning, you can setup your own �planning areas� which are
integrated in your operative planning. Within these planning areas, separate
simulation stock data is calculated and maintained. This data can be used to carry
out planning in scenarios. A separate simulative planning area exists in the system
for every scenario. You can also copy operative data to a simulative planning area
or to several simulative planning areas or it can be referenced (taken into account)
in the planning areas.

Simulation planning can be carried out for the long or short term. There is no time
restriction for the execution of long-term planning. The planning periods for
long-term planning and operative planning should be in agreement with each other
so that business inconsistencies can be avoided.
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Figure 148: Line Loading in Simulative Mode in the Planning Table

If, in operative planning, you work with the planning table of Repetitive
Manufacturing, you can also use the planning table in long-term planning to carry
out simulative planning in a planning scenario. The planning table in long-term
planning requires the same settings as the operative REM planning table. You
only have to create a planning scenario and enter this in the initial screen of the
planning table. Features:

� You can copy planned orders from operative planning and then process
them further in the planning table.

� When you are satisfied with the simulative planning results, you can copy
the planned orders to operative planning.

� You can access the planning table in long-term planning from the long-term
planning menu.

To display data from long-term planning for comparison in the operative planning
table, enter the number of the planning scenario in the initial screen of the
operative planning table. In the planning table, the system then displays the
data from long-term planning in a separate line per material which you can use
for comparison. If you want the field Comparison Scenario to be shown in the
initial screen, you must select the field Long-term planning in the IMG activity
Row Selection in Customizing for the Planning Table.
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Figure 149: Transferring Firmed Planned Orders

You can copy firmed planned orders from operative MRP to the simulative
planning area. Only the planned order headers are copied. Any changes to
the components of the planned orders you made in operative planning are not
passed on to the simulative planning. In simulative planning, the planned order
components are recreated according to the selected BOM.

The firmed planned orders are copied per material by the simulative planning run
in the simulative area. Here, for every material in a BOM structure, all firmed
planned orders are selected and copied (to the simulative area). These planned
orders are also firmed in long-term planning. However, they can be changed
manually.

For each material, the order finish date of the planned order last to be selected and
copied is saved as the temporary end of the copying period. The copying period is
determined by the operative, firmed planned order that lies furthest in the future.

When copying a firmed planned order from operative planning, the system deletes
all firmed and infirmed simulative planned orders whose order finish dates lie
within the copying period.
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Figure 150: Copying Firmed Planned Orders

After the simulation, you can copy the firmed, simulative planned orders from
the simulative planning area back to operative planning. For material procured
externally, purchase requisitions or schedule lines can be created in the operative
area.

You carry out this copying procedure per material using the transaction
�interactive, single-item planning� in operative MRP. In the subsequent screen
with the planning results, you trigger the copy using the function �Process - copy
simulative planned orders�. Here, you specifically define the start and the end
of the copying period.

All firmed planned orders whose order finish dates lie within the selected period
are copied from the simulative planning area to the operative planning area. In
the operative planning area, all firmed and unfirmed planned orders whose order
finish dates lie in the copying period are deleted so that only the planned orders
copied from the simulative area remain in operative planning in this period.

Planning Table: Planning IDs

� Planning ID as a grouping criteria
� Planning ID for quantity scheduling

Definition: You use the planning ID to group materials for planning and evaluation
purposes. Use: Planning ID as group criterion: - Use as a group criterion,
which makes it easier for you to find production versions via evaluations. - In the
planning table you can restrict your selection to production lines, by entering
a planning ID. This makes sense if you can produce various materials on one
production line but you do not want to process them all at the same time. This
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means that you can use the planning ID to group all materials that are produced
in a certain size of packaging, for example. - You can then group the materials
and create a planning ID for each group. - You then enter the planning ID in
the production versions of the materials. - If you select by production line in
the planning table, and also enter the planning ID, only those materials with the
same planning ID are selected for processing. Planning ID for quantity planning
(Example in the SAP Online Documentation): - You can also use planning IDs
to plan quantities on a simplified line basis without capacity planning, since you
can display totals for the planning ID in the planning table. This makes sense if
you work with varying units of measure. - The production unit of measure would
be �crate� for drinks for example, and the system should determine the number
of bottles. In order to do this, you must give the planning ID the same number
as the production line. You enter the conversion factor for the varying unit of
measure in the material master. - You enter the planning table via Production
line. The planning table then also displays the total production quantities for
the varying unit of measure.

QM in Repetitive Manufacturing: Business Scenario

� You are a manufacturer of personal computers and use repetitive
manufacturing techniques. Quality inspections are carried out at regular
intervals throughout the production process.

Figure 151: Integration of Quality Management (QM)

You have the option of integrating Repetitive Manufacturing with Quality
Management (QM). This allows you to carry out quality inspections throughout
the repetitive manufacturing process. Using the inspection monitor (transaction
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MFPR), you can monitor and create inspection lots for the production version.
An inspection lot instructs a plant to carry out a quality inspection for a certain
material quantity. You create the inspection result for the inspection lot in Quality
Management. The inspection results are stored in the inspection lot and form the
basis for the usage decision. Current inspection lots for a production version can
be closed in usage decision and new inspection lots, for example, with changed
default data (e.g. changed tolerance values of characteristics) can be created for
this production version. This means that the inspection data can be updated when
the planned data is changed without creating another production version. Thus,
you can introduce changes to planning in the current inspections. Prerequisites:
Material master record finished product (Quality Management view): Set indicator
for QM inspection data, and enter and activate inspection type 13 (check for
run schedule header) in the QM inspection data. In the routing for the finished
product, you must maintain inspection characteristics for the operation for which
the inspection results are to be entered. When you leave the operation overview,
you branch to the inspection characteristics overview. You must enter this routing
in the production version (in the area of detailed planning or rate-based planning).
The system selects the routing entered in detailed planning, if no entry has been
maintained here, the system then copies the routing from rate-based planning.

Figure 152: QM in Repetitive Manufacturing: Inspection Monitor

A monitor (transaction MFPR) is available for monitoring and for creating the
inspection lots for the production version.

The use of traffic lights shows whether inspection lots exist for all production
versions of a material or whether production versions without inspection lots
exists for materials to be included in the inspection.
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Material Staging

Figure 153: Triggering Replenishment via WM (for Pick Parts)

For pick parts, the system takes note of the quantities already staged for each
individual requirement. If this quantity falls short of the required quantity, the
system creates a requirement-specific missing quantity. This means that the
component staging is order-related. Replenishment is only triggered for a concrete
requirement. Within the pull list, the pick parts procedure is only available for
Repetitive Manufacturing. As with the release order parts procedure, transfer
requirements or transfer orders can be created directly in the pull list. A list of the
replenishment elements can be printed, to be passed on to warehouse personnel.
After the requirements have been staged, the goods issue is confirmed by the
warehouse clerk.

Requirements:

� A supply area must be maintained as issue supply area in the BOM or
material master.

� The storage location to which the supply area is assigned is managed by WM.
� A WM control cycle must be maintained with the material staging indicator

1 (pick part) for the supply area. Control cycles for pick parts can be
independent of material (although you must enter a supply area). The system
then stages all the requirements for this supply area as pick parts, as long
as no other material-specific control cycles exists with different staging
indicators.

� The WM pick parts provision type must be specified in the initial screen of
the pull list. You then access the pick parts view directly.
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Backflushing (Confirmations)

Figure 154: Planning and Backflushing in Multi-Plant Repetitive
Manufacturing

Use: You can use multi-plant repetitive manufacturing if you want to carry
out the planning and the production of an assembly in different plants. From
a business point of view, this planning method makes sense if the planning
plant and the production plant are located close to each other as transport costs
from one plant to the other are not taken into account. Planning in multi-plant
repetitive manufacturing: In the planning table, the system provides a separate
row for every planning plant that deviates from the production plant. By
doing this, you can process the planned orders in the different planning plants
separately. Backflushing in multi-plant repetitive manufacturing: Once you
have produced the assemblies, you carry out the backflush for the planning
plant. Here, the system posts the goods receipt for the assembly in the planning
plant and backflushes the components in the production plant. Activities: In the
backflush, enter the planning plant in the Planning Plant field. The production
plant for the components is automatically read via the special procurement key.
If, however, you want to post the goods issues from another plant, you must also
enter this plant in the Plant field. Prerequisites Planning plant: You have created
a material master record for the assembly containing a special procurement key
for production in another plant (production version not necessary). Production
plant: You have created a material master record, a BOM and a routing for the
assembly. In the material master record, maintain a production version containing
the BOM and the production line. You have also created a product cost collector
by entering the planning plant in the Planning Plant field.
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Figure 155: Handling Units in Repetitive Manufacturing

Handling units uniquely describe (number) a combination of goods and packing.

In Handling Unit Management, goods from a non-HU storage location are reposted
to a HU storage location. Therefore, Inventory Management is completely
converted to HU - that is, the HU is the Inventory Management object.

The packing transaction in repetitive manufacturing is HUP1 and can be found in
the backflushing menu under HU Management. The corresponding Customizing
for HU Management (under General Logistics - HU Management) addresses the
definition of packaging material types (field in sales view/general plant data), the
material group definition (field in basic data 1 - view) and the assignment of
both definitions.

First planning/simulation of the packing situation/stock transfer and then when
saving, the HU is created and activated - a material document is created.

A cascade (multiple packing) is possible - transaction HU02.

General transaction calls and further information on Handling Unit Management
can be found under LO→ Central Functions→ Handling Unit Management
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Figure 156: Discontinued Parts (Simple Discontinuation)

In engineering/design, you can define that a material is to be replaced by another
on a certain date. Such a change may be necessary for one of the following
reasons: New safety regulations are introduced on a certain date: A component
that no longer corresponds to the safety regulations must therefore be switched.
An expensive part is exchanged with a more reasonably priced one.

Simple discontinuation: A component in the process of being discontinued is
replaced by a follow-up material from a certain date - that is, as soon as the
available stock for the discontinued components has reached zero.

During backflushing, the system monitors that the follow-up backflushing material
only be chosen when the discontinued stock is no longer available. This is done
according to the warehouse stock availability.

If, during backflushing, part of the goods issue quantity can be covered by the
discontinued component, as with simple discontinuation, the system posts two
items: An item for the remainder of the discontinued component and a further one
for the open quantity of the follow-up material.

Prerequisites: You must set the discontinuation indicator 1 and enter a follow-up
material in the material master record for the discontinued components. If the
discontinued parts should not come into force until a certain date, then you must
also maintain an effective-out date.

A simple discontinuation can also be represented in APO (keyword product
interchangeability).
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Figure 157: Discontinued Parts (Parallel Discontinuation)

Parallel discontinuation: A group of materials is replaced by another group
of materials - that is, when a component (main discontinuation item) is
discontinued and its available stock has reached zero, then another component
(dependent discontinuation item) must also be discontinued. If, for example,
a left wing mirror is discontinued, then the dependent right wing mirror must
also be discontinued. According to the warehouse stock availability, the system
controls which follow-up material will be chosen for backflushing when the
discontinuation material is no longer available. If, during backflushing, part of
the goods issue quantity can be covered by the discontinued component, as with
simple discontinuation, the system posts two items:

Prerequisites: - Material master record: In the material master record of the
main part to be discontinued, you must set the discontinuation indicator to 1. In
the material master records of all the dependent parts to be discontinued, you
must set the discontinuation indicator to 3. -BOM: In the General Data of the
BOM item, you define the same discontinuation group for the main as for the
dependent discontinuation item. These freely definable character string group
associated, discontinued items together to one BOM. In addition, the follow-up
group determines which discontinued items are to be replaced by the follow-up
items. You define the follow-up group in the General Data of the BOM items
which then groups together the associated follow-up items of a BOM (following
components). The character string of the discontinuation group and the follow-up
group must tally.
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Figure 158: Using Alternative Parts

In engineering/design or in shop floor control, you can define a group of
components that can alternatively be used in assembly. This is, for example, the
case when there is a group of substitute materials for a certain material, from
which each material can theoretically be assembled. Referring to the available
quantity, the system controls which components are chosen for backflushing. Two
different withdrawal strategies exist:

Withdrawal by usage probability (strategy 1):

For example, you define three alternative items (components) with similar
characteristics; the first alternative item is withdrawn 50% of the time, the second
30% and the third 20%.

Withdrawal when 100% available with priority (strategy 2):

You can, for example, define two alternative items (components) with similar
attributes and specify priorities in the BOM: The system first tries to withdraw the
first alternative item, though should there be less stock available than needs to be
withdrawn, then the system takes the entire quantity from the second alternative
item. If this quantity is also insufficient, the system will generate a backlog for
the first alternative item. Using this strategy, you are not able to withdraw mixed
alternative items.

Prerequisites: In the General Data, you have grouped all materials that could
be used differently in the production process as an alternative item group. If
you create an alternative item group, you must enter either: sequence, or usage
probability depending on the strategy you select.
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Figure 159: Serial Number Procedure

Serializing a material enables you to trace objects individually. When
backflushing, a specific serial number is assigned to materials for which serial
numbers are required. The combination of material number and serial number is
always unique. The serial numbers are recorded in the material documents. In the
menu screen for Repetitive Manufacturing, you have the possibility of collectively
creating, displaying and changing serial numbers.

Prerequisites: You have defined that the material requires a serial number by
selecting the serial number profile in the material master record (sales view). In
Customizing for Sales and Distribution, you must define how the serial number is
to be assigned in the serial number profile for the serialization procedure PPSF
(Maintain repetitive manufacturing with serial numbers):

During automatic assignment, the system automatically assigns the serial number
according to the settings in the serial number profile when the backflush is posted.
During final backflushing, when you enter the required entry the system displays
the dialog box Maintain Serial Numbers and you are required to assign a serial
number there and then. The goods receipt cannot be posted if you do not enter a
serial number. Here, you can enter a serial number manually or you can instruct
the system to search for the next free serial number and assign it to the material.
For the latter scenario, use Create SerialNo. Autom.:

Repetitive Manufacturing does not support serial numbers entered as optional
entries.

In Repetitive Manufacturing, you can only execute the serial number procedure
for the assembly or finished product, not for the components.
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Figure 160: Collecting Costs in the Sales Order

Collecting costs in the sales order (with non-valuated sales order stock):

Costs are not collected or settled via a product cost collector. The quantity flow
(goods receipt, goods issue) takes place via sales order stock, while the value
flow takes place via the sales order item (finished materials are delivered to sales
order stock without being valuated). Materials management, therefore, manages
the quantities per material and per sales order item. In backflushing, costs are
assigned to the appropriate sales order item. If you are working with non-valuated
sales order stock, in order to determine the inventory values of the finished and
non-finished products you must carry out a results analysis at period-end closing.
Work in process is not posted in financial accounting until the sales order is settled.

You can use cost collection via the sales order instead of cost collection via a
product cost collector. In make-to-order Repetitive Manufacturing, you generally
collect costs using the product cost collector rather than using the sales order
method - especially when working with very large numbers of orders.
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Figure 161: Period-End Closing: Sales Order Item (Non-Valuated Sales
Order Stock)

In the CO period-end closing for the sales order item, you can:

1. Carry out process cost allocation
2. Revaluate activities that were debited with cost objects, according to the

actual activity price.
3. Perform the overhead calculation
4. Carry out a results analysis to determine, for example, work in process.
5. Variance costing is not usually possible for sales order items,
6. Perform settlement.

If you are working with non-valuated sales order stock, in order to determine the
inventory values of the finished and non-finished products you must carry out a
results analysis at period-end closing. Work in process is not posted in financial
accounting until the sales order is settled.

Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing
Takt-based flow manufacturing represents a system-specific mapping of contents
in the repetitive manufacturing area, for which the �takt� is highly importance.
Because in most cases this process is seen in the automotive industry and its
suppliers, ECC only provides the basic functions. These functions are covered
in this material. There are more functions available in the mySAP Automotive
industry solution.
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Figure 162: Course Materials for Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing

The facts and information you have covered during the units concerning material
staging, backflush, and evaluations are all equally valid for takt-based flow
manufacturing.

There are differences in the master data and the planning contents for takt-based
flow manufacturing. These are outlined in the following material.

Business Scenario

� In your plant 1000, you produce the vehicle SAPSOTA using takt-based flow
manufacturing methods. One production line is available.
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Figure 163: System Example: Automotive Production in Plant 1000

Demonstration Example for Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing: Cars are
manufactured in plant 1000. Final assembly is carried out per customer using
make-to-order production. One production line is available for final assembly.
The components for the assemblies are transferred from the material warehouse
via the pull list or are replenished using KANBAN.

Figure 164: Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing (Takt-Based Production)
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In takted flow manufacturing, takt-based scheduling, and sequence planning for
the planned orders usually takes place simultaneously:

� Takt-based scheduling: In takt-based scheduling in sequencing, every
material/planned order is dispatched to the production line using the same
takt time/production rate. Sequencing: The individual planned orders can
have quite different runtimes due to different configurations, for example.
Therefore, the planned orders have to be dispatched to the production line
and produced in an optimal order sequence.

� Using the optimal determination of the planned order sequence, you can
avoid a situation where several long planned orders are produced in sequence
on the production line. Such a sequence would certainly lead to a capacity
overload of the production line.

This means the combination of line balancing of the takt-based scheduling
and sequencing planning replaces the more traditional capacity planning.

Planned orders authorize production in takt-based flow manufacturing. Production
orders are not necessary (no conversion).

Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing in ECC: Master Data
Master Data for Takt-Based Flow Mfg: Content

� Creating a line hierarchy
� Dividing the production process into operations
� Line balancing a production line

Figure 165: Overview of the Logistics Master Data for Takt-Based Flow Mfg
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In the material master record and in the BOM, you have to maintain the same
master data as if you were working with classic Repetitive Manufacturing based
on quantities and periods.

Figure 166: Master Data Overview: Production Line

For takt-based flow manufacturing, the production lines are represented as line
hierarchies as you can maintain a takt time only for a line hierarchy.

Figure 167: Line Hierarchy
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Use: Complex production lines, which have more than one work center can be
represented in a line hierarchy. A line hierarchy can be subdivided into as many
line segments (work centers) as necessary. You can subdivide the line hierarchy
over 99 levels.

The line segments on the lowest level of the hierarchy are those where work
actually occurs, whereas the work centers on the upper levels are used only for
grouping purposes.

Prerequisites:

� The individual line segments are created as work centers in the ECC system.
You can organize the work centers using various work center categories (for
example, zone, station, and so on). It makes sense to do this, for example, on
the various levels of the line hierarchy.

� The individual work centers are grouped as a line hierarchy via a graphic
in the Line Design menu. The production line represented by the line
hierarchy takes its name from the uppermost work center.

� If you do not want to create an individual work center for every processing
station in the production line, you can divide a work center into individual
takts in the line hierarchy graphic (in takt-based scheduling, a material
remains in a line segment for the number of takts multiplied by the takt time.
However, if you want to work with lead time scheduling via the rate routing,
the system does not take the number of takts per work center into account
when calculating the duration of the operations).

� Line segments which represent feeder lines to the main line are defined as
feeder lines in the line hierarchy graphic (and are displayed in a broken line).

Figure 168: Changing the Sequencing Using a Sort Buffer
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Use: Sort buffers are buffers in which the sequence of the planned orders can
change (for example, before the paint shop so that the same color of materials
can be painted in sequence).

By inserting sort buffers in the line hierarchy, you split the production line up into
buffered sections. You can maintain a processing profile for each partial line
which the system uses in takt-based scheduling to determine the sequence of the
planned order (e.g. external procedure).

Activities: You can enter different operating times for each buffered section. If
you have inserted buffers in the line hierarchy, the system determines the operating
time from the first line segment and from the line segments that come directly
after sort buffers.

Scheduling and visualization: If you split the production line into buffered
sections using sort buffers, the system creates a date record for the planned orders
for every buffered section. You can define a line segment of a buffered section as
a visualization segment for planning and thus display the dates of this buffered
section in Sequencing.

Prerequisite: You must create a line segment that lies in the first hierarchy level
below the header of the line hierarchy between two line segments. Select this
line segment and choose Line Segment - Buffer- Sort Buffer -Define. The system
classifies the line segment as sort buffer and displays it in color.

Figure 169: Master Data Overview: Routing
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Figure 170: Representation of Feeder Lines in the Routing

Use: You can use feeder lines to represent operations that run parallel to the main
line. The aim of feeder lines is to shorten the total run time. You can also create
parallel feeder lines for feeder lines.

Prerequisites:

� Create feeder lines as parallel sequences in the routing. The parallel
sequences then contain the operations of a feeder production line.

� In the return operation in the routing, you define the point at which the
feeder production line meets the main production line. If you have a
parallel production line that is joined to the main production line at both
the start and the finish, you also enter a branch operation when creating
the parallel sequence. The branch operation is the one before which the
operation sequence on the parallel production line starts.

� The feeder production line must also be defined in the line hierarchy.

In the operation/sequence graphic in the rate routing, you can display the longest
path. This shows the operations that must be considered in order to achieve a
further reduction in lead times.
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Figure 171: Motivation: Line Balancing a Line Hierarchy

Use: During takt-based production, the same takt time is available for carrying
out the operations in every processing station of a production line.

Therefore, you have to make sure that the routing is set up so that all operations,
assigned to one processing station in the routing, can be carried out within the
defined takt time.

For this purpose, the line balancing function is available which you can use to
determine whether the routing�s operations at the individual processing stations
can be executed with the defined takt timeplan.

Aim of line balancing is to assign each processing station the optimum number
of operations. The total of the operation times should be as close as possible to
the takt time.
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Figure 172: Maximum, Planned and Operative Rate/Takt Time in Line
Balancing

In line hierarchy or in line balancing, you enter the production rate. The system
uses the rate to calculate the corresponding takt time, which is the reciprocal
value of the rate. Definition: Line design distinguishes between the three
following rates/takt times per production line (for all materials on a production
line), which are used for takt-based scheduling in Sequencing: The maximum
production rate/takt time defines the line speed of a production line. It,
therefore, defines the time available for processing a material in a processing
station (takt) before reaching the next processing station.

This means, you use the maximum rate/takt time to determine the maximum
quantity output of a production line on a long-term basis. The planned
production rate/takt time defines the time interval in which, on the one hand,
a material is added to the production line and, on the other, a processed material
leaves the production line. It therefore determines the time that passes between
the completion of two units of measure of a product on the production line. With
the planned rate you can plan the production rate for a period for the short to
medium term. You can enter the planned rate manually or set it in a line balance.
The operative production rate/takt time overrides the planned production rate.
You can use it to react quickly to any changes which occur at very short notice
in the requirements/capacity situation. For example, you can enter an operative
production rate for a shift. If you only enter a maximum production rate, the
maximum, the planned and the operative production rates/takt times are identical.
The rates/takt times are valid for all processing stations of a production line.
Exception: If at one point in time, you always only produce one material on
a production line, you can also use material-dependent production rates, if
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necessary. Prerequisite: You must create the line hierarchy without line balancing
(this usually occurs if you only use the takt times/rates with the planning table, see
training unit Planning Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing).

Figure 173: Creating the Line Balance and Manually Entering the Planned
Rate (Production Rate)

When creating theline balancing for a line hierarchy, all materials that are
produced on this line hierarchy are read according to the production version.
Routings from the production version are also selected for these materials.

If not all selected materials are relevant for the line balancing, you can deleted the
irrelevant materials from the line balancing or you can also inlcude new materials
as necessary. This means you can select material that are �critical� to the line
balancing and carry out the line balancing on the basis of these critical materials.

Or, when creating a line balancing, you can also copy the materials and routing
from an existing line balancing.

The planned rate/takt time of the line hierarchy is the total of the planned
rates/takt times for the individual materials. In the line balancing, this can be
determined as follows:

� By manually entering the rate per material.
� By calculation using the function Determine Receipts/Requirements (see

next slide).

Since the planned rates may be different in different periods, you can create as
many line balancing versions as necessary each with defined periods of validity.
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If you assign the inactive status to a line balancing version, you can create several
line balancing versions with the same period of validity for simulation purposes.
If you want to use the planned rate of the line balancing for Sequencing, set the
status to active.

Figure 174: Calculation of the Planned Rate in Line Balancing

The function Determine receipts/requirements is available for the calculation
of the planned rate: The system displays a dialog box, showing the maximum
and the average daily quantities of requirements and receipts (on the basis of a
specific selection period). Here, the system takes all requirements and receipts
into account that are also displayed in the MRP list. By copying the column, you
can transfer the average daily requirements quantities for the individual materials
to the Rate column, for example. You can then transfer these daily rates from the
dialog box to the line balancing by choosing Copy (if, however, the time unit of
the line hierarchy is not days, but Hours, for example, you must choose the entry
16 in the line balancing in the Number of Time Units field if the line hierarchy is
in operation 16 hours per day). Note on Line Balancing: When saving the line
balancing, the routing in the line balancing (or routings) is changed according
to the change in the graphic line balancing (see next slide). You can make this
change with or without a change number: Without a change number: Each new
version of a line balance overwrites the existing routing Therefore, you can copy
the existing routing and enter the copy in the line balancing before saving the
line balancing. This means you only change the copied routing. This procedure
without change number is particularly useful if you use the line balancing function
in medium to longer intervals. With a change number: You separate the various
line balances of a routing using change numbers. You therefore only need to save
one routing in the system. If you enter a new version of a line balancing with
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a change number, the new line balancing version is based on the status of the
previous version. The line balancing with a change number is particularly useful if
you create line balancings at short, regular intervals.

Figure 175: Branching to the Graphic for Line Balancing

Use: You can use the graphical line balancing function to check whether the
operations can actually be carried out within the takt time in the individual takt
areas on the production line. The line balance displays the work content (total
operations) per processing station as an average value. The system calculates this
average value from the average routing standard values for the individual products
that are produced on the production line. You enter a model mix to see which
products are produced in what proportions. As well as the average value, you can
display the operations per processing station for each product. The takt time is
also displayed, so that you can monitor whether the operations can actually be
carried out within the takt time of the production line. The aim of line balancing
is to assign each processing station (takt) the optimum number of operations. The
total of the operation times should be as close as possible to the takt time. To do
this, you can also move operations to other processing stations. Here, the system
automatically changes the routings used in the line balancing and renumbers
the operations. You can also change the number of takts and the number of
individual capacities of a line segment you defined in the line hierarchy. Changes
to the number of takts/individual capacities are only valid for the respective
version of line balancing. In this way you can adjust the capacity of the production
line, which you have designed in the line hierarchy for a maximum load, for every
version of the line balance or every period. You can copy the changed amounts
from the line balance to the line hierarchy by selecting the indicator Maximum
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line balancing in the line balance. The line balancing function displays all line
segments on the lowest level of a line hierarchy. It also displays line segments
from higher levels, if these have been assigned operations.

Figure 176: Line Balancing for Configurable Materials on the Basis of
Material Variants

Use: If you are working with takt-based production with configurable
materials, you have to work with material variants for line balancing the
production line. Since many material variants can be produced when using
configurable materials, you should concentrate on the critical material variants in
the line balance: Critical material variants are those variants of the configurable
materials which occur on a particularly regular basis and which are especially
critical for line balancing. You can create material variants as material masters
and relate these to the configurable material. Material variants of the configurable
material can be produced and placed into stock. However, critical material
variants are only created in takt-based production for line balancing. In this case,
they are not produced but are only used as a basis for line balancing. Sales orders
are then created for the configurable material and not for the material variant.
Prerequisites: Material variants are created in separate material master records
and are linked with the configurable material in the material master record (MRP
view, Configurable Material field). Using the Assign values to variant key (MRP
view), in the material variant, you can configure the configurable material (value
assignment) and therefore save a configuration for the material variant. You have
to enter the material variants in line balancing manually or they are selected
automatically when creating the line balancing (for example, by maintaining
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the line hierarchy and the configurable routing in the production version of the
material variant; when creating the line balancing, using the production version
selection, the material variant is read automatically).

Master Data for Takt-Based Flow Mfg: Summary

� Line hierarchy
� Dividing the production process into operations
� Line balance on a line: moving operations to other line segments of the

line hierarchy

Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing in ECC: Planning
Planning Takt-Based Flow Manufacturing in ECC: Content

� Takt-based scheduling in takt-based flow manufacturing
� Takt-based flow manufacturing with direct use of the graphic sequence

schedule especially for make-to-order production (often high order volume,
small lot sizes)

� Takt-based flow manufacturing with direct use of the planning table (graphic
sequence schedule here only for visualization purposes) especially for
make-to-stock production (often small order volume, larger lot sizes)

Figure 177: Takt-Based Flow Mfg as MTS and MTO Production

Make-to-stock production: You can use repetitive/flow manufacturing for pure
make-to-stock production. This means you produce products with no direct
reference to sales orders. The planned independent requirements from demand
management are used as the basis for planning. Depending on your planning
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strategy, the planned independent requirements from demand management may be
consumed by sales orders. The same product is often produced repeatedly over
a substantial period of time. It is not manufactured in individually defined lots.
Instead, a total quantity is produced over a certain period at a certain rate per
part-period. Sales orders are filled from warehouse stock.

Make-to-order production (sales order-based production): You can use
repetitive/flow manufacturing for make-to-order production. This means you
produce products with direct reference to the sales orders. The products are stored
in the sales order stock. Sales orders can be processed separately. A planned
order is created with direct reference to the sales order. Production is therefore
controlled via sales orders. The quantities produced cannot be swapped between
the individual sales orders. The produced quantities are stored specifically for the
individual sales order (sales order stock) and not in the make-to-stock inventory.
If you use variant configuration, you can plan and manufacture configurable
materials using make-to-order repetitive manufacturing.

Sales orders are filled from sales order stock.

Prerequisite: You use the strategy group in the material master record to control
whether you want to use make-to-stock or make-to-order production.

Figure 178: Creating a Master Plan

Make-to-Order Production: A product can be configured according to customer
requirements when a sales order is entered (if the product is configurable). When
you save the sales order, the product appears in the stock requirements list in an
individual planning segment. The nextMRP run creates a planned order for the
sales order, whose component list contains only the components that correspond
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to the customer�s requirements. The assignment of the planned orders to the
production lines can already have been carried out automatically in MRP. This can
be carried out via quota arrangement if a material is to be assigned to several
production lines. If the material is only to be assigned to one production line,
automatic assignment can also be carried out using the alternative selection
indicator. Scheduling of planned orders can take place in two different ways: -
You can carry out scheduling in the planning table using the takt time/production
rate of the line hierarchy (takt-based scheduling in the planning table). You
can carry out scheduling directly in the graphic sequence schedule (without the
use of the planning table) using the takt-time/production rate of the line hierarchy
(takt-based scheduling in the graphic sequence schedule). The planned orders
can be dispatched in a specific order sequence. If you use assembly processing
within make-to-order production, a procurement element is created automatically
when you enter a sales order. Using this procedure, it is also possible to carry out
an availability check at component level when you enter the sales order, since the
finished product is not usually a stock item.

Figure 179: Cross-Application Functional Process

Planning in Repetitive Manufacturing is a central part of a comprehensive
process chain starting from entering independent requirements (either planned
independent requirements or customer requirements) to the goods issue of finished
products.

In the SAP System, takt-based flow manufacturing can be used for the complete
process for the in-house production of products only.
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Figure 180: Role: Production Planner for Production Lines

The following objects/tasks lie in Tanja�s area of responsibility: Dispatching,
sequencing, sales order/planned order management, capacity loading, deadline
monitoring, forecasting (extra single role), sales administrator (extra single role).

She requires read authorizations for the following master data: Production
versions, line design (work centers, rate routings, line hierarchies, line balancing,
operational method sheets), material masters, material BOMs, production
resources and tools, serial number maintenance, documents, supply areas, product
cost collectors, preliminary costing for the product cost collector.

She requires change authorizations for the following planning transactions:
Planning table, sequencing, collective availability checks, stock/requirements lists,
pegged requirements, stock overviews, production lists

She requires authorizations for the following evaluations (production): Reporting
point overview, data entry document overview, total requirements, reporting point
statistics, goods receipt statistics, component consumption, Kanban information
system, Kanban error display, Kanban plant overview, control cycle/Kanban. She
requires authorizations for the following evaluations (inventory management):
Material documents, posting and reversal documents as well as archived
documents for materials, stock overviews, warehouse stock, provision stock,
consignment stock and so on, availability overviews, plant overviews, purchase
orders. She requires authorizations for the following evaluations (Controlling):
Variance analysis, WIP, planned costs, actual costs, planned/actual comparisons
(variance categories), production versions: Line item-actual/variance
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Figure 181: Overview: Takt-Based Scheduling in Sequencing

Use: You usually use takt-based scheduling in make-to-order repetitive
manufacturing if you produce a large number of planned orders with small lot
sizes to order (for example, production is often executed with the lot size 1 in
the automotive or computer industries). The use of lead time scheduling for
scheduling a large number of planned orders can lead to poor performance levels
especially as you usually work with complex routings in make-to-order repetitive
manufacturing. Takt-based scheduling: Use the transaction Sequencing for
scheduling. This means that the planned orders are scheduled using the takt
time/rate of the line hierarchy. In other words, the runtime of the planned order
is calculating according to the takt time/rate in the line hierarchy (and not using
the individual operation times from the routing!). In this case, every material is
produced with the same takt time/production rate. This means you can schedule,
dispatch and visualize a large volume of orders. Prerequisites: In Line Design,
you must create a line hierarchy for the production line. You must enter this line
hierarchy in the material master record in the production version. You must
define the maximum production rate (as line speed) in the line hierarchy. You
must enter the indicator Takt time/production rate scheduling in Customizing for
Repetitive Manufacturing in work step Define Scheduling Parameters for Planned
Orders. You have already created planned orders, which only have to contain
basic dates. The planned orders must already be assigned to the production lines
before you access the graphic sequence schedule (the production version must
already be recorded in the planned orders). This can be carried out automatically
via quota arrangement if a material is to be assigned to several production lines.
If the material is only to be assigned to one production line, automatic assignment
can also be carried out using the alternative selection indicator.
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Figure 182: Takt-Based Scheduling and Order Sequencing in Sequencing

In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, you use sequencing to execute
takt-based scheduling and to sequence the planned orders.

� Takt-based scheduling: In takt-based scheduling in sequencing, every
material/planned order is dispatched to the production line using the same
takt time/production rate.

� Sequencing: In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, the individual
planned orders can have quite different runtimes due to different
configurations, for example. Therefore, the planned orders have to be
dispatched to the production line and produced in an optimal order sequence.

Using the optimal determination of the planned order sequence, you can
avoid a situation where several long planned orders are produced in sequence
on the production line. Such a sequence would certainly lead to a capacity
overload of the production line.

This means the combination of line balancing of the production line and
sequencing replaces the more traditional capacity planning.

Several planning procedures are available for sequence planning in Sequencing.
Sequence planning is carried out per planning period (for example 1 day or 7
days).

Feeder lines are not scheduled in takt-based scheduling in Sequencing.
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Figure 183: Takt-Based Scheduling: Example

Takt-based scheduling: This example shows the scheduling of two planned
orders with lot size 1 (planned order A and planned order B). The planned rate/takt
time of the current period in this example corresponds to the maximum rate/takt
time as this is often the case in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing. Number
of takts: The production line consists of three line segments each with one takt
(line segments 1, 2 and 3). Every product must, therefore, flow through 3 takts,
the number of takts is 3. Maximum rate/takt time: A maximum production rate
of 12 pieces per hour is specified for the line hierarchy. This corresponds to a takt
time of 5 minutes. The takt time is the length of time that a material is processed in
one takt. Planned rate/takt time of the current period: The planned rate defined
for the current period in line balancing corresponds to the maximum rate of 12
pieces per hour. This means that the line-on speed in line segment 1 is every 5
minutes (that is, every 5 minutes a material is placed on the production line at the
line segment 1). Scheduling: The system dispatches planned orders to the earliest
possible point and calculates the start and finish times on the work centers of the
production lines. If a product goes through several line segments (for example,
processing stations) of a line hierarchy, the system calculates the production start
time on the first station and the production finish time on the last station.

Here, the system uses the following formula to calculate the execution time for the
planned order: (Number of takts - 1) * minimum takt time + planned takt time +
planned order quantity. The maximum rate represents the line speed. As opposed
to the planned rate, this cannot be maintained dependent on time. If you choose
the indicator Basis for takt-based scheduling when maintaining the line hierarchy,
the system uses the planned rate which can be maintained dependent on time as
well as the line-on speed and the line speed for scheduling. Restriction: Then the
line-on speed is identical to the line speed.
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Figure 184: Sequence Planning Methods in the Sequence Schedule
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Sequencing: In sequencing, the following planning procedures are available for
sequencing (definition and allocation per plant in Customizing for Repetitive
Manufacturing in Planning in the work step Sequencing):

� If you work with external programs, these determine the sequence of the
planned orders: Planned orders can be transferred via a standard interface
(POI) from ECC to an external optimizing program. This determines a
sequence on the basis of a customer-specific algorithm. The external program
records the determined sequence to the individual planned orders as a
Sequence number. The planned orders are then transferred back into the ECC
System and dispatched by Sequencing according to the sequence numbers.

When you access the sequence schedule the system immediately dispatches
the planned orders per planning period in the sequence schedule section of
the screen, according to the sequence numbers.

� In the First-in-first-out procedure, the system first plans all planned orders
for make-to-order repetitive manufacturing according to the sales order
number and the sales order item. Then the system dispatches the planned
orders for make-to-stock REM on the basis of the planned order numbers.
In this process, therefore, it is the time that you create the sales orders or
planned orders that determines the sequence of the orders when dispatching.

� If you dispatch manually, all planned orders whose start date lies within a
planning period are dispatched to this planning period. You can then select
planned orders in the Orders not yet dispatched section of the screen, and
dispatch them manually to the sequence schedule using drag and drop.

� User Exit: Using a user exit, you can connect to a self-defined planning
procedure.

Figure 185: Graphic Sequence Schedule
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Use: In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, takt-based scheduling and
sequencing is usually carried out by accessing the graphic sequence schedule.
When accessing the sequence schedule, the system plans the planned orders that
lie in the period of examination (field Period of examination on the initial screen)
per planned period as early as possible according to the planning procedure
defined. The system executes sequencing every time you access the transaction
Sequencing. In make-to-order repetitive manufacturing, the graphic sequence
schedule is not usually accessed from the planning table with the sequencing
option , but directly via the transaction Sequencing. The result of sequencing
is visualized as follows in make-to-order repetitive manufacturing: In order to
display as many planned orders as possible simultaneously on the screen, the
time axis is folded in the sequence visualization. In the sequence schedule,
the work-free time of the production line is displayed in a gray shaded area so
that it can be easily distinguished from the operating time. Here, the standard
system uses the scheduling-relevant capacity in the work center of the header of
the line hierarchy. The planned orders can be displayed using different colors to
represent different criteria. A full range of visualization profiles are provided
for this purpose, such as the visualization profile MATV to visualize component
availability. This displays whether the components of the planned order are all
available, partially available or are not available. You can also display up to
three characteristics per planned order graphically. A planned order bar can also
contain three graphic elements to which you can assign a color depending on
the characteristic value (value, status). This means, for example, that you can
display the configuration of the planned order graphically. You can create the
visualization profile in Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing in the work step
Sequencing. In the graphic sequence schedule, you can specify a visualization
profile as a user-specific setting.

Figure 186: Sequence Schedule: Control View
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Use: You can use the control view to see exactly where the dispatched planned
orders are situated on the production line at a specific point in time. The control
view shows the complete production line including the sort buffers in a column of
the sequence schedule. The production line is split into the visualization segments
of the control which you can define in the line hierarchy. In each visualization
segment, the sequence schedule displays the order bars of the orders that are
currently being processed.

The control view also displays a queue of orders waiting to be produced at the
beginning of the production line and all the completed orders at the end of the
production line.

Use of the Planning Table in Takt-Based Flow Mfg: Unit Objectives

� At the end of this unit, you will be able to:

� Use takt-based flow manufacturing with direct usage of the planning
table (graphic sequence schedule here only for visualization purposes),

� Use this process especially for make-to-stock production (often low
order volume, larger lot sizes)

Figure 187: Overview: Takt-Based Scheduling in the Planning Table (in
Combination with Sequencing)

Takt-based scheduling: If you access the planning table using the Sequencing
selection, the system schedules the planned orders in the planning table using the
takt time/production rate from the line hierarchy (that is, the execution time of the
planned order is calculated using a combination of the takt time/rate, the planned
order quantity and the number of processing stations). The load of the production
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line is calculated by comparing the occupied time (planned order quantity
combined with takt time and number of processing stations) with the available
capacity of the production line (standard available capacity or shift program).
Use: Takt-based scheduling has the advantage that you do not have to maintain the
routing. However, in this case, every material on the production line is produced
with the same takt time/production rate of the line hierarchy. Exception: If at one
point in time, you always only produce one material on a production line, you can
also perform sequencing using material-dependent production rates. Then in
line design, you can only specify material-dependent rates if you work with a line
hierarchy without line balancing (this is usually the case if you only use the takt
times/rates in the planning table). Sequencing takes these rates into account if you
override the planned production rate for the material in question. Prerequisites:
In Line Design, you must create a line hierarchy for the production line. You
must enter this line hierarchy in the material master record in the production
version. You must define the maximum production rate (as line speed) in the
line hierarchy. The system uses the rate to calculate the corresponding takt time,
which is the reciprocal value of the rate. You must enter the indicator Takt
time/production rate scheduling in Customizing for Repetitive Manufacturing in
work step Define Scheduling Parameters for Planned Orders.

Figure 188: Takt-Based Scheduling in the Planning Table

If you access the planning table using the Sequencing selection, the system
schedules the planned orders in the planning table using the takt time/production
rate from the line hierarchy.

The load of the production line is calculated by comparing the occupied time
with the available capacity of the production line (standard available capacity
or shift program.
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In the planning table, you can change the operative rate/takt time for a certain
period of time. The operative takt time/rate overrides the maximum takt time/rate
maintained in line design.

Using the Totals display in the planning table, you can convert the capacity data
display from a to a display in the unit of measure. The system then displays the
maximum quantity that can be produced on the production line in the available
capacity row, and the quantity that is already planned in the capacity load row.

In the totals display, you can also switch between the view free or occupied. If
you set the view to, you can check how much time has not yet been occupied or
how many pieces you can still produce.

Figure 189: Takt-Based Scheduling: Example

This example shows the scheduling of two planned orders with lot size 1 (planned
order A and planned order B). In this example, the planned rate/takt time of the
current period is smaller than the maximum rate/takt time. By increasing the
planned rate/takt time in the direction of the values of the maximum rate/takt
time, you can increase the yiels of the production line. Number of takts: The
production line consists of three line segments each with one takt (line segments 1,
2 and 3). Every product must, therefore, flow through 3 takts, the number of takts
is 3. Maximum rate/takt time: A maximum production rate of 60 pieces per hour
is specified for the line hierarchy. This corresponds to a takt time of 1 minutes.
The takt time is the length of time that a material is processed in one takt. Planned
rate/takt time of the current period:The planned rate defined for the current
period in line balancing is 30 pieces per hour. This means that every 2 minutes
a material is placed on the production line at the line segment 1). Scheduling:
The system dispatches planned orders to the earliest possible point and calculates
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the start and finish times on the work centers of the production lines. If a product
goes through several line segments (for example, processing stations) of a line
hierarchy, the system calculates the production start time on the first station and
the production finish time on the last station. Here, the system uses the following
formula to calculate the execution time for the planned order: (Number of takts - 1)
* minimum takt time + planned takt time * planned order quantity. The maximum
rate represents the line speed. As opposed to the planned rate, this cannot be
maintained dependent on time, only by being compared with the line-on speed.

Figure 190: Visualization in the Graphic Sequence Schedule

Use: You can branch to the graphic sequence schedule from the planning table.
Using the graphic sequence schedule in make-to-stock repetitive manufacturing
provides you with a graphic overview of the production quantities (whereas in
make-to-order repetitive manufacturing the sequence schedule is also used for
sequencing the planned orders).
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Visualization:

� In order to display as many planned orders as possible simultaneously on the
screen, the time axis is folded in the sequence visualization.

� The planned orders can be displayed using different colors to represent
different criteria. A full range of visualization profiles are provided for
this purpose.

You can create the visualization profiles in Customizing for Repetitive
Manufacturing in the work step Sequencing. In the graphic sequence
schedule, you can specify a visualization profile as a user-specific setting.

� In the sequence schedule, the work-free time (e.g. breaks) of the production
line is displayed in a gray shaded area so that it can be easily destinguished
from the operating time (lighter shading). Here, the standard system uses
the scheduling-relevant capacity in the work center of the header of the
line hierarchy.

Planning Takt-Based Flow Mfg: Summary

� Takt-based scheduling in takt-based flow manufacturing
� Takt-based flow manufacturing with direct use of the graphic sequence

schedule especially for make-to-order production (often high order volume,
small lot sizes)

� Takt-based flow manufacturing with direct use of the planning table (graphic
sequence schedule here only for visualization) especially for make-to-stock
production (often small order volume, larger lot sizes)
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Feedback
SAP AG has made every effort in the preparation of this course to ensure the
accuracy and completeness of the materials. If you have any corrections or
suggestions for improvement, please record them in the appropriate place in the
course evaluation.
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